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U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE: FEE
SCHEDULE ADJUSTMENT AND AGENCY REFORM
THURSDAY, JULY 18, 2002
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET,
AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:01 a.m., in Room
2141, Rayburn House Office Building, lion. Howard Coble [Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding.
Mr. COBLE. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. The Subcommittee will come to order.
My good friend and Ranking Member, the distinguished gentleman from California, Howard Berman, is elsewhere on the Hill
today, but I think he may, hopefully, join us prior to the conclusion
of the hearing. But he is involved with another legislative matter
that requires his attendance there.
Good to have you all with us today.
Let me make a few informal statements before I present my formal statement. As you all know, we have confined ourselves during
hearings this session to four witnesses. Others wanted to be at the
table. Their conspicuous absence is by no means their lack of interest or that they're being dissed by us. We've tried to be balanced
as we have invited panelists.
And I see Herb Wamsley from the Intellectual Property Owners
group. They've been very helpful.
I don't think Robert Holleyman is in the audience. He's more
concerned about copyright, but to some extent patents. Robert and
his BSA and other gToups have been very helpful.
And I will say this later in the meeting, but I want you all to
know that any statements that want to be submitted will be received.
And I will say now, anybody on the Judiciary Committee who
has any statement or information regarding this matter, feel free
to submit that as well.
And I was going to tell Howard Berman. I haven't had a chance
to talk to Howard this week. This may well be one of the most significant hearings, if not the most significant hearing, that we have
had this session and maybe even during my tenure as Subcommittee Chairman.
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And, Judge, unlike other times, there may be disagreements
today. And that's not to say that just because we're not unanimous
in agreement that we can't disagree agreeably.
You have undergone maybe the not enviable morphing transition
of going from legislator on the one hand to a very able executive
representative on the other. And I'm sure that doing that well. It
may be making an old man out of you ahead of your time[Laughter.]
In any event, folks, having said all that, let me give my opening
statement.
And I think the gentleman from Massachusetts wants to be recognized as well, do you not, Mr. Meehan, for an opening statement?
Mr. MEEHAN. Thank you.
Mr. COBTE. I'll recognize you subsequently.
Well, it's deja vit all over again, folks. It was not that long ago
when we met to study the operational problems that continue to
plague the Parent and Trademark Office. As we know by now, simply shaking our collective fist at the appropriations process is not
an adequate response.
I believe our Subcommittee understands the necessity to work
with our friends at the Appropriations Committee, not against
them. We need to pursue strategies that will-place the agency in
the best possible position to maximize its administrative efficiencies, which ultimately translates into enhancing patent and
trademark quality first, and reducing pendency and backlogs second. Only then can we play a stronger hand when requesting more
funds on behalf of the PTO.
Now, I said earlier we need to be friends with our Appropriations
Committee. I don't want anybody to misinterpret what I'm saying.
I'm not suggesting that we no longer pursue the fight to turn off
this diverting spigot. I want that diversion to cease and desioA, on
the one hand. On the other hand, We're at war, and it's not likely
that that diversion process is going to be terminated imminently.
But at some time, I want the spigot turned off, Judge. And I
want those monies to be retained down there, down yonder, as we
say in the rural South, where they belong.
At our last gathering, I also mentioned that Jim Rogan is the
right man to lead PTO into the 21st century. His work since that
time makes my point yet again. The Director has aggressively and
boldly developed a strategic business plan to transform the agency
and make it more responsive to the needs of the user community.
This does not mean that the Director will receive a blank check
today or in the future. While no one in this room questions his intentions or earnestness in developing the strategic plan, there are
many who question some of the details of the plan, starting with
the new fee schedule, which is the focus of our hearing today.
The user groups that subsidize the agency I believe have a right
to critique these proposals, just as the taxpayers review the work
of their respective Congressmen.
I encourage the witnesses to remain candid in their testimony,
and I am confident we will remain civil as well. Or, hopefully, we
will remain civil as well. Knowing the parties at the table, I'm sure
we will. After all, at the end of the day, the Subcommittee, the user

groups, and the PTO want the same thing: strategies that will help
a good agency get better.
Finally, I know there was much demand to participate in the
hearing today. Again, I want to encourage those parties who did
not make the cut at the table to submit statements for the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Coble follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HOWARD COBLE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

"Good morning. The Subcommittee will come to order.
"Well, folks, its deja-vu all over again.
"It wasn't that long ago that we met to study the operational problems that continue to plague the Patent and Trademark Office. As we know by now, simply shaking our collective fist at the appropriations process is not an adequate response. I
believe our Subcommittee understands the necessity to work with our friends at the
Appropriations Committee-not against them We need to pursue strategies that
will place the agency in the best possible position to maximize its administrative
efficiencies, which ultimately translates into enhancing patent and trademark quality first, and reducing pendency and backlogs second. Only then can we play a
stronger hand when requesting more funds on behalf of PTO.
"At our last gathering I also mentioned that Jim Rogan is the right man to lead
PTO into the 21st Century. His work since that time makes my point yet again.
The Director has aggressively and boldly developed a Strategic Business Plan to
transform the agency and make it more responsive to the needs of the user community.
"''his does not mean that the Director will receive a blank check today or in the
future. While no one in this room questions his intentions or earnestness in developing the Strategic Plan, there are many who question some of the details of the
plan, starting with the new fee schedule which is the focus of our hearing. The user
groups who subsidize the agency have a right to critique these proposals just as the
taxpayers review the work of their congressmen. I encourage the witnesses to remain candid in their testimony, and I am confident we will remain civil as well.
After all, at the end of the day, the Subcommittee, the user groups, and the PTO
want the same thing: workable strategies that will help a good agency get better.
"Finally, I know there was much demand to participate in the hearing today. I
would encourage those parties who did not make the cut to submit statements for
the record.
"I now recognize my friend, the Ranking Member from California, for his opening
statement."

Mr. COBLE. I now am pleased recognize the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr. Meehan, for an opening statement.
Mr. MEEHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I will be very brief.
I too want to commend Jim Rogan for his commitment, and I too
have confidence in his leadership. I compliment him and the PTO
for setting forth a bold plan for reforming the PTO. While the PTO
has done reasonably well over the years, I think that it needs to
become more innovative, more responsive, more efficient. And I
think this proposal will help to do that.
What I don't agree with and oppose is PTO's proposal to increase
patent fees by 50 percent or more. I just don't think it's a good
idea, particularly in the face of a severe recession in the high-technology industry.
Front my perspective, the last thing we need to do is increase
taxes on new inventions, which is my perspective of these fee increases .
Secondly, it's difficult to rationalize a fee increase in the face of
the continued divergence of patent fees for other uses. This has
gone on and become a tradition, fee divergence. And I'm disappointed the Administration is continuing this fee divergence. In

2003 alone, I think the Administration will divert $162 million in
patent fees to unrelated programs.
This is at a time where there an excessive, obviously, backlog on
patent application.
So it seems that it's a budgetary shell game. Members of the
Committee here have tried to stop it. And we need to do everything
we can to try to stop that.
So I appreciate, as I say, Mr. Rogan's effort. Look forward to
working with you and Members of the Committee on this important issue.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman. And I will remind everyone
that neither the Democrats nor the Republicans own a corner of
the diversion market. Each have inserted their grubby paws into
the coffers down there. I said it before. I say it to Democrats. I say
it to Republicans. I'm bipartisan to that extent.
We've been joined by our good friend from the Smoky Mountains
of east Tennessee. Mr. Jenkins, do you have an opening statement?
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No, I do not have an
opening statement.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, sir.
Our first witness today is Jim Rogan, the Undersecretary of
Commerce for Intellectual Property and Director of the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office. He was nominated by President George W.
Bush on May 25, 2001, and confirmed by the U.S. Senate on November 30, 2001. We all remember him as a valued colleague who
served on our Subcommittee from 1997 to 2001.
Judge Rogan had a distinguished career in public service. He
was a gang murder prosecutor in the Los Angeles County District
Attorney's Office, and became California's youngest sitting State
court judge in 1990 prior to his election to California State Assembly in 1994. Judge Rogan earned a B.A. degree from the University
of California at Berkeley in 1979, and his J.D. from the UCLA
School of Law in 1983, where he served as a member of the UCLA
Law Review.
Our next witness is Ms. Katherine Barrett Park, trademark
counsel for the General Electric Company. She is testifying in her
capacity as executive vice president of the International Trademark
Association, commonly known as INTA.
Ms. Park previously was vice president and senior intellectual
property counsel of NBA properties and has worked in private
practice. During her legal career, she has concentrated on trademark and copyright law, with special emphasis on trademark prosecution, enforcement, and licensing. Ms. Park is a graduate of
Brown University and the Colombia University School of Law.
Our next witness is Mike Kirk, unknown to no Member of this
Subcommittee. That's not to say that the rest of you are unknown
either, but Mike Kirk we see frequently up here. It's good to see
you again, Mr. Kirk.
Mr. Kirk served, as you know, as the executive director of the
American Intellectual Property Law Association. In 1993, Mr. Kirk
served as the acting assistant secretary of Commerce and acting
commissioner of patents and trademarks. From May 1994 through
March 1995, he served as deputy assistant secretary of Commerce

and deputy commissioner of patents and trademarks. Mr. Kirk
earned his bachelor of science in electrical engineering at the Citadel, his juris doctorate from the Georgetown Law Center, and his
master of public administration from Indiana University.
Our final witness today is Mr. Charles P. Baker, who is currently
Chair of the Intellectual Property Law Section of the ABA and a
member of the ABA Section Division Committee on Professionalism
and Ethics. Mr. Baker is a partner with Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper
& Scinto, a New York law firm comprised of 150 lawyers specializing in all aspects of intellectual property law.
Mr. Baker obtained his J.D. from the University of Virginia and
a bachelor of engineering physics from Cornell University. He is
admitted to the New York State Bar and several Federal bars.
Good to have each of you with us. We have written statements
from all the members of the panel, and I ask unanimous consent
to submit them into the record in their entirety.
I ask that each witness limit his oral statement to 5 minutes. As
you know, we try to comply with the 5-minute rule. We will not severely penalize you if you violate that. But when you see the red
light appear in front of you, you know that's your sign to begin to
wrap it up.
We apply the 5-minute rule to ourselves as well, as we question
you all after you submit your testimony.
Mr. Rogan, we will start with you, Judge. Good to have you back
on the Hill.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES ROGAN, UNDERSECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
AND DIRECTOR OF THE U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Thank you for that
very generous introduction.
Mr. COBLE. Jim, if you would pull that mike a little closer to you,
please? Thank you.
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the introduction and
for calling the hearing.
I also want to thank my friend from Massachusetts for his very
kind comments.
I appreciate our Ranking Member's unenviable duty today. I
know he's been very engaged in this issue, and were he not called
to something that none of us envy him for, I know he would be
here also.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, 3 months ago, I
testified before the Subcommittee that the U.S.P.T.O. was facing a
crisis due to our increasingly large and complex workload. To tackle this head on, and in keeping with the expectations of the Administration, Congress, and owners of intellectual property and the
patent bar, I said that we would put forward a comprehensive plan
to enhance quality, reduce pendency, and transform the agency
into an information age, e-commerce-based organization.
This plan does precisely that and pursues four main objectives.
It improves quality, which is our first and foremost objective. It reduces pendency. It listens more closely to our applicants and the
demands of our national and global marketplace. And it allows us

rkW-1

to be more productive while hiring 2,500 fewer examiners than the
previous plan anticipated, and spending half a billion dollars less
than the previous plan had anticipated.
If Congress provides us with the funding and statutory changes
necessary for implementation, this plan shows our benchmark for
reaching a quality-driven 18-month average pendency for patents,
by far the fastest in the world, accomplished through a reform of
the entire patent search and examination system, greater reliance
on outside searches, and incentive-driven fees.
Mr. Chairman, in the Committee's call to order, it said that I
would be here to defend the plan. I'm not sure if that's the way it
should be phrased, because if a defense is needed, perhaps it
should be for those who want to defend the status quo. It's simply
unacceptable.
But if the Committee needs a defense for this aggressive plan,
I would offer it in two sentences. One comes from the House of
Representatives, and one-comes from the Senate. Listen to what
both houses said in their report language last year.
The House said, "The Patent and Trademark Office is unable to
meet the demands of the increasing number of patent applications.
With the increased funding the office has received in the past,
there is no measurable increase in performance. The PTO has been
unsuccessful in proving that increased funding will decrease the
amount of time it takes an applicant to receive a patent."
This from the Senate, Mr. Chairman. The Senate said "the PTO
has failed to provide a thorough business plan that demonstrates
how resources will be used and what results will obtain. Second,
PTO management has not been sufficiently innovative. Although
patent filings have increased dramatically over the past decade,
PTO management chose to remain wedded to an archaic patent
process and attempted to hire its way out of its workload problems.
Substantial amounts of funds have been expended on information
technology projects over the last decade, but no significant increase
in examiner productivity has been noted. Finally, the Committee
lacks full confidence in the information provided to it by PTO management regarding its needs and performances."
Make no mistake, Mr. Chairman, implementation of this plan
will not be painless. It challenges the status quo. It is far-reaching.
It is predicated on behavioral changes from within the PTO and
also from within our user community.
Our proposed fee schedule compares quite favorably with the fees
of other foreign offices, particularly with Japan, whose equivalent
fees are twice what we are suggesting. In the European office,
they're about four or five times what we are suggesting.
Other fees are punitive, and I will repeat that they are meant
to be punitive, not to collect revenue, Mr. Chairman, but to discourage behavior that is crippling our ability to provide a quality and
timely patent.
Our agency does not have the luxury of sitting back and waiting
for fee diversion to end. Diversion is an issue that Congress and
the Administration are discussing. They will continue those discussions.
However, the U.S.P.T.O. must move forward now, not tomorrow,
to give American intellectual property the protection it deserves.
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Our plan is the only existing plan that addresses all the challenges
facing our agency and does it within the expectations set before us
by the Congress and by the President.
Mr. Chairman, Franklin Roosevelt once said, "Try something. If
it doesn't work, try something else. But try something." I throw
that quote in to appeal to my friends on the other side of the aisle.
Mr. Chairman, through this plan, we're trying to try something.
If it doesn't work, we'll try something else. But we must try something. And this is a starting point for that discussion.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Judge Rogan follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES E. ROGAN
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you once again to discuss the future of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). As always, Mr.
Chairman, it is a pleasure to work with you, Ranking Member Berman, and the
other members of the Subcommittee on the array of intellectual property issues
which are so vital to our nation's economic security.
A little over three months ago, this Subcommittee conducted an important oversight hearing on the operations and funding of the USPTO. At that hearing, I described the rather grave situation that confronted the agency due to our increasingly
large and complex workload. For example, an estimated seven million patent applications are currently pending in the world's examination pipeline, and the annual
workload has been growing at a rate of 20-30 percent. Because of this unprecedented growth, patent pendency rates in the United States now average over two
years, and without significant changes tc our method of processing applications,
data shows pendency soon will reach three to four years. The backlog of unexamined
patent applications continues to grow as well. We currently have a backlog of approximately 400,000 applications, and this year we project we will receive a total
of 340,000 new patent applications. To complicate matters, the technologies we are
examining are increasingly complex, with applications sometimes accompanied by
the equivalent of millions of pages of supporting data.
At the April oversight hearing, I indicated that these trends might necessitate
fundamental changes in the way USPTO operates if we are to accomplish our mis-

sion in a timely and quality-focused manner. To that end, earlier this year I initiated an aggressive top-to-bottom review of the agency to identify new and possibly
nontraditional ways to improve quality and reduce pendency. Today I am pleased
to report that, after a considerable team effort, that review is now complete. Most
importantly, based upon our review, we have put forward a comprehensive planthe 21st Century Strategic Plan-to transform the USPTO into a quality-focused,
highly productive, responsive organization supporting a market-driven intellectual
property system. This Plan will boost productivity and substantially cut the size of
the USPTO's inventory while transforming the agency into an information age, ecommerce based organization that reflects the values of President Bush's Management Agenda.
In proposing this plan, Mr. Chairman, the USPTO has stepped up to the plate
and heeded the calls of the Administration, Congress, the owners of intellectual
property, the patent bar, and the public-at-large to boldly address the challenges of
improving quality, reducingpendency, and promptly implementing e-Government.
Not surprisingly, the 21st Century Strategic Plan is not without controversy. It
challenges the status quo and is far-reaching. I submit, however, that anything less
would fall woefully short of what the times demand. Furthermore, it is the only existing plan that addresses all of the challenges facing the agency, and does so within
the expectations articulated by Congress and the Administration.
The 21st Century Strategic Plan is the USPTO's roadmap for creating, over the
next five years, an agile and productive organization fully worthy of the unique
leadership role the American intellectual property system plays in the global economy. The Plan is predicated on behavioral changes within the USPTO and a willingness to embrace change among all players in the int-llectual property system.
The Plan is intended to incorporate the best ideas of American inventors and creators, as well as our counterparts in other industrialized countries. It takes a global

......................

.

perspective by envisioning the patent and trademark systems of the future that
American innovators will need to remain competitive around the world. It is built
on the premise that American innovators need to obtain enforceable intellectual
propeity rights here and abroad as seamlessly and cost-effectively as possible. The
lan emphasizes the need for the USPTO to collaborate with other intellectual property organizations in automation, global patent classification, and mutual reliance
on search results.
The 21st Century Strategic Plan pursues three main objectives. First, make
USPTO's processes simpler, faster, and more accurate. Second, listen more closely
to the voices of USPTO applicants and to the demands of the national and global
marketplaces. Third, be more productive while hiring 2,500 fewer examiners than
was proposed under the 2003 Business Plan-and spending half a billion dollars
less than originally planned.
The new initiatives in our Strategic Plan are targed toward timeliness, e-Government, employee development and competitive sourcing-all with a central quality focus. If Con'ress provides the USPTO with the funding and statutory changes
necessary to implement this new strategy, the Plan will:
@ Enhance the quality of patent and trademark examining operations through
consolidation of quality assurance activities in fiscal year (FY) 2003.
* Transition from paper to e-government processing for trademarks by October
1, 2003.
* Accelerate deployment, by leveraging outside resources, of a fully operational
system to process patent applications electronically by the end of 2004.
• Achieve an average time to first action in patent applications that is more
than 50 percent lower than the time projected in the original 2003 Business
Plan (i.e., in 2008 5.8 months from time of request for examination rather
than 12.3 months from time of filing).
e Achieve and maintain 18 months patent pendency (from time of request for
examination) by 2008, compared to over 25 months (from time of filing) in the
2003 Business Plan.
* Reduce total patent examiner hires through FY 2008 by 2,500 compared to
the 2003 Business Plan projection. We still plan to hire 3,000 examiners
through FY 2008, but Congress has made clear that our hiring goals in the
2003 Business Plan were unrealistic.
* Competitively source classification and search functions, thereby concentrating Office expertise as much as possible on the core examination functions.
* Expand our bilateral and multilateral discussions to strengthen intellectual
property rights globally and, through work sharing, reduce duplication of effort among major industrial offices.
Here are some specifics on the Plan's initiatives for improving quality and reducing pendency.
Quality must permeate every action taken by every employee of the USPTO. Accordingly, this Plan will assure quality by hiring the people who make the best patent and trademark examiners, certifying their knowledge and competencies throughout their careers at the USPTO, and focusing on quality in all aspects of the examination of patent and trademark applications. In addition, current quality -assurance
programs will be enhanced by integrating reviews to cover all stages of examination.
For example, quality will be engineered into our processing, including the selective
expansion of the "second-pair-of-eyes" review in advanced fields such as semiconductors, telecommunications, and biotechnology. A statistically meaningful sample of all
first actions and final actions will be pulled on a continuous basis and reviewed for
quality and correctness, and information regarding examination errors will be used
or training and continuous quality improvement actions. We believe these initiatives will bolster confidence in the quality of U.S. patents and trademarks, thereby
spurring our economy and reducing litigation costs.
With respect to pendency, the 21st Century Strategic Plan would ensure a steady
18-month average examination duration time for patents-by far the fastest in the
world-and a 12-month pendency time for trademarks. This will be accomplished
through a radical redesign of the entire patent search and examination system
based upon four examination tracks, greater reliance on outside searches, and variable, incentive-driven fees. Likewise, trademarks will restructure the way it does
business to be compatible with an e-Government environment.
For patents, the single-track examination process will be replaced by four examination options that leverage search results of other organizations and permit appli-
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cants to choose the timing of the processing of their applications. As part of this
new process, the current basic filing fee (which now covers both the search and the
examination) will be replaced with a filing fee and separate examination fee. This
will allow applicants to file an application and delay deciding whether to request
examination for as long as 18 months from the earliest U.S. filing date, giving them
time to obtain a commercially provided search regarding patentability. and to decide
whether the application has sufficient commercial value to justify the costs of having an application examined. This change will eliminate duplication of effort, encourage greater participation by the applicant community and public, improve the
quality of patents, and decrease processing time. Indeed, we anticipate that requiring a separate request for examination and a separate examination fee could create
a pre-examination "dropout" rate of about 10 percent of all applications. It should
be noted that this figure is a conservative estimate, and other industrial property
offices have even higher dropout rates. However, only actual experience with the
new system will show how much currently needless work will be saved.
In order to achieve greater examiner productivity and reduce pendency, the Plan
also calls for outsourcing search and classification processes using USPTO-certified
search and classification firms and international patent searches. With approximately 45 percent of the USPTO's applications coming from foreign applicants who
have filed in other patent offices first, this initiative will enable us to leverage the
work product from those other offices. This will result in increased productivity for
the USPTO and reduce the Office's need to hire additional patent examiners.
In addition to separate filing and examination fees, other proposed revisions to
our fee structure in fiscal year 2003 include charging higher fees for longer applications with more claims and charging less for shooter applications with limited
claims. Patent applicants also will be given a new market-driven rockett docket" option of choosing an accelerated examination procedure with priority processing and
a pendency time of no longer than 12 months. We are still finalizing the details for
the "rocket docket" process, however, so this option is not part of our proposed FY
2003 fee legislation.
Let me make two important points on the proposed fee changes. First, enactment
of our proposed FY 2003 fee legislation, while laying the groundwork for reforms
of the examination system such as four-track examination, only directly impacts our
fee structure. Separate legislation will need to be enacted next year in order to fully
institute the needed changes to the examination system. Second, the Plan's proposed
USPTO fee schedule compares quite favorably with the fee schedules at other major
industrial property offices. For example, equivalent filing, issue and maintenance
fees in the European Patent Office and the Japan Patent Office would be approximately $54,000 and $24,000, respectively, com pared to our proposal of $12,000.
Once the 21st Century Strategic Plan is implemented, market forces will drive our
business model. Fees will remain steady for the foreseeable future. Geography and
time will be irrelevant when doing business with the USPTO. We will strengthen
our ability to be ranked as one of the highest quality, most-efficient intellectual
property organizations in the world. Our products and services will be tailored to
meet the needs of customers. Examination will be our core expertise. U.S. industry
and the public will benefit from stronger, more enforceable intellectual property
rights worldwide. Our workplace will become a state-of-the art facility designed for
the 21st Century.
The 21st Centuty Strategic Plan will create a nimble, flexible enterprise that resporids rapidly to changing market conditions. Under the Plan, we will make the
USPTO a premier place to work; we will rely on a cadre of highly trained -nd
skilled employees; and we will place greater reliance on the private sector, inch'dhag
drawing on the strengths of the information industry. We will enhance the quality
of work life for our employees by exploring expansion of work-at-home opportunities
and moving to the new Carlyle campus facility in Alexandria, Virginia. In addition,
we will establish alliances with our friends in other national and international intellectual property organizations to strengthen American intellectual property rights
around the world.

This Strategic Plan reflects both a thorough internal process review and a systematic attempt to incorporate the best thinking of our applicants, USPTO career experts, and the experiences and best practices of intellectual property offices in other
countries. We are grateful for the wisdom and experience of the many individuals
who contributed to the Plan's development, and for the candor and positive spirit
of representatives of industry groups and other associations who shared their views.
Key stakeholders also include our dedicated employees, without whose commitment

the Strategic Plan could not have been developed and its success could not be assured.
This Strategic Plan is only the first step toward creating a quality-focused, highly
productive, responsive USPTO that supports a market-driven intellectual property
system for the 21st Century. Once the initial phases of this Plan have been supported, adopted and implemented, the USPTO will explore further options to enhance its ability to operate more like a business.
We intend to refine and update our Strategic Plan periodically to adjust to changing conditions and to incorporate the best thinking of the entire intellectual property
community. We are eager to work with those who believe, as we do, that American
innovators and businesses must have the very best intellectual property system in
the world. This 21st Century Strategic Plan represents an important first step in
the pursuit of this goal.
Mr. Chairman, the 21st Century Strategic Plan is yet another manifestation of
the Bush Administration's firm commitment to ensuring that the USPTO continues
to lead the world in producing the most timely and reliable intellectual property
rights protection for American innovators. I am hopeful that the continued support
of the members of this Subcommittee, coupled with the Administration's dedication
to our agency, will enable the USPTO to meet the challenges that lie ahead.
Implementation of the 21st Century Strategic Plan will not be painless. It will require new ways of thinking among USPTO employees and our users. It will depend
upon our ability to streamline operations and the enactment of President Bush's
budget request to fund these needed changes. It will require revisions to current
rules. It also will require congressional support for enacting legislation relating to
our fee schedule and examination system.
Change is never easy, and there are those who say that they cannot support a
fee increase until USPTO is allowed to retain all of its fee revenue. The USPTO
does not have the luxury of sitting back and waiting for that to occur. As many have
stated before this Subcommittee, the Office is in crisis and bold action is needed.
Mr. Chairman, we have embraced the counsel of many and put forth an innovative, comprehensive plan for the future. We have upheld our end of the bargain. As
noted earlier, the 21st Century Strategic Plan is the only plan that exists that addresses all of the challenges facing the Office and does so within the constraints imposed by Congress and the Administration. However, it is only a first step, and it
must remain a continual work in progress. President Franklin D. Roosevelt once
said: "Pry something; if it doesn't work, try something else. But for goodness sake,
try something." We have heeded that advice. If aspects of the Plan fail to meet expectations, we will say so and try something else. But failure to try is no longer
an option.
We need the support of this Subcommittee and of our user community to ensure
the USPTO can do the job our Founding Fathers intended us to do: make the
USPTO the world's premier intellectual property office. This Plan offers a modem
day roadmap to remain faithful to their vision.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
REAUTHORIZATION ACT, FISCAL YEAR 2003
PURPOSE AND NEED FOR PROPOSED STATUTORY CHANGES TO 35 U.S.C. 41 - FEES

The proposed statutory changes to patent fees in section 41 of title 35, United States
Code, and the authorization to change trademark fees to levels in excess of the increase in
the Consumer Price Index over the last twelve months, provide an alternative to the
surcharges proposed in the President's 2003 budget proposal for the U S Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO). and would still generate the levels of patent and trademark
fee income reflected in that budget even though the L SPTO has received fev, er patent
and trademark application filings than the estimates on which the 2003 budget was based
and, therefore, a corresponding reduction in fee income.
The President's 2003 budget proposes a 19 3 percent surcharge on all patent fees and a
10 3 percent surcharge or trademark fees to cover necessary costs to fund the USP [O's
long-term quality, e-Government, and pendency initiatives, and to pay the full
Government share of the accruing cost of retirement for current CSRS employees and
post-retirement health benefits for current civilian employees Pnv ate sector interests
oppose the use of surcharges because such surcharges do not reflect accurately the costs
of the particular services for which the fees are paid The proposed fee changes in this
legislation prtvide an alternative to the surcharges, an alternative that reflects more
accurately the costs of the services provided The alternative would produce income
levels equivalent to the 2003 budget proposal, taking into account the reductions M patent
and trademark application filings I he resulting revenues vcill ensure that there vvas no
delay in the implementation of the USPTO's new initiatives aimed at improving the
quality of granted patents and trademark registrations. increasing efficiency through eGovernment programs, and redu'ing pendency in procesing applications for patents and
for registration of trademarks
The proposed changes to section 41 also vill initiate a restructuring of patent fees by,
among other things, providing a separate filing fc and an examination fee. rather than
the composite fee currently charged I his change will provide patent applicants vith a
reduced filing fee and an opportunity to evaluate the commercial value of their invention
before having to pay a fee to cover the cost of patent examination This change also vsll
eliminate the need for the USPTO to examine all patent applications, regardless of
whether the applicant determines that its invention is of sufficient commercial v aloe to
justify prosecuting its application
It is critical that the proposal be given expedited treatment, since the changes need to be
in place by the beginning of fiscal year 2003. The Office ofManagement and Budget has
no objection from the standpoint of the Administration's program to the submission of
this legislative proposal to the Congress
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FEE LEGISLATION
SEC. 1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the United States Patent and Trademark Office
Reauthorization Act, Fiscal Year 2003

SEC. 2. FEES FOR PATENT SERVICES.
(a) GENERAL PATFNT FEES -- Section 41 of title 35, United States Code, is
amended by striking subsection (a) and inserting the following
"(a) The Director shall charge the following fees and surcharges"(1) FILING AND BASIC NATIONAL FEES -(A) On filing each application for an original patent, except for design, plant, or
provisional applications, $300.
"(B) On filing each application for an original design patent, S130
"(C) On filing each application for an original plant patent, $200
"(D) On filing each provisional application for an original patent,
$160
"(E) On filing each application for the reissue of a patent, $300
"'(F) The basic national fee for an international application entering
the national stage under section 371 of this title, $300
"(G) In addition, the surcharge as prescribed by the Director for
any application the specification and drawings of which exceed 50 sheets
of paper (or equivalent as prescribed by the Director if filed in an
electronic medium).
"(2) EXCESS CLAIMS FEES
"(A) INDEPENDENT CLAIMS -On filing in an application or on presentation
at any other time of a claim in independent form in excess of 3'

"(i) For a 4" claim in independent form, $160,
'

"(ii) For a 5" claim in independent form, $320,
"(iii) For a 6 h claim in independent form, S&40, and
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"(iv) For each claim in independent form in excess of 6, 125
percent of the fee specified in this subparagraph for the previous
claim in independent form
"(B) TOTAL CLAIMS'--On filing in an application or on presentation at any
other time of a claim (whether dependent or independent) in excess of 20-"(i) For each claim in excess of 20 but not in excess of 25, S80.
"(ii) For each claim in excess of 25 but not in excess of 30, $160,
"(iii) For each claim in excess of 30 but not in excess of 35, $320.
"'(iv)For each claim in excess of 35 but not in excess of 40, $640,
and
"'(v) For each claim in excess of 40, by groups of 5 claims, 125
percent of the fee specified in this subparagraph for each claim in
the previous group of 5 claims
"(C) For each application containing a multiple dependent claim, $280 For
purpose of computing fees, a multiple dependent claim as referred to in section 112 of
this title or any claim depending therefrom shall be considered as separate dependent
claims in accordance with the number of claims to which reference is made
"(D) Ihe Director may, by regulation, provide for a refund of the fee specified in
subparagraphs (A) or (B) for any claim or claims that are cancelled as the result of a
requirement for restriction under section 121 of this title
"(E) Errors in payment of the additional fees under this paragraph may be
rectified in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Director
"(3) RELATED APPLICATION SURCHARGE --"(A) The surcharge as prescribed by the Director for filing an application that
contains or is amended to contain a specific reference to an earlier filed application or
applications under section 120, 121, or 365(c) of this title
"(B) The surcharge as prescribed by the Director for an application that contains
or is amended to contain I or more claims that are not patentably distinct from 1 or more
claims in another pending application or patent
"(C) Errors in payment ofthe additional fees under this paragraph may be
rectified in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Director
"(4) EXAMINATION FEES -"(A) On filing a request for examination of an application for an original patent,
except for a design or plant application, or of an application for the reissue of a patent,
$1250
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"(B) On filing a request for examination of an application for an original design
patent, $560
"(C) On tiling a request for examination of an application for an original plant
patent, $860
"Upon payment of the fee required by this paragraph in an application for
a patent, except for provisional applications, the application shall be examined in
accordance vith chapter 12 of this title, but if the fee required by this paragraph is
not paid within such period and under such conditions as may be prescribed by
the Director, the application shall be regarded as abandoned The Director may,
by regulation, reduce the fee specified in this paragraph for independent inventors
who meet the conditions prescribed by the Director, and for applicants who
provide a search report that meets the conditions prescribed by the Director.
'(5) ISSUE FEES --"(A) For issuing each original patent, except for design or plant patents, or each
reissue patent, $1660
"(B) For issuing each original design patent. $600
"-(C) For issuing each onginal plant patent, $810
-(6) DISCLAIMER FEE

On filing each disclaimer. SI 10

"'(7) APPEAL FEES ---"(A) On filing an appeal from the examiner to the Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences, $520
"(B) In addition, on filing a brief in support of the appeal, $1730, and on
requesting an oral hearing in the appeal before the Board of Patent Appeals and
n'.o
lnterferenca.
"(8) REVIVAL FEES --- On filing each petition for the revival of an
unintentionally abandoned application for a patent, for the unintentionally delayed
payment of the fee for issuing each patent, or for unintentionally delayed response
by the patent owner in any reexamination proceeding. S1 280, unless the petition is
filed under section 133 or 151 of this title, in which case the fee shall be $110
"(9) EXTENSION FEES -- For petitions for 1-month extensions oftine
to take actions required by the Director in an application- "(A) On iling a fir.t petition. $140,
"(B) On filing a second petition. $520.
"(C) On tiling a third or subsequent petition. $1200
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(b) PATENT MAINTENANCE FFES.- -Section 41 of title 35, United States

Code, is amended by striking subsection (b) and inserting the following

-(b)

The Director shall charge the following fees for maintaining in force all

patents based on applications filed on or after December 12, 1980-"(1) 3 years and 6 months after grant, $900
"(2) 7 years and 6 months after grant, $3000
"(3) 11years and 6 months after grant, $5000.
"Unless payment of the applicable maintenance fee is recei%ed in the U S.Patent and
Trademark Office on or before the date the fee is due or within a grace period of six
months thereafter, the patent ssilt empire as of the end of such grace period The Director
may require the payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting within such 6-month
grace period the payment of an applicable maintenance fee No fee may be established
for maintaining a design or plant patent in force ".
(c) APPLICATION OF SMALL ENITI Y FEI REDUCTION
Section 4l(hXt)of title 35, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end
thereof thcfbllo%ing sentence
"I he provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to the fees charged under
subsection (a)(4)"

SEC. 3. EFFECT ON PATENT TERM ADJUSTNIENT.
Ihe 14-month period specified in section 154(b)()(A) and the 3-year period
specified in section 154(bX1)(B) of title 35, United States Code, shall be measured from
the date on which the examination fee specified in section 4 lta)t4) of title 35, United

States Code, was paid

SEC. 4. EFFECTIVE DATE, APPLICABILITY, AND TRANSITION.
(a) EFFECTIVE DATE AND APPLICABTI.ITY (I) The amendments made by section 2 shall take effect on October 1,2002,
and shall apply to all patents, whenever granted, and to all applications pending
on or filed after October I, 2002, except that the fees speciFed in sections
41(a)t) and 41(a)(4) of tide 35, United States Code, shall apply only to all
applications for patent filed under section 111 of title 35, United States Code, on
or after October 1, 2002. and to all international applications entering the national
stage after compliance with section 371 of title 35, United States Code, on or after
October 1, 2002.
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(2) Section 3 shall take effect on October 1. 2002 and, except for design patent
applications filed under chapter 16 of title 35, United States Code, shall apply to
all applications for patent filed under section II I(a) of title 35, United States
Code, and to all international applications in Ahich the national stage is
commenced under section 37 1(b) or(f) of title 35, United States Code, on or after
October 1, 2002
(3) The surcharges provided for in sections 41(a)(1G) and -1
l(aX3) of title
35, United States Code, shall not take effect until at least 30 days after the date on
which notice of the surcharge is published in the Federal Register
(4) The time period and conditions prescribed by the Director under section
41(a)(4) oftitle 35 United States Code, shall take effect on the day following the
date on which notice of such time period and conditions is published iathe
Federal Register
Ib) TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS
(I) Bexeen October I, 2002 and the etfectie date of the surcharge provided
for in section 4 l(a)(3 )(A) of title 35, United States Code, the Director shall
charge
(A) For each application that contains or is amended to contain a Npecific
reference to 3 earlier filed applications under section
120, 12 1,or 165(c) of
title 35, United States Code, $1000,
t1) For each application that contains or is amended to contain a specific
reference to 4 earlier filed applications under section 120, 12 t. or 3 65(c) of
title 35, United States ('ode, $2000,
(C) For each application that contains or is amended to contain a specific
reference to 5 earlier filed applications under section 120, 12 1,or 365(c) of
title 35, United States Code, S4000,
(D) For each application that contains or is amended to contain a specific
reference to 6 or more earlier filed applications under section 120, 121, or
5
36 1c) of title 35. United States Code, $8000 for each application in excess of
5 to which the application contains or is amended to contain a specific
5
reference under section 120, 121, or 36 (c) oftitle 35, United States Code
(2) Between October 1,2002 and the effective date oftie surcharge provided
for in section 41(a)I3)(B) of title 35. United States Code, the Director shall
charge(A) For each application that contains or is amended to contain I or more
clainis that are not patentably distinct from 1 or more claims in I other
pending application or patent. S 0.680.
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(B) For each application that contains or is amended to contain I or more
claims that are not patentably distinct from I or more claims in 2 other
pending applications or patents, $ 13,350,

(C) For each application that contains or is amended to contain I or more
claims that axe Pot patentably distinct from I or more claims in 3 other
pending applications or patents, $16,690, and

(D) For each application that contains or is amended to contain 1 or more
claims that are not patentably distinct from I or more clairns in 4 or more
other pending applications or patents, 125 percent of the fee set forth in this
paragraph for an application that contains or is amended to contain I or more
claims that are not patentably distinct from I or more claims in I fewer other
pending applications or patents
(3)(A) Between October 1, 2002 and the effective date of the time period and
conditions prescribed by the Director under section 4 l(aX4) of title 35, United
States Code, the examination fee specified in section 4 1(a)(4) shall be
accompanied by a request in writing for examination of the application and,
except as provided in subparagraphs (B) through (D), shall be paid within 18
months from the date on which the application was filed in the United States, or if
the application contains a specific reference to an earlier filed application or
applications under section 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) oftitle 35, United States
Code, 18 months f;om the date on which the earliest such application was filed
(B) In any original application filed under section I11 (a) of title 35,
United States Code, except for a design patent application fi led under chapter 16,
of title 35, United States Code, that contains a specific reference to an eailiei filed
application or applications under section 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) of title 35,
United States Code. the examination fee specified in section 41(a)(4) shall be paid
either within the period specified in subparagraph (A) or within the period and
under the conditions prescribed by the Director under section 11 (a)(3) of title 35,
United States Code, for payment of the fee for filing the application
(C) In any application for the reissue of a patent filed under section 251 of
title 35, United States Code, and in any original design patent application filed
under chapter 16 of title 35, United States Code, the examination fee specified in
section 41 (a)(4) shall be paid within the period and under the conditions
prescribed by the Director under section 11 l(a)(3) of title 35, United States Code,
for payment of the fee for filing the application.
(D) In any international application, the examination fee specified in
section 41(a)(4) shall be paid by the date on which the national stage commenced
under section 371(b) or (f) of title 35, United States Code,
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SEC. 5. ADJUSTMENT OF TRADEMARK FEES
For fiscal year 2003, the Director may adjust fees established under section 31 of
the trademark Act of 1946 by amounts in excess of fluctuations during the preceding 12
months in the Consumer Price Index. as determined by the Secretary of Labor, without
regard to any other provision of law
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

SEcrIoN ONE

Section One sets forth the short title of the bill, the "United States Patent and Trademark
Office Reauthorization Act, Fiscal Year 2003."
SEcflON Two.

Section Two prescribes the dollar amounts for certain corresponding "general" patent and
patent application fees set forth in 35 U.S C § 41(a) and (b) and authorizes the Director
to require payment of a surcharge in certain situations Section 41(a) now specifies an
examination fee (paragraph 4) that is separate from the filing fee (paragraph 1), Under §
4 1(a), the applicant in an original application (other than a provisional or design
application) would pay the filing fee on filing (or shortly thereafter), but may delay
requesting examination and paying the examination fee for eighteen months from the
application's earliest effective United States filing date (or a period specified in the
USPTO's regulations). Separate fees for filing and examination will give the applicant
time to determine whether the invention claimed in the application has sufficient
commercial viability to make it worthwhile to pay the fee to proceed with examination,
and will obviate the need for the USPTO to examine applications where the applicant has
determined that the invention does not have sufficient commercial abilityy to pay the fee
to proceed with examination of the patent application.
Section 41(a)(l) sets out the filing fees for applications filed under § I l l of the patent
law (original or reissue) and the basic national fee for Patent Cooperation Treaty IPCT)
international applications entering the national stage under § 371 of the patent law.
Under § 41(aXl), the filing fees for applications filed under § 11 i are as follows The
filing fee for an application for an original patent, except for design, plant, or provisional
applications, is $300. The filing fee for an application for an original design patent is
$130. The filing fee for an application for an original plant patent is $200 The filing fee
for a provisional application is $160 And, the filing fee for an application for the reissue
of a patent is $300.
Under § 41(aX1), the basic national fee for any PCT international application entering the
national stage under § 371 is $300.
Under § 41(a)(l), the Director is also authorized to prescribe a surcharge for any
application whose specification and drawings exceed 50 sheets of paper (or equivalent as
prescribed by the Director iffiled in an electronic medium) It is tobe recalled that the
Senate Report Language for the USPTO's fiscal year 2002 appropnation"The Comiittee further directs that the "electronic file
of fiscal ycar 2004." Scnatc CJS Sub-C 7-19-01.
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Section 41(aX2) sets out excess claims fees each independent claim in excess of 3 and for
each claim (whether dependent or independent) in excess of 20. The excess claims fees
increase progressively as the number of claims increases to encourage applicants to file
excess claims only when necessary for adequate protection of the invention
Under § 41(aX2)(A), the excess claims fee for a 4h claim in independent form is $160,
'
the additional excess claims fee for a 5 hclaim in independent form is $320, and the
additional excess claims fee for a 6" claim in independent form is $640 Under
§ 41(a)(2), the additional excess claims fee for each claim in independent form in excess
of 6 is 125 percent of the excess claims fee for the previous claim in independent form
'
For example, the additional excess claims fee for a 71 claim in independent form is $800,
'
the additional excess claims fee for an 8" claim in independent form is $1,000, and the
h
additional excess claims fee for a 9q claim in independent form is $1,250
Under § 4 l(a)(2)(B), the excess claims fee for each claim (whether dependent or
independent) in excess of 20 but not in excess of 25 is $80, the additional excess claims
fee for each claim in excess of 25 but not in excess of3O is $160, the additional excess
claims fee for each claim in excess of 30 but not in excess of 35 is $320, and the
additional excess claims fee for each claim in excess of 35 but not in excess of 40 is
$640. Under § 41(a)I2XB), the additional excess claims fee for each claim in excess of
40, by groups of 5 claims, is 125 percent of the excess claims fee for each claim in the
previous group of 5 claims For example, the additional excess claims fee for each claim
in excess of 40 but not in excess of 45 is $800, the additional excess claims fee for each
claim in excess of 45 but not in excess of 50 is $1,000, and the additional excess claims
fee for each claim in excess of 50 but not in excess of 55 is $1,250
Under § 41 (aX2)(C), the fee for each application containing a multiple dependent claim is
$280 For the purpose of computing fees. a multiple dependent claim as referred to in
section 112 of the patent code or any claim depending therefrom is considered as separate
dependent claim in accordance with the number of claims to which reference is made
Under § 41(a)(2)(D), the Director may, by regulation, provide for a refund of the excess
claims fee for any claim or claims that are canceled as the result of a requirement for
restriction under section 121 of the patent code
The Director may prescribe the time vwhen the excess claims fees required by § 4 l(aX2)
must be paid. For example, the Director may require that the excess claims fees required
by § 41(a)(2)be paid with the filing or basic national fee under § 4 l(aX1). or may permit
the excess claims fees to be paid with the examination fee under § 41(a)(4) In addition,
errors in payment of the additional fees tinder § 41(aX2) may be rectified in accordance
wvith regulations prescribed by the Director
Section 41(a)(3) authorizes the Director to charge the following surcharges The Director
may require a surcharge for filing an application that contains or is amended to contain a
specific reference to c earlier filed application or applications under §§ 120, 121, or
365(c) of the patent law. The Director may also require a surcharge for an application
that contains or is amended to contain one or more claims that are not patentably distinct
from one or niore claims in another pending application or patent The phrase "'not
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patentably distinct" has the same connotation as it has in the context of obviousness-type
double patenting, namely the surcharge is required if the application at issue contains one
or more claims that would be subject to an obviousness-type double patenting rejection
over one or more claims in another pending application or patent ee, rg., lure Berg,
140 F 3d 1428,46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed Cir 1998), In reLongi, 759 F 2d 887, 225 USPQ
645 (Fed Cir 1985), ln re Van Orntm, 686 F 2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982), and
h re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970) The surcharges required under
this authority are expected to be established at a level that modifies applicant behavior
and not at levels to just generate revenue for the USPTO Specifically, the surcharge
required under §41(aX3)(A) is expected to motivate the vast majority of applicants to
conclude prosecution of an application in fewer than three continuing applications, and
the surcharge required under § 41(aX3)(B) is expected to motivate the vast majority of
applicants to include all patentably indistinct claims in a single application despite the
excess claims fees provided for in § 4 1(a)(2) Finally, errors in payment of the
surcharges under § 41 (aX3) may be rectified in accordance with regulations prescribed by
the Director.
Section 4 l(a)(4) sets out the examination fees for all applications (except for provisional
applications), including PCT international applications entering the national stage under
§ 371. The examination fee for an application for an original patent, except for a design
or plant application, and for any reissue application, is $1,250 The examination fee for
an original design patent is $560 And, the examination fee for an original plant patent is
$860. The examination fee does not apply to provisional applications because a
provisional applicationn is not examined as provided in § 13 1 ef seq of the patent law If
the examination fee required by § 4 l(a)(4) is paid in an application (other than a
provisional application), the application will be examined under § 131 elteq I he
application, however, will become abandoned if the examination fee is not paid within
such period and under such conditions as may be prescnbed by the Director The
Director may require that the request for examination and fee be accompanied by a search
report (as prescribed by the Director)
Under § 41(aX4), the Director may reduce the examination fee for certain applicants
First, the Director may reduce the examination fee for independent inventors who meet
certain conditions as prescribed by the Director (e.g., have an income level below an
amount specified in the regulations). Second, the Director may reduce the examination
fee for applicants who provide a search report that meets the conditions prescribed by the
Director and thus reduces the USPTO's cost of examining the application This provision
does not authorize the Director to reduce the examination fee for applicants on an ad hoc
basis, but only authorizes the Director to reduce the examination fee for applicants who
meet the conditions specified in the regulations for the fee reduction
Section 41(a)(5) sets out the fees for issuing a patent Under § 41(a)(5), the fee for
issuing each original patent, except for design or plant patents, and each reissue patent is
$1,660, the fee for issuing each original design patent is $600. and the fee for issuing
each original plant patent is $810.
Section 41(a)(6) sets out the fee due upon filing a disclaimer under section 253 of the
patent law in a patent or a patent application, which is $110r
Section-by-Section Analysis
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Section 41(a)(7) sets out the appeal fees Under § 41(a)(7), the fee due upon filing an
appeal from the examiner to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences is $520, the
fee due upon filing a brief in support of the appeal is an additional $1,730, and the fee
due for requesting an oral hearing in the appeal before the Board of Patent Apptals and
Interferences is an additional $460
Section 41(a)(8) sets out the fees due upon filing a petition to revive an abandoned
application or to accept a delayed response by the patent owner in a reexamination
proceeding, which is $1,280, unless the petition is filed under § 133 or § 151 of the patent
law, in which case the fee is $110
Section 41(a)(9) sets out the fees due upon filing a petition for one-month extensions of
time Under § 41(a)(9), the fee for filing the first petition is $140, the additional fee for
filing the second petition is $520, and the additional fee for filing the third or subsequent
petition is $1,200
Section 41(b) sets out the fee for maintaining in force a patent based on applications filed
on or atler December 12, 1980 Under § 4 1(b). the maintenance fee due at 3 years and 6
months after grant is $900, the maintenance fee due 7 years and 6 months after grant is
$3000, and the maintenance fee due I I years and 6 months after grant is $5000. Section
4 l(b) also provides that unless payment of the applicable maintenance fee is received in
the USPTO on or before the date on which the fee is due or withina grace period of 6
months thereafter, the patent will expire as of the end of such grace period, that the
Director may require the payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting within such
6-nonth gace period the payment of an applicable maintenance fee. and that no fee may
be established for maintaining a design or plant patent in force
Section 41(h)(I) is amended to provide that the 50 percent small city fee discount does
not apply to the examination fee provided for in § 41(a)(4)

SECTION THR-EF

Section Three provides that the 14-nonth period specified in § 154(b)(l)(A)(1) of the
patent law. and that the 3-year period specified in § 154(b)(I )(B) of'the patent la,. shall
be measured from the date on which the examination fee specified in § 4 l(aX4) was paid
Since the ISPTO ill not examine an application unless and until the examination fee
has been paid, the above rime frames of§ 154(b) are measured from the date on w.N-hich
the examination fee specified in § 4l(a)(4) 5as paid

SECTION FOUR

Section Four sets forth the effective date of this bill October 1, 2002 Section Four also
provides that the amendments made by Section Iwo take effect on October 1, 2002, and
shall apply to all patents, whenever granted, and to all applications pending on or filed
after October 1,2002 Since applications pending before October 1, 2002 paid filing or
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basic national fees based upon former § 41(a), Section Four also provides that the filing
and examination fees specified in §§ 41(aXI) and 41(a)l4) apply only to all applications
for patent filed under § I I on or after October 1.2002, and to all PCT international
applications entering the national stage after compliance with § 371 on or after October I,
2002 Section Four also provides that Section Three takes effect on October 1,2002, and
applies to all applications for patent filed under § I11 (a) on or after October 1,2002
(except for design applications), and to all PCT international applications in which the
national stage commenced under § 371(b) or (f on or alter October 1, 2002 Section
Four also provides that the surcharges provded for in §§ I(aX I XG) and 41 (a)3) shall
not take effect until at least 30 days after notice of the surcharge has born published in
the Federal Register, and that the time period and conditions o escribed by the Director
under § 4 l(a)(4) shall not take effect until notice of such time period and conditions has
been published in the Federal Register
Section Four also provides transitional provisions Sectior Four specifically provides
that between October I, 2002 and the effective date of the surcharge provided for in
§ 41 (aX'3$A), the Director shall charge: (1) $1,000 for each application that contains or
is amended to contain a specific reference to 3 earlier filed applications under §§ 120,
121. or 365(c), (2) $2.000 for each application that contains or is amended to contain a
specific reference to 4 earlier filed applications under §§ 120, 121, or 365(c), (3) $4,000
for each application that contains or is amended to contain a specific reference to 5 earlier
filed applications under §§ 120, 121, or 365(c), and (4) for each application that contains
or is amended to3 contain
a specific reference to 6 or more earlier filed applications under
§§ 120, 121, or 65(c), 38000 for each such earlier filed application referenced in excess
of 5 Section Four also prove ides that betsseen October 1.2002 and the effective date of
the surcharge provided for in § 41(a)(3)(B), the Director shall charge (1) $10,680 for
each pending application that contains or is amended6 to contain one or more claims that
are not patentably distinct from one or more claims in I other pending application or
patent, (2) $13,350 for each pending application that contains or is amended to contain
one or more claims that are nt patentably distinct from one or more claims in 2 other
pending applications or patents, and (3) $16,690 for each pending application that
contains or is amended to contain one or more claims that are not patentably distinct from
one or more claims in 3 other pending applications or patents This surcharge for an
application increases by 125 percent for each additional other pending application or
patent that contains one or more claims that are not patentably distinct from one or more
claims in the application For example, the Director shall charge $20,860 for each
pending application that contains or is amended to contain one or more claims that are
not patentably distinct from one or more claims in 4 other pending applications or
patents, and shall charge $26,080 for each pending application that contains or is
amended to contain one or more claims that are not patentably distinct frons one or more
claims in 5 other pending applications or patents
Section Four also provides that between October 1,2002 and the effective date of the
time period and conditions prescribed by the Director under § 41(a)(4), the examination
fee must be accompanied by a request in writing for examination of the application and
must (except as otherwise provided) be paid within 18 months from the date on which the
application was filed in the United States, or if the application contains a specific
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reference to an earlier filed application or applications under §§ 119(e), 120, 121, or
365(c), 18 months from the date on which the earliest such application was filed. The
examination fee must be paid either within the period specified above or within the
period and under the conditions prescribed by the Director under § I I I(a)(3) for payment
of the filing fee for any original application filed under § 11 (a), except for a design
patent application tiled under chapter 6 of title 35, that contains a specific reference to an
application or applications under §§ 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) The examination fee
must be paid either within the period and under the conditions prescribed by the Director
under § 11I(aX3) for payment of the filing fee in any reissue application and in any
design patent application And, the examination fee must be paid by the date on which
the national stage commenced under § 17l(b) or (f) in any PCT international application
SECTION FIVE
Sect.....
,horizes the Director of the USPIO to ,,j-.
-,arkfees for fiscal
year 2003 in amounts that exceed the fluctuations ot'the Consumer Price Index for the
preceding 12 months, without regard to any other provision of law
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Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Judge, for your comments. Thank you.
Ms. Barrett Park.
STATEMENT OF KATHRYN BARRETT PARK, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION
Ms. BARRETT PARK. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. On behalf of
the over 4,100 members of the International Trademark Association, I want to thank you, Mr. Coble, particularly for your consideration in providing INTA the opportunity to share the views of
America's brand owners concerning proposed increases to trademark fees at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
INTA's interest in the PTO comes from the fact that trademark
owners, along with our patent colleagues, supply the agency with
100 percent of its funding. In short, we are the PTO's customers,
and the PTO's future is our concern.
Mr. Chairman, INTA has always been a strong supporter of a
modem and efficient PTO. We worked alongside this Subcommittee, for example, to pass the American Inventors Protection
Act, and we have consistently supported the PTO in its efforts to
increase voluntary usage of the e-filing system and other new technologies.
INTA concurs with the statement in both the Chairman's and
Congressman Meehan's opening statements that Undersecretary
Rogan has showed bold leadership with the development of the new
strategic plan, an endeavor that seeks to transform the agency over
a 5-year period into a quality-driven, productive, and cost-effective
organization that is capable of supporting an international marketbased international property system.
I want to thank Undersecretary Rogan for his initiative and note
our support for the concepts that lie behind the strategic plan. Our
support for those corcepts, however, does not mean that we are
prepared at this time to endorse the trademark fee increase in section 5 of the proposed reauthorization legislation. The proposed
language is so broad, it gives the Director unlimited authority to
raise trademark fees in fiscal year 2003. There are no limits as to
how high the fees can be raised, what fees can be raised, or how
many times those fees can be raised. It is premature for the PTO
to ask Congress to authorize trademark fee increases when the
need for these increases has not been established.
The strategic plan has just been unveiled. The specific plan we
have in front of us today is not likely to be the final product. As
the plan's details are reviewed, intellectual property owners will no
doubt have differences with the PTO and alternative proposals to
share.
Already, INTA's members are voicing concerns about proposals to
allow the Director to set response time to trademark office actions
through regulation and mandatory use of certified search services
in order to receive certain benefits, such as expedited examination.
There will no doubt be other issues that require discussion. We
trust that the Congress also will weigh in with its own ideas and
suggestions. Once it is clear exactly what elements of the plan will
be adopted, we need to carefully evaluate the cost to implement
those changes and the degree to which existing fees will cover that
cost.

It should not be automatically assumed that a fee increase will
be necessary. After all, the current fee structure reflects the cost
of processing what has been predominantly a manual, paper-based
system.
With the widespread implementation of technological initiatives
envisioned by the strategic plan, the cost of trademark processing
may decrease, leaving current fee incomes sufficient to cover the
costs of the plan. Even if fee increases for PTO operations are ultimately justified, their implementation will be meaningless if the
money does not stay with the agency. And I'm referring to the annual battle over the diversion of PTO user fees.
In the President's budget proposal for PTO funding for fiscal year
2003, the Administration advocated a surcharge on America's intellectual property owners that would raise an additional $207 million
in revenue, with $162 of that $207 million relegated to the general
Treasury for disbursement elsewhere in Government.
This surcharge approach has since been replaced with the reauthorization legislation we're considering today.
Whatever the means of the proposed fee increases, there remains
one inescapable reality: The Administration has not renounced its
intent to fill at least part of that $162 million revenue shortfall
with PTO money. Unless controls are put in place, any PTO fee increase will provide a considerable portion of revenue to fill that
gap, essentially imposing a tax on America's intellectual property
owners.
While there may be a need at some point for additional revenue
to support the initiatives associated with the strategic plan, we are
simply not there yet. There remains much work to be done on
which specific proposals will be included in the end product.
INTA and its members look forward to being part of that constructive dialogue. We need to ensure that the PTO can effectively
protect America's ideas and its creativity while spending every last
dollar
fee revenues to improve services to customers.
Thatofconcludes
my opening statement, Mr. Chairman. I thank
the Subcommittee once again for this opportunity. And I look forward to answering your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Barrett Park follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHRYN BARRETT PARK
INTRODUCTION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Kathryn Barrett Park and I currently
serve as the executive vice president of the International Trademark Association
("INTA"). I am employed by INTA member General Electric Company as trademark
counsel. As do all INTA officers, board members and committee members, I serve
on a voluntary basis.
INTA is grateful for this opportunity to assist the Subcommittee on Courts, the
Internet and Intellectual Property in its consideration of statutory and regulatory
fee increases for trademarks that have been proposed by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office ("PTO"). They are:
" An unlimited and potential across the board increase in all trademark fees
[Statutory].
* A $50 increase on documents submitted on paper for which an electronic form
is available [Regulatory].
" An increase to reflect fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) [Regulatory].
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While we support the goals associated with modernizing the PTO and encouraging
greater use of new technologies, we are opposed to these fee increases for three reasons:
(1) The elements of the PTO's 21st Century Strategic Plan have not yet been
agreed upon by the intellectual property community and Congress, and
therefore the amount of1 money needed to implement the plan is not yet capable of ascertainment.
(2) The PTO has not made a clear and convincing case that the additional
money is needed to cover the cost of current services.
(3) More importantly, we must oppose any fee increases when we know that a
significant portion of the money that our members pay as a result of those
increases will be siphoned off for government agencies and programs completely unrelated to the PTO.This diversion of funds is a tax on every customer of the PTO-large or small-and whether or not the programs to
which PTO funds are diverted are laudable, they should not be funded in
a manner that places at risk the protection afforded to America's creativity
and ingenuity.
INTA

INTA is a 124-year-old not-for-profit organization comprised of over 4,100 member
companies and firms. It is the largest organization in the world dedicated solely to
the interests of trademark owners. The membership of INTA, which crosses all industry lines and includes both manufacturers and retailers, values the essential role
that trademarks play in promoting effective commerce, protecting the interests of
consumers, and encouraging free and fair competition. The members of INTA, who
routinely apply for and maintain trademark registrations, along with patent filers
and owners, are the customers of the PTO.The money paid to the PTO by its customers is the agency's sole source of funding. The PTO attends
to its responsibilities
2
without the assistance of a single penny of taxpayer money.
THE PROPOSED ACROSS THE BOARD INCREASE

Section 5 of the proposed reauthorization legislation now before this subcommittee
states with respect to trademarks:
For fiscal year 2003, the Director may adjust fees under section 31 of the Trademark Act of 1946 by amounts in excess of fluctuations during the preceding 12
months in the Consumer Price Index, as determined
by the Secretary of Labor,
3
without regard to any other provision of law.
This broad, sweeping language, for all intents and purposes, provides a blank
check for the PTO. There are no limits on how high the director may raise fees,
which fees he may raise, or how many times he may raise them during FY 2003.
INTA urges Congress not to sign this check. Before any additional funding is agreed
upon there must be a better accounting of what precisely this money is needed for,
and, if the need is established, language inserted in the legislation that specifies
which fees will be raised and by how much, and a limit on the number of times
the fees may be raised during the fiscal year.
The PTO states that this fee increase is required to:
4
(1) More accurately reflect the costs of services provided.
(2) "[E]nsure that there [is] no delay in the implementation of the USPTO's
new initiatives at improving the quality of granted patent and trademark
registrations, increasing efficiency through e-Government programs, and reducing pendency in processing applications for patents and for registration
of trademarks,"5 all of which are part of the PTO's proposed 21st Century
Strategic Plan.
1
See httpV/www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/strat200llindex.htm.
2

United States General Accounting Office, Intellectual Property: Fees Are Not Always Commensurate With the Costs of Services, 32 (May 1997).
SUnited States Patent and Trademark Office, Fee Legislation: United States Patent and
Trademark Office Reauthorization Act, Fiscal Year 2003, http://www.uspto.gov/web/ofices/
corn/strat200l/21stCSP-Lgislation.pdf,
7 (July 5, 2002).
4United States Patent and Trademark Office, Purpose and Need for Proposed Statutory
Changes to 35 U.S.C. 41-Fees 1, http:/ /www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/strat2001/21stCSPLcgislation.pdf,1 (July 5, 2002).
5Id.
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With respect to the costs of services, the PTO has not provided to its customers
and, as far as we can tell, to the Congress, any detail whatsoever as to which costs
are out of line with the fees now charged. As for the strategic plan, we applaud
Under Secretary Jim Rogan for his strong leadership in undertaking this creative
endeavor. The plan seeks to transform the agency over a five-year period into a
quality-driven, productive and cost-effective organization that is capable of supporting an international market-based intellectual property system. As is noted at
the outset of this statement, INTA supports these goals, and we look forward to
working with the PTO to refine the details of the plan.
The strategic plan has just been unveiled, however, and consultation between the
PTO and Congress and the private sector is at an early stage. At best, it is premature for the PTO to ask Congress for unfettered authority to raise trademark fees
when the need for this increase has not been established. As the consultation process continues, intellectual property owners may have differences with the PTO and
offer alternative proposals. 6 We trust that the Congress will need time as well to
study what the PO has proposed and weigh in with its own suggestions.
Once it is clear what elements of the plan will be adopted, there will need to be
a careful evaluation of the cost of implementing the plan and the degree to which
the existing fees will cover that cost. It should not be automatically assumed that
a fee increase will be necessary. After all, the current fee structure reflects the cost
of processing what has predominately been a paper-based, manual system. With the
widespread implementation of electronic filing and other technological and operational initiatives envisioned by the strategic plan, the costs of trademark processing may decrease, leaving current fee income sufficient to cover the costs of implementing the plan. Indeed, the strategic plan contemplates substantial savings
rom the move to an electronic processing system. The 'Trademark E-Government"
section of the plan indicates that 'lilt is anticipated that costs for handling applications and related materials, and reliance on increasing numbers of employees or
contractors to handle increases in filings, will be substantially
reduced as the reliance on paper disappears from internal processes." 7 In any event, the basis for any
fee increases must be specifically identified, agreed upon, and justified before Congress authorizes such an increase.
Even if fee increases for PTO operations can be justified, their implementation
would be meaningless if the money raised does not stay with the agency. We are
referring to the
now five-year-old battle over the diversion of PTO money derived
from user fees. 8
In the president's budget proposal for PTO funding for FY 2003, the administraadvocated a surcharge on America's intellectual property owners that would
raise an additional $207 million in revenue. Only $45 million of this money would
have been returned to the PTO. The remaining $162 million would have been relegated to the general treasury for disbursement elsewhere in the government. This
surcharge approach has since been replaced with the reauthorizing legislation that
is now before this subcommittee.
Whatever the means of the proposed fee increases, there remains one inescapable
reality: the administration has not renounced its intent to fill at least Part of the
$162 million revenue shortfall in the general treasury with PTO money. Unless controls are put in place in this reauthorization bill, any PTO fee increase will provide
a considerable portion of the revenue to fill that gap, again imposing a tax on America's intellectual property owners.
PROPOSED INCREASE ON PAPER FILINGS

On May 17, 2002, the PTO published a Federal Register notice whereby the agency proposed a $50 increase for the submission on paper9 of any trademark-related
documents for which an electronic form currently exists. The proposal is intended
to increase use of the PTO's trademark electronic filing system, which today hovers
bINTA has concerns about certain elements of the strategic plan. For example, the use of certified search services and of the ID manual in order to obtain expedited examination at the lowest cost, and the ability of the director to set response times through regulation, to name a few.
See http:! iwww.uspto.gov /iweb / offices /corn /strat2001 Iindex. htnt at T-02
In FY 2002, as a result of "scoring," approximately $44 million of PTO revenue was diverted.
The president's proposed budget for that year, asked for a withholding of $207 million in PTO
money to be used as "'offsetting collections' to be made available for other government pro-

grams." (Note, P'O Funding Clears House Without Amendment on Drug Patents, 140 Bureau
of National Affairs: Regulation, Law and Economics A4 (July 23, 2001)). For FY 2001, the final
number was $116 million. The then administration proposed a diversion of $113 million. (See

Note, House Refuses to Restore Funding Cut to Patent and Trademark Office, 124 Bureau of National Affairs A10, II (June 27, 2000)).
,167 Fed. Reg. 35081 (2002).
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at around 30 percent. The agency has indicated that its goal is to reach an 80 percent e-filing rate by October 1, 2003.10
INTA is on record both with this subcommittee and the PTO in supporting greater
use through voluntary means of new technologies to improve trademark office operations, and in our response
to the PTO's notice we said that we remain "firmly committed" to such a course. 1 Nevertheless, we oppose the PTO's $50 fee increase. The
proposed $50 increase for paper filings is unsupportable both from a budgetary and
statutory standpoint. These substantive issues are addressed below.
Budgetary
The current fee structure became effective in January 2000 and resulted in increases to a number of fees, including the basic filing fee, which rose from $245 to
$325 per class. According to the PTO, these changes were needed to reduce pendency, reduce backlog, hire more trademark examiners, and to "fully cover the costs
of trademark operations." 12 It is clear that. these fees were based on the cost of examining paper documents, since at that time, e-filing had not yet reached even 20
percent and the overwhelming majority of trademark-related documents received by
the PTO were on paper.
The notice published by the PTO states that the proposed $50 paper processing
fee "reflects the additional average cost of processing a paper document rather than
an electronic document within the trademark operation." i But, the notice does not
state that this $50 is above and beyond the current cost recovery model. If, hypothetically, this were the case, current trademark operations would be operating at
a significant deficit, since roughly 70 percent of the trademark-related documents
received by the PTO are still on paper. There is nothing in the notice to suggest
such a circumstance exists. Indeed, it is more plausible that the cost of examining
an electronic trademark application represents a cost-savings for the PTO. Because
the PTO is supposed to operate on a dollar-for-dollar basis, those savings should be
passed on to the customer-the trademark owner-through a reduction in fees for
electronically filed documents.
We therefore conclude, based on the information provided in the notice, that the
proposal is inconsistent with the agency's well-established dollar-for-dollar cost recovery business model. We can only assume that the money that would be raised
through this increase would be vulnerable to diversion during the appropriations
process.
Statutory
Beyond the lack of merit associated with the proposed $50 increase, there is also
the issue of the PTO circumventing Congress in proposals to raise established fees.
The Lanham Act only authorizes the PTO director to adjust established fees to reflect fluctuations in the CPI; to fully cover the costs of trademark 14operations for any
other reason, he must first seek authorization from the Congress.
Trademark owners strongly believe that the imposition of the $50 charge would
de facto adjust already established fees for existing services. If, for example, the
PTO proposal were to go into effect tomorrow, a trademark owner filing a paper aplication for examination, an existing service, would pay $375, an amount while. is
50 above the established $325 fee. That is a fee increase. It is greater than an adjustment due to the
CPI and, as we indicated above, only Congress can authorize
such an increase.15
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1 United States Patent and Trademark Office, FY 2003 Budget Submission of the President,
22 (February 2002).
A See INTA Statement, Before the Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual
Property (April 11, 2002); Testimony of Nils Victor Montan, President of INTA, Before the Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet & Intellectual Property (June 7, 2001); and 1NTA submission
in response to August 30, 2001 PTO notice of proposed rulemaking on Electronic Submission
of Applications for Registrations and Other Documents (October 12, 2001) ("INTA supports the
trend of increased e-filing usage and believes that the PTO should continue to encourage, but
not require, members of the trademark bar to use the automated systent."). A copy of the INTA
response to the proposed $50 increase on paper documents is attached to this statement as Appendix 1.
1264 Fed. Reg. 67775 (1999).
1367 Fed. Reg. 35081 (2002).
14 15 U.S.C. §1113(a) states that the director may by regulation adjust established fees only

insofar as the adjustment reflects fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Anything beyond that requires congressional authorization (See, e.g. P.L. 106-113).
',,The statutes cited in the notice, 35 U.S.C. §2 and 15 U.S.C. §41, as amended, do not refer
in any way to the director's ability to set fees. Section 41 of 15 U.S.C. establishes the Federal
Trade Commission, and 35 U.S.C. §2, which lists the "Powers and Duties" of the PTO, makes
Continued
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Today, America's brand owners ask their Members of Congress tojoin with them
for the reasons stated above in opposing the proposed regulatory fee increase on
trademark-related documents that are submitted on paper. We strongly urge Congress to exercise its oversight role and prevent the PTO from taking an action by
rulemaking, namely increasing certain filing fees by $50, that if clearly outside of
the rulemaking authority of the PTO and that continues to rest within the lawmaking authority of Congress.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX INCREASE

On May 7, 2002, the PTO published a Federal Register notice whereby the agency
proposed to increase the basic filing fee for trademarks from $325 per class to $340
per class to reflect fluctuations in the CPI. On June 4, INTA submitted its response
in opposition to the proposed increase, once again citing the likelihood that a substantial part, if not all, of the funds raised through the increase would be diverted
for non-PTO uses, and thus not available to PTO to enhance PTO technology, imof examination, and prepare for new initiatives such as the Maprove the quality
6
did Protocol. '
CONCLUSION

Thank you, once again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present INTA's
views on the trademark-related fee changes proposed by the PTO. We urge this subcommittee to reject the PTO's proposed legislation to increase trademark fees across
the board and to join with trademark owners in opposing proposed regulatory
changes to the trademark fee structure for the reasons set forth above.

no reference whatsoever to the ability of the agency to adjust fees. The general rule of construction indicates that if Congress deliberately enumerated specific powers, they necessarily intended to limit the powers to those enumerated. The same can be said of 35 U.S.C. §3 and 35
U.S.C. §41, to which the PTO directed us after we raised initial concerns regarding statutory
authority to raise fees. The statute entitled "Patent fees; patent and trademark search systems,"
35 U.S.C. §41, doe& exactly what the title says; it sets patent fees and says that the director
can charge for access to automated search systems, but mentions nothing with regard to general
rule-making authority concerning trademarks. Section 3 of 35 U.S.C. merely establishes the offi-

cers of the PTO, but, as with 35 U.S.C. §41, mentions nothing with regard to the rule-making
authority
of the director. Nor does this statute address the director's ability to establish fees.
'6 See Appendix 2 of this statement.
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APPENDIX 1
Via Electronic Mail
June 14, 2002
Commissioner for Trademarks
2900 Crystal Drive
Arlington. VA 22202-3513
Attention: Craig Morris
Re:

Fifty-Dollar Processing Fee for Use of Paper Fomls for Submission of Applications for
Registration and Other Documents

Ihe International Trademark Association ("INlA"), the largest organization in the world
dedicated solely to the interests of trademark owners with. over 4,000 members, hereby states its
opposition to the referenced proposed rule trade public by the [.S. Patent and Trademark Office
("PTO") in the May 17, 2002 FederalRegister INTA remains firmly committed to fostering
greater use of the PTO's trademark e-filing system because of the obvious benefits, many of
which are listed in the FedcralRegister notice ("notice'). However, we believe the proposed
$50 increase for paper filings is unsupportable both from a budgetary and statutory standpoint. A
better approach would be forthe PTO to seek approval from Congress for an incentive to
trademark owners to use the e-filing system through a reduction in the existing fees.
I he current fee structure became effective in lanuary 2000 and resulted in increases to a number
of fees, including the basic filing fee, which rose from $245 to $325 per class. Changes were
needed to reduce pendency, reduce backlog, hire more trademark examiners, and to "fully cover
the costs of trademark operations." 64 Fed Reg. 67775 (1999). It is clear that these fees were set
based on the cost of examining paper'documents, since at that time, e-filing had not yet reached
20 percent and the overwhelming maority of trademark-related documents received by the PTO
were on paper.
The current notice published by the PTO states that the proposed $50 paper-processing fee
"reflects the additional average cost of processing a paper document rather than an electronic
document within the trademark operation." P. 35081. But, the notice does not state that this $50
is above and beyond the current cost recovery model. If,
hypothetically, this were the case.
current trademark operations would be operating at a significant deficit, since rMghly 70% of the

trademark-related documents received by the PTO are still on paper. There is nothing in the
notice to suggest this. It is perhaps more plausible that the cost of examining an electronic
trademark application represents a cost-savings for the PTO and since the PTO is supposed to
operate on a dollar-for-dollar basis, the savings should be passed on to the customer - the
trademark owner. We therefore conclude, based on the information provided in the notice, that
the proposal is inconsistent with the agency's well-established dollar-for-dollar cost recovery
business model.
This unjustified increase in the fees for paper submissions is further complicated by the
likelihood that not all of the money raised through the charge will be used to fund PTO
operations. If history is an accurate indicator, a significant portion of the revenue raised through
the increased fee on paper documents will be diverted during the appropriations process to fund
other government agencies or programs. Last year. approximately $44 million of PTO revenue
was diverted. The year before that, the final number was $116 million. Since the notice fails, in
our opinion, to make a persuasive case concerning the budgetary need for the $50 charge, we can
only assume that the money that would be raised through this increase would be vulnerable to
diversion during the appropriations process. Trademark owners are unwilling to support any
increase in the hidden tax that is already imposed upon them.
In addition to our objections to the merits of the $50 increase, we respectfully suggest that the
PTO lacks the statutory authority to impose the charge, which defacto would adjust existing
fees. without first receiving authorization from Congress. The statutes cited in the notice, 35
U.S.C. §2 and 15 U.S.C. §41, as amended, do not refer in any way to the director's ability to set
fees. Section 41 of 15 U.S.C. establishes the Federal Trade Commission, and 35 U.S.C. §2.
which lists the "Powers and Duties" of the PTO, makes no reference whatsoever to the ability of
the agency to adjust fees. The general rule of construction indicates that if Congress bothered to
enumerate specific powers, they necessarily intended to limit the powers to those enumerated.
Put simply. the PTO has not cited in the notice clear and persuasive authority for its proposal.
The same can be said of 35 U.S.C. §3 and 35 U.S.C. §41 to which the PTO directed us after we
raised initial- concerns regarding statutory authority to raise fees. The statute entitled "Patent
fees; patent and trademark search systems," 35 U.S.C. §41, does exactly what the title says; it
sets patent fees and says that the director can charge for access to automated search systems, but
mentions nothing with regard to general rule-making authority concerning trademarks. Section 3
of 35 U.S.C. merely establishes the officers of the PTO. but, as with 35 U.S.C. §41, mentions
nothing with regard to the rule-making authority of the director. Nor does this statute address the
director's ability to establish fees.
The Lanham Act, however, does provide specific authority for the director to establish fees for
the filing and processing of an application for the registration of a trademark and for all other
services and materials related to trademarks. Once established, however, the fees can only be
adjusted once every year to reflect fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index ("CPI"). See 15
U.S.C. §1113(e). In the past, this proper limitation of authority has required the PTO to seek
authorization from Congress to adjust fees without regard to fluctuations in the CPI and to fully
cover the costs of trademark operations. see, e.g.. P.L. 106-113. and we understand that the PTO
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is prepared to make the same request of Congress for fiscal year 2003. If, in fact, the cost of
examining documents submitted on paper is above the already established fees and the money is
needed to fully cover the costs of trademark operations as it was in late 1999 (although there is
nothing in the notice to suggest that this is the case), then a legislative proposal is the proper
venue for a discussion. Indeed it is the only venue for ay proposed fee adjustment beyond those
related to the CPT.
INTA anpieciates the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rule, Trademark
owners. who are the PTO's customers, urge that instead of raising the fee for paper filers, the
agency look towards a reduction in the basic filing fee for those who file electronically. This
provides an incentive for using e-filirg and is supported by the information provided in the
notice. We look forward to addressing matters relating to e-filing, fees, and reform of the
examination system as part of the broader discussion that will be takii;g place shortly in Congress
with respect to the PTO's recently released five-year strategic plan. Questions concerning
INTA's position can be directed to Jon Kent, the INTA Washington Representative, at 1202)
223-6222.
Sincerely.

Nils Victor Montan
President
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APPENDIX 2
VigEtefron iMaiI

June 6, 2002
Mr. Matthew Lee
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Office of Finance
Crystal Park One
Suite 802
Washington, D.C. 20231
Re:

Opposition to Trademark Application Fee Increase

Dear Mr. Lee:
For the reasons set forth below, the international Trademark Associaticn (INTA) is opposed to
the fee increase for filing a trademark application, per class, as proposed in the May 7, 2002
Federal Register. INTA, a 124-year-old not-for-profit organization with ox-er 4,000 members. is
the largest organization in the word dedicated solely to the interests of trademark owners. The
members of INTA. who routinely apply for and maintain trademark registrations. are customers
of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (P[O). Under the proposed rule, due to increases in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), the filing fee would be t raised from $325 per class to $340 per class.
Consistent with our response to the proposed 2001 CPI increase. INTA opposes the 2002 fee
increase, because it is almost a certainty that not all of the money raised through the increase will
be used to help examine trademark applications. Ifhistory is an accurate indicator, a significant
portion of the revenue raised through the increase will he diverted during the appropriations
process to fund other government agencies or programs. ILast yea:, the final number was
approximately $44 million. The year before that, the final number was $116 million. These
diversions constitute a hidden tax on trademark owners, which the CPI increase proposed at this
time would only exacerbate.
Because the PTO's budget is entirely fee based and not dependent on taxpayer dollars. INTA
believes strongly that the revenue collected by the PTO should be fully committed to enhancing
the agency's performance and staffing needs. If in fact the increased fees %ere to be used. in their
totality, to help enhance technology, improve the quality of examination, and prepare for new
initiatives such as the Madrid Protocol, we would reconsider our opposition.
Ifyou have any questions concerning INTA's opposition to the proposed fee increase, please
contact INf.X Washington Representative Jon Kent at (202) 223-6222.
Sincerely,

v,Nils Victor Montan
President

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Ms. Barrett Park.
Mr. Kirk.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL K. KIRK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ASSOCIATION
Mr. KIRK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to present the
views of AIPLA on the PTO's proposed fee bill and structural reform. We truly appreciate the efforts of Undersecretary Rogan and
his team to craft an imaginative plan to achieve the quality, pendency, and e-filing goals Congress has set. However, I must report
that AIPLA strongly opposes the proposed fee bill.
AIPLA would support a reasonable fee increase to enhance quality, reduce pendency, and implement an effective e-filing system,
but this fee bill, as was just noted, is designed to raise $162 million
extra for diversion. For this reason, many of the proposed fees are
excessive and not reasonably tied to achieving the goals.
For example, notwithstanding the significant projected reduction
in application filings for next year, the PTO still proposes to raise
the same amount of revenue as proposed by the President when
the filings were projected to be some 24 percent greater. These
higher fees will have significant adverse impact on patent applicants. And it must be kept in mind that patent applicants will have
the additional expense of paying a private contractor to conduct the
search. These higher fees and other additional expenses will preclude some independent inventors and startup companies from
using the patent system, and they will curtail its use by major
American companies.
We do believe, however, that certain proposed fees can reasonably be tailored to foster best practices as in the fee bill, establishing fees to ensure that applicants pay the actual cost of the effort required to examine applications could have the salutatory effect of discouraging applicants from needlessly filing large numbers
of claims. Obviously, however, the fees need to be designed to encourage best practices and not be punitive or penalize legitimate
practices.
The fee bill would also impose a surcharge of more than $10,000
on applications merely because they contain claims that are
patentably indistinct from claims in other applications, with much
higher surcharges for additional overlapping cases.
Both this proposed surcharge and the proposed excess claim fee
schedule would substantially increase applicants' costs as they seek
to navigate the pitfalls created by the Supreme Court's Festo decision in protecting their inventions.
The adoption of a deferred examination system would be a very
significant change in the United States. Contrasted with the benefits the PTO projects for itself and patent applicants are the costs
for the public. Deferring examination extends the period of uncertainty during which the public will not know whether a patent will
issue or what its scope will be.
Weighing these competing interests, however, AIPLA has determined that it would not object to a limited period of deferral that
would give applicants the opportunity to obtain a search. To minimize the uncertainty, however, this deferral should not be greater
than 14 months. Thus, AIPLA opposes the 18-month period of de-
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ferral in the bill, in the transitional section as well as the provision
giving the Director discretion to modify that period.
For these reasons, we urge the Subcommittee to reject the proposed fee bill.
Regarding structural reform, AIPLA endorses the effort to promote work-sharing among patent offices. Making greater use of
search reports under the Patent Cooperation Treaty and by other
offices is long overdue.
We also support the hiring, promotion, and training initiatives
outlined by thc PTO as well as the acceleration of the e-filing initiatives. We do- not believe, however, that applicants should be permitted to procure searches directly from private search contractors
and submit them to the PTO. The ultimate responsibility in each
individual case must rest with the PTO examiner to ensure that
the search is complete in the first instance and to conduct supplemental searches as appropriate.
We also believe that pendency should be measured from the time
a patent application is filed, whether or not it is also measured
from the time that an applicant requests application. The period
from filing to grant is the period of uncertainty that is of most concern to the public.
For pending applications without a first action on the merits, the
PTO would impose a limited duty of inquiry as to documents within an applicant's possession, along with a mandatory information
disclosure statement that must contain an explanation of the relevancy of cited information to the claims with those citations exceed a certain number. This will impose a heavy burden on thousands of applicants who have previously filed their applications and
increase their risk to charges of inequitable conduct.
Summarizing, Mr. Chairman, AIPLA strongly opposes and urges
rejection of the proposed fee bill. We do believe, however, that Undersecretary Rogan and his team have laid a foundation on which
we can begin to make real improvements to the PTO.
We pledge our continuing support for the goals the Undersecretary is seeking and our willingness to work with the PTO and the
Subcommittee to achieve those goals. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kirk follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL

K. KIR]

Mr. Chairman:
I am pleased to have the opportunity to present the views of the American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) on "The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: Fee Schedule Adjustment and Agency Reform."
The AIPLA is a national bar association of more than 14,000 members engaged
in private and corporate practice, in government service, and in the academic community. The AIPLA represents a wide and diverse spectrum of individuals, companies and institutions involved directly or indirectly in the practice of patent, trademark, copyright, and unfair competition law, as well as other fields of law affecting
intellectual property. Our members represent both owners and users of intellectual
property.
BACKGROUND

At the Oversight Hearing which the Subcommittee held on April 11, 2002 on "The
U. S. Patent and Trademark Office: Operations and Fiscal Year 2003 Budget,"
AIPLA testified that achieving a strong and effective Patent and Trademark Office
would require focusing on three critical objectives: quality, timeliness and improved
electronic filing and processing capabilities. These objectives were stated in H.R.

2047, the "Patent and Trademark Office Authorization Act of 2002." This legislation
calls for the Director to develop a five-year strategic plan that would"(1) enhance patent and trademark quality;
(2) reduce patent and trademark pendency; and
(3) develop and implement an effective electronic system for use by the Patent
and Trademark Office and the public for all aspects of the patent and
trademark processes.
Under Secretary Rogan announced in March that he was preparing to begin a topto-bottom review of all non-examination and administrative support operations, and
expected to see a compelling justification for every non-examination operation within the agency. Shortly thereafter, the PTO began working intensively to develop a
five-year strategic plan called for by Congress. The "The 21st Century Strategic
Plan" (hereafter "Strategic Plan") published on July 5th represents the current status of that effort.
AIPLA established a three-pronged Task Force under the leadership of AIPLA
First Vice-President Rick Nydegger-focusing on Patents, Trademarks, and Patent
e-Commerce-to work with the Office to critique and offer suggestions on various
proposals that the PTO shared with us and on which our input was solicited. The
PTO accepted some of the suggestions of the Task Force for modifying its proposals
and rejected others as it developed its Strategic Plan. More recently, the PTO proposed a sweeping adjustment of the patent and trademark fee structure contained
in the fee bill which we are asked to address today. The AIPLA Board of Directors
then debated and discussed the PTO's proposed fee legislation and Strategic Plan
for more than six hours of meetings and arrived at the views which I express today.
We will continue to review the newer proposals which we have only recently received and to provide our comments to both this Subcommittee and the PTO.
PTO'S PROPOSED FEE BILL

At the outset, I would like to make it very clear that the AIPLA strongly opposes
the PTO's proposed fee bill. In our testimony three months ago on the President's
Budget, we reiterated our strong opposition to any diversion of patent and trademark fees. We added that if there is a need for additional resources for some urgent
program or service unrelated to the patent and trademark systems, the President
and the Congress should explain that need and, if the existing tax revenues are insufficient, propose a tax increase on all citizens who will receive the benefits of such
program or service. It should not be hidden away as a stealth tax increase only on
America's inventive community.
AIPLA continues to oppose diversion and, for that reason and others, we strongly
oppose the PTO's fee bill. The fees are fixed in the fee bill at levels to recover the
arbitrary amount of revenue targeted in the President's FY 2003 Budget, $1.527 billion, released in February. This is the same amount that the President had proposed
to raise through the imposition of 19% and 10% surcharges on patent and trademark fees, respectively, in order to raise an additional $162 million in revenue to
be available for siphoning-off to other, unrelated government programs. AIPLA opposed the President's Budget for the PTO principally because of its proposed fee diversion; AIPLA opposes the fee bill proposed by the PTO because it contemplates
the same diversion.
At the Oversight Hearing on the PTO's Fiscal Year 2003 Budget in April, AIPLA
stated that "We would support a reasonable statutory fee increase to implement a
five year plan that would achieve the goals Congress and we seek." Unfortunately,
the fees contained in the bill are excessive because they are arbitrarily set to bring
in a total of $1.527 billion.
Moreover, the fees are not reasonably tied to achieving the objectives of a thoughtful business plan. There are several aspects of the fee bill which fail in this respect.
For example, under the President's FY 2003 Budget, the PTO proposed to collect
$1.527 billion in revenue from user fees (including the surcharges noted above)
which were to be paid for and used to process 404,600 patent applications and
330,000 trademark applications. Due in part to the current economic downturn, the
PTO has downwardly revised its projections for patent and trademark application
filings, and now estimates that only 338,000 patent applications and 254,000 trademark applications will be filed in FY 2003. Notwithstanding this significant projected reduction in filings, the PTO still proposes a fee bill designed to raise the
same $1.527 billion in fee revenues as proposed in the President's FY 2003 budget
when the combined application filings were projected to be some 24% greater. The
fees have simply been set at levels designed to raise the targeted revenue amount

seeking to game the system, and that few applicants would engage in such tactics
in any event. It is a dangerous solution in search of a problem and should be rejected.
One of the most fundamental issues that is addressed both in the fee bill and in
the proposals for procedural and operational changes relates to deferred examination. The notion of deferred examination is an integral feature of the PTO's proposed
Four-Tracks system. The fee bill addresses deferred examination in two places.
First, in the TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS in Section 4(3)(A), the fee bill sets an
initial period of 18 months from the earliest effective U.S. filing date for requesting
examination and paying the examination fee. Second, in revised section 41(aX4) contained in Section 2 of the fee bill, the Director would be given discretion to modify
the period for requesting examination and paying the examination fee.
The adoption of a deferred examination system by the United States would be a
significant departure from the existing U.S. system where all applications filed are
automatically examined. The PTO is proposing 18-month deferred examination to
"allocate USPTO resources more rationally and to serve the actual needs of the customer better." The PTO expects that the imposition of the additional fee for examination, after the opportunity to evaluate the search results, will induce a reduction
in the number of applicants opting for substantive examination. It reasons that this
will both free up examiner resources and allow applicants to avoid paying the examination fee for applications they are no longer interested in pursuing. The PTO estimates a drop-out rate of 10% with the proposed 18-month deferral period.
With the benefits projected for the PTO and patent applicants, however, come certain costs for the public and the competitors of applicants. Delay in beginning the
examination process extends the period of uncertainty during which the public will
not know whether a patent will issue or what its scope will be. Thus, a deferred
examination system should only be adopted if it is clear that the benefits outweigh
the drawbacks. The balance that AIPLA strikes between these two competing interests is driven by the constraints which exist in the world in which we find ourselves.
Having considered the competing interests and the structure proposed by the PTO
in its Four-Tracks system, AIPLA has determined that it would not object to a period of deferral of 14 months or less. We believe that this strikes an appropriate
balance; it would allow both domestic and foreign applicants the opportunity to obtain a search from an examiner, Certified Search Service (or CSS), or a foreign patent office, and would minimize the delays inherent in this procedure. For this reason, however, AIPLA opposes the 18-month period of defelTal in the TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS of the fee bill and opposes the provision in revised section
41(a)(4) giving the Director discretion to modify the period for requesting examination and paying the examination fee. Any period of deferral should be fixed by statute.
Finally, we would note that our position on deferred examination is within the
context of the proposed Four-Tracks system. Were AIPLA given a blank sheet of
paper, we would not have opted for the plan before us today. Thus, whether AIPLA
would reach the same conclusion regarding deferred examination in a different context can only be determined after we have had the opportunity to review any such
proposal.
For the reasons stated above, we urge the Subcommittee to reject the PTO's proposed fee bill. We have heard the dire prediction that if this fee bill is rejected, the
PTO will not be given sufficient funding to carry out its Strategic Plan. We find that
prospect considerably less frightening than a fee bill that prices the inventing community out of the patent system.
PROPOSALS FOR PROCEDURAL AND OPERATIONAL, CHANGES

AIPLA approaches the evaluation of the PTO's operational changes in the realworld context in which it has been proposed. The United States patent examnation
system has been developed over a Lwo-hundred-year period, with constant refinements and improvements. And although the proposal before us differs significantly
from this time-tested system, we recognize that the PTO has to work in a system
of constraints imposed by the Executive Branch and die Congress. While the PTO
could continue to pursue a more traditional approach of asking for increased examiner resources to improve quality and reduce pendency, neither the Executive
Branch nor the Congress are going to listen. Congress has made it very clear that
it demands a new approach, one that seeks other ways to tackle these problems.
So we could pursue the old way and watch the system continue to deteriorate, or
we can try to work with the PTO to develop alternative ways to fix the problems,
ways that might gather the needed support. We can either curse the darkness or
try to light a candle. AIPLA has chosen to try to light a candle.

AIPLA appreciates the comprehensive effort the PTO is making to address the
quality, pendency, and electronic processing issues it faces. In this regard, the Strategic Plan evidences an effort to develop a strategy for enlisting the capabilities of
patent examining offices globally to join in the common struggle all offices face
under the increasing crush of patent applications worldwide. While we have concerns about several of the specific details of the Strategic Plan, we would not wish
our reservations to obscure the desirable innovations proposed.
The initiatives to create a competitive compensation package for Supervisory Patent Examiners to attract and retain the best employees in these jobs, develop suitability tests for potential examiner candidates, establish "training art units" for new
examiners in high volume hiring areas, and develop a testing process to certify examiners for promotions are all right-on to enhance patent quality. Expanding the
"second set of eyes" concept successfully used with business method patent applications to other technology areas and to the expedited examination options in the
trademark area would be welcome. Enhancing the reviewable record by increasing
the amount of information included in patent application files regarding applicant/
examiner interviews will assist the public to better appreciate the exact metes and
bounds of any resulting patent. AIPLA supports these steps and a number of other
actions that the PTO has proposed in the papers associated with the Strategic Plan.
We turn now to the central features of the restructuring proposed by the PTO.
Four-Tracks System
Central to the PTO's plans for restructuring its patent examination process in
order to improve the quality and reduce the pendency of patents is its "Four-Tracks
Patent Examination Process" which would base examination on patent searches conducted by private firms and other patent offices. By using searches from CSSs, and
other patent offices, the PTO hopes to off-load the search work from examiners, allowing them to concentrate on the core government function of examination. And
as noted above, the proposed adoption of an 18-month deferred examination system,
is an integral feature of the Four-Tracks system.
There is one point about which AIPLA would like to be very clear. Page three of
the Strategic Plan states that, provided the PTO receives the funding and statutory
changes necessary to implement the Strategic Plan, it will "Achieve and maintain
18 months patent pendency by 2008, compare, to over 25 months in the 2003 Business Plan." However, footnote 2 states that
[Plendency [under the Strategic Plan] is redefined as the examination duration
period (i.e., from the time the applicant requests examination to the ultimate
disposition of the patent application). This measure is the same measure that
is used internationally in systems that permit deferred examination and is the
proper metric of USPTO examination performance. When the average period of
deferral is added, the average pendency from filing of the application to issue
or abandonment would be 27 months.
Measuring pendency from the time applicants request examination would change
the traditional method for measuring patent application pendency. It would make
it appear that the PTO was achieving success in reducing pendency, when the pendency could in fact be greater than today, e.g., note the need to add 9 months to the
18-month 2008 goal if pendency were measured in the traditional manner. While
we do not object to the PTO measuring pendency from the date examination is requested to the date of issue/abandonment, measuring pendency from the date an application is filed in the United States to the date of issue/abandonment is the critically important measure of the period of uncertainty that the public and competitors
endure.
AIPLA welcomes the PTO's proposal to make greater use of International Style
Search Reports (ISSRs) prepared by International Search Authorities under the Patent Cooperation Treaty and by other patent offices under their national procedures
by giving such searches "near full faith and credit." We understand that such
searches will be used by the PTO only following its determination that a given office
can produce quality searches, a necessary prerequisite to achieving the quality levels we seek. This is clearly a step in a direction that will lead to greater cooperation
and work-sharing among the world's major patent offices. We are not prepared,
however, for the PTO to give "near full faith and credit" to the examination conducted by another patent office. Not only do the laws, practices, and procedures of
other patent offices differ from those of the PTO, but even the translation of the
claims can distort the exact scope of what was allowed. AIPLA can only agree to
giving "near full-faith-and-credit to the search done by another patent examining
office that has been approved by the PTO.
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AIPLA can accept the proposal of the Office to develop qualified CSSs to prepare
ISSRs using criteria similar to those used to designate an International Searching
Authority under the Patert Cooperation Treaty. Our position is based on the assurances that the PTO has given that it will particularly focus on the competency of
the CSS to perform high-quality searches and that each CSS will be subject to regular re-certifications.
We do not believe, however, that applicants should be required or even permitted
to procure searches directly from CSSs and submit them to the PTO when they request examination of their applications. We are concerned that the presumption of
validity of U.S. patents could be adversely affected if the PTO simply hands off the
responsibility for obtaining the search to applicants and CSSs. The PTO must ultimately be responsible for ensuring that the searches it relies upon are of the highest
quality, whether done by its examiners, CSSs, or qualified foreign patent offices.
Particularly with a CSS, PTO examiners should always assess whether the search
was complete and, if not, demand that the CSS re-search the application and "get
it right." The PTO will select and certify the CSSs and therefore it must exercise
the same control over them to provide quality search results as it does over its own
examiners. Finally, the ultimate responsibility in each individual case must rest
with the PTO examiner, to ensure that the search is complete in the first instance
and to conduct supplemental searches as appropriate as the claims in the application are modified as the application advances through the examination process.
Mandatory Information Disclosure Statements (IDS)
For those applicants who have not received a first action on the merits from the
PTO by the time the PTO's Strategic Plan would go into effect, the PTO proposes
to impose what it describes as a "limited duty of inquiry" on such applicants (as to
documents within their possession) and a mandatory IDS. The PTO's stated focus
of the information to be submitted will be non-patent literature that is related to
the claimed invention, including information used to draft the application, information used in the inventive process and information concerning improvements and
state-of-the-art. Applicants are to submit the required information, with an explanation of relevancy for citations of patents over twenty and of non-patent literature
over twenty. This mandatory IDS procedure is intended by the PTO as a way to
transition those applications already on file into a separate search and examination
procedure similar to those contemplated under the PTO's Four-Tracks system.
AIPLA opposes the imposition of this kind of obligation as well as the proposed
requirement for applicants to explain the relevancy of prior art to the claims for any
references in excess of twenty. The PTO proposal goes far beyond the current duty
of candor under Rule 56(c). This proposal would unfairly impose an incredible burden on tens of thousands of applicants who have filed patent applications in the last
few years, paid the required fees, and expect examination. In terms of time and
costs, this burden will fall particularly hard on the largest filers, corporations with
hundreds of unexamined applications in the pipeline.
We also strongly disagree with the PTO's statement that the public's concern with
the issue of inequitable conduct can be addressed simply by amending Rule 56. Not
only would a rule not adequately protect applicants from challenges under the judicially-created doctrine of inequitable conduct, but the specific rule proposal once
again, as in the case of the proposed CSS procedure, seeks to shift the responsibility
for conducting the examination from the PTO to the applicant.
Post-GrantReview
One final comment about the PTO's plans to enhance patent quality is in order.
Throughout the proposals by the PTO for restructuring the patent examination
process, a consistent theme is that a more vigorous post-grant review procedure will
be established as a safety net. While AIPLA has long advocated and supported a
robust post-grant opposition system, we do not agree with the emphasis of the PTO
on using such a procedure as an integral part of its quality enhancement plans. In
our view, the PTO should "get it right the first time."
In conversations which the AIPLA Patent Task Force had with the PTO, it was
reported that the emphasis on post-grant review was in response to mandates it
faces to measure the success it makes in improving quality. We cannot see any basis
from either the extent of use or the outcome of post-grant proceedings for drawing
conclusions of this type as to the quality of the examination process. For example,
there has been a grand total of four inter partes reexamination proceedings instituted since that procedure was created in 1999. The only conclusion we draw from
this fact is the conclusion almost everyone already knew: that procedure is fatally
flawed. It informs no one about the quality of the patents being issued by the PTO.

Finally, as noted above, AIPLA supports a vigorous post-grant review procedure
as we have stated previously in testimony before this Subcommittee. While there
are several features in the post-grant procedure proposed by the PTO with which
we agree, we also have a number of suggestions for improvements which we are prepared to offer at an appropriate time.
Trademarks
The PTO is proposing that trademark applicants be allowed to choose between
four filing options that will affect fees, method of filing, and speed of process. The
first of these options would have the trademark applicant provide a likelihood of
confusion search from a USPTO Certified Search Service. AIPLA does not believe
that this option will enhance quality or reduce pendency or costs. The searches that
trademark examining attorneys perform for likelihood of confusion issues are
straightforward computer searches of PTO records which can be done with relative
ease. The issues in the trademark examining operation are very different from those
in the patent examining operation. Moreover, there is concern that search quality,
the presumption of validity, and the value of trademark registrations may suffer.
Given the absence of any demonstrated need for this proposal, such as a shortage
of examiners or growing pendency (as exists on the patent side), AIPLA opposes this
option.
We would like to express our continued support for the Trademark e-Government
plan to implement an electronic file management system and begin e-Government
operations on October 1, 2003. Full electronic processing of trademark applications
will improve quality and restrain, if not reduce, costs and the need for increasing
numbers of employees or contractors to handle increases in filings as the reliance
on paper disappears from internal processes.
Patent e-Commerce
AIPLA fully supports the PTO's ongoing effort to accelerate its electronic filing
and processing initiatives in the patent operations. The implementation of a truly
effective, user-friendly system that would permit applicants not only to file, but also
to prosecute, their applications electronically will save resources in terms of staff,
space, and the reduction of clerical errors. We have continuing concerns, however,
t at hose initiatives will not be sufficiently user-friendly to encourage widespread
electronic filing of patent applications. Notwithstanding all of the agreements the
PTO has entered into with contractors and other IP organizations, we still have not
seen evidence that applicants will be able to easily and quickly file their patent applications. Notwithstanding any agreements or contracts that constrain the manner
in which the PTO processes information internally or shares files with other patent
offices, we urge the PTO to adopt a system that will permit applicants to electronically file documents produced using image files (such as .pdf or .tif) or documents
produced using Word or WordPerfect and to receive office actions and all other PTO
communications in such formats.
CONCLUSION

While AIPLA strongly opposes and urges the rejection of the proposed fee bill for
the reasons stated above, we recognize that the PTO must be adequately funded if
it is to achieve the quality, pendency, and e-commerce goals it has announced and
which AIPLA fully supports. The Task Force established by AIPLA has worked very
hard to assist the PTO in its restructuring efforts. Notwithstanding our views on
the fee bill, as well as on a number of the structural changes, AIPLA is committed
to continuing the efforts begun by the Task Force. The road to strong and healthy
patent and trademark systems is going to be long and arduous. There will be no
magic wands. We believe that a foundation is being laid on which we can make real
and lasting improvements to the PTO. AIPLA pledges its continuing support for the
goals Under Secretary Rogan is seeking to accomplish and its willingness to work
with the PTO and this Subcommittee to achieve those goals.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Kirk.

Mr. Baker.
STATEMENT CHARLES P. BAKER, CHAIR, INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAW SECTION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chair and other Members of this Committee, I
am personally honored to be here. You are performing one of the
highest forms of public service to our country; you are devoting

your time to try and resolve difficult and important issues that few
citizens appreciate. But they benefit, unwittingly, from your dedicated efforts on behalf of the IP system and our Nation, a system
which encourages investment in new jobs-not just new jobs, in
new industries.
I'm also honored to be here to give the views of the ABA and the
21,000 members of its IP Law Section to help you decide what to
do.
Also, on a personal level, AP Carlton, who will be the ABA president in 3 weeks, sends his personal greetings to this Committee.
Basically, we commend the effort of the office and Director
Rogan, another dedicated public servant. It contains some good
concepts, but it also contains some bad ones, such that we cannot
support the proposal.
While I know you share our views and I am preaching to the
choir, and I will not spend much time on it, we are disappointed
that this fee proposal comes to us without even a promise that the
Administration will try to decrease the diversion of patent and
trademark applicant fees. This injurious practice in the 10 years
since it began has siphoned off $800 million from research and development budgets of the users of the IP system.
Now Congress has the power to tax just about anything it wants.
But taxing R&D, which creates new jobs, is a bad policy choice.
The ABA House of Delegates has adopted a resolution opposing
that diversion.
The rest of my remarks are on behalf of the ABA IP Law Section
only.
The problems the office faces are not all of its own making, and
they are not all bad moves. The great increase in filings means this
country is investing more in research and development. Former
Commissioner Mossinghoff reports that the pharmaceutical industry increased its R&D expenditures more than tenfold in 20 years
from 1981 to 2001, from $2.3 billion to about $30 billion. We should
all be heartened by what this means for our health.
But that spending has added to the office's headaches. In the
same period, the pharmaceutical industry increased its patent filings by three times. Such problems are the best kind to have, but
we must deal with them through increasing the capacity of the office.
Now, one major success of the office, a success that shows it can
solve problems, is on the trademark side. There the office can be
justly proud of its electronic-filing system efforts.
Turning to fees, we agree with the concepts in this proposal that
increased fees that correlate with added work are appropriate. On
the other hand, fees that escalate in a punitive way should be rejected. Patent applicants already have incentivs not to file excessive numbers of claims or excessive related applications. Applicants
do not spend money on their lawyers to do those things unless they
believe it is necessary or desirable to protect an invention.
For example, an application may have several embodiments, and
the applicant may deem it wise to have a claim for each embodiment. Rather than devise language for a single claim that covers
all embodiments and which may create other problems like undue
breadth or vagueness.

If the extra work causes the office extra work, paying for that
work i reasonable. But to have punitive fees to discourage a reasoned practice would be unfair.
One major area of harm in this proposal is moving prior art
searches to private companies. If someone else has to do the
search, the examiner still has to spend additional time reading and
understanding the art. So the savings will not be as great, will not
really be great. We have seen estimates that these savings could
be as low as only 5 percent.
But more important, prior art searches are the starting point for
validity. If they are incomplete, the rest of the examination process
goes for naught.
Many of us were examiners. We know that examiners can perform good searches. Each of the 3,500 examiners has a narrow area
of art of her own specialty. We also know that the examination is
going on in the head of the examiner as she performs her search,
and it guides the search. The end result is a better search and a
better examination.
In other words, if the examiner does not do the search, we will
end up with a weakened presumption of patent validity, which is
a bad idea.
Selecting searches from selected foreign patent offices is somewhat different. But because of differences in laws, which are mentioned in my written statement, the search may be incomplete. It
may be used as a starting point, but, it should always be supplemented before a U.S. patent is issued.
Deferred examination, for the reasons in my statement, is another bad idea, in our opinion.
To the extent punitive fee revenues and high filing fees are necessary to pay for things like user-friendly reliable electronic filing,
we urge that the revenue be raised by increasing maintenance fees.
The present plan would increase filing fees by a factor of two or
more, but maintenance fees by 50 percent. For reasons set forth in
my statement, we would rather see more water carried by maintenance fees and less carried by filing fees.
Finally, let me mention two items not related to fees but referred
to in the plan which we favor: post-grant oppositions, if properly
implemented, and accelerated examinations for an added fee.
I would be glad to answer questions of yours or your staff today
or at any time. And we would welcome the opportunity to work
with you, the office, and others in the user community to develop
a fee structure and patent office reforms on an entirely sound
basis.
We are glad to do what we can to help. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Baker follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES P. BAKER
INTRODUCTION

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the American Bar Association and that Association's Section of Intellectual Property Law. I am Charles P.
Baker, Chair of that Section. The views that I express opposing the diversion of
United States Patent and Trademark Office user fee revenue to fund programs unrelated to the functions of that Office represent views of the Association. The Association's House of Delegates adopted them as ABA Policy. Views expressed on other
issues, including on individual components of the Administration's proposal for the

restructuring Office user fees, have not been approved by the House of Delegates
or Board of Governors of the Association. Those views are those of the Section of
Intellectual Property Law (IP Law Section) alone.
As requested by the Subcommittee, our comments today will focus on the new fee
structure that has been developed by the Office and proposed by the Administration.
Implicit in or contemplated by the proposed restructured fee schedule are numerous
fundamental changes in the ope ,dtions and services of the Office, in requirements
imposed on the Office's customers, and in utilization of Office resources, most particularly its human resources. To the extent these proposals are tied to the fee restructuring, we will also comment on them.
Congress faces critical decisions regarding the future funding of the Office, and
indeed, the future of the Office itself and the U.S. system of intellectual property.
A brief review of relevant recent history may be useful in understanding the proposed fee restructuring and its accompanying components.
BACKGROUND OF THE NEW FEE PROPOSAL

The Fiscal Year 2002 Funding Proposaland Business Plan
About 18 months ago, the President sent his budget proposal for funding the Office in Fiscal Year 2002 to Congress. Most noteworthy in that submission, it projected that patent pendency would rise to more than 38 months by Fiscal Year 2006.
What made this prediction still more disturbing, the Administration based it upon
an assumption that user fee diversion would end after 2002, hardly a likely prospect. At the time these projections were made, many who depend upon the services
of the Office believed that quality, equally if not more important than pendency,
also showed numerous signs of deterioration.
Congress made clear its serious concern about the inadequacy of the Administration's response to the mounting problems. In its report on the bill containing the
FY 2002 PTO appropriation, the Senate Appropriations Committee described its dissatisfaction as follows:
"The ability of the administration to formulate an adequate budget for the PTO
is complicated by two factors. First, the agency historically has formulated an
incremental budget based on the previous year's budget, and does not provide
the Committee with a thorough business plan that demonstrates how resources
will be used and what results will obtain. Second, PTO management has not
been sufficiently innovative. Although patent filings have increased dramatically over the past decade, PTO management chose to remain wedded to an archaic patent process and attempted to hire its way out of its workload problems."
The counterpart House Appropriations Committee report sounded similar criticism, and also served notice on those of us in the PTO user community that the
appropriators are not particularly impressed by our argument that all user fees
should be made available to the PTO immediately upon collection, particularly when
they saw no evidence that the existing fee structure is based upon the real funding
needs of the Office. The House report stated:
' The PTO and the patent user community have continually criticized the Congress and the Administration for not allowing full access to their fees in the
year they are received, yet PTO has been unsuccessful in proving that increased
funding will decrease the amount of time it takes an applicant to receive a patent. PTO bases its budget submission on anticipated fee income, which is derived from an estimation of its anticipated workload. However, there is no indication that the existing level of fees was developed based on any direct relationship to the actual costs of doing business."
To address the deficiencies they found in the Office's budgetary planning and execution, both Senate and House appropriators directed the Office and Secretary of
Commerce to submit long-range budget plans. The Senate demanded a 5-year strategic plan with three "core objectives," expressed as "(1) prepare the agency to handle the workload associated with the 21st century economy, (2) improve patent quality, and (3) reduce patent and trademark pendency." The report also directed the
PTO to accelerate its implementation of electronic processing of patent applications,
with a completion date of 2004, two years earlier than PTO projections.
Similar planning and reporting requirements are contained in H.R. 2047, the authorization bill authored by Chairman Coble and Ranking Member Berman, which
the House passed last November, and in a counterpart Senate bill (S. 1754), which
passed the Senate on June 26.

The FY 2003 Funding Proposal
Despite this unified call for budget reform from the four key congressional entities
with responsibility for authorizing and funding the Office, the Administration this
February submitted a FY 2003 funding proposal which bore a striking resemblance
to the FY 02 proposal that had drawn congressional criticism as lacking in innovation and based on little strategic planning other than for the agency to "hire its way
out of its workload problems." The PTO Business Plan that accompanied the budget
proposal called for hiring 950 patent examiners in FY 2003. In order to finance this
and at the same time continue user fee diversion to the extent of $162 million, a
one-year surcharge of 19.3% on patent fees and 10.3% on trademark fees was proposed. The proposal also projected hiring 950 patent examiners in each of the succeeding four years.
In testimony before this Subcommittee on April 11, Director Rogan noted that the
five-year Business Plan in the President's budget was prepared before he took office
in December. While calling it "an important first step toward a long-range strategy
to refocusing the agency's priorities on improving quality and timeliness," he also
characterized it as "a traditional response to attack increasing pendency . . and
stem the tide of rising pendency." Perhaps signaling perception that the original
budget proposal and its Business Plan lacked sufficient support in the user community and in the Congress to gain approval, Director Rogan expressed a view that
there is a need to go beyond the measures proposed to date. Noting that he had
begun a "thorough top-to-bottom review" of the PTO to identify non-essential functions and to shift resources to mission critical tasks, Director Rogan pledged to examine all options, "including the restructuring of our fee system and workforce."
THE CURRENT PROPOSAL

Overview
The proposal that is being considered today bears witness that Director Rogan has
honored the commitment that he made before this Subcommittee in April. He, the
Office, and the Administration are to be commended for the very serious dedication
to self-analysis and reform that is embodied in or anticipated by the proposed new
fee structure. This proposal and others that are said to follow are specifically designed to address congressional mandates to produce long-term strategic planning
that deals with deficiencies in pendency and quality and expedites conversion to an
end-to-end electronic environment. The objectives of improving patent and trademark processing and examination are worthy ones, and the proposals advanced to
these ends certainly represent a departure from the "business as usual" approach
that has hampered previous PTO planning and reform efforts. We also believe that
certain concepts reflected in the bill can help form the framework for an effective
overhaul of the PTO user fee system. For example, the IP Law.Section supports setting fees at levels that reflect actual costs to the Office in providing the services involved, a concept that is reflected in some, but not all, of the revised fees proposed.
We also approve of other initiatives the Office is contemplating. For example, we
believe that the proposals for electronic processing, if properly implemented, will decrease processing time. We also support the proposals for certifying and recertifying
all examiners to assure the qualifications of all examiners, who are the heart of the
U.S. patent system and must be as qualified as possible.
While we applaud the commitment and effort that has gone into this proposal and
we endorse some elements of it, we cannot endorse the final product as a whole.
It suffers from a number of flaws, both in conceptualization and in individual components, which we address below, along with the features of the proposal that we
do support.
The Fee Proposal Works Backwards, Rather Than Forwards
The proposed wholesale restructuring of patent and trademark user fees is represented as the product of a "top-to-bottom" review of Office service needs and resource allocation. It appears, however, to have begun with an end result in mind
and worked backward to achieve that objective. That end result is to produce the
same level of revenue as called for in the President's original budget submission for
FY 2003, including some $207 million to be raised by surcharges of 19.3% on patent
fees and 10.3% on trademark fees. The imposition of such a limitation undermines
the integrity of the process and the validity of the representation that individual
fees proposed are based on improving the services of the Office. Increasing fees for
punitive purposes, which we oppose in a discussion that follows, is one possible result of such a flawed approach to fee setting.

Fee Diversion, Which the ABA Opposes, Has Not Been Addressed
The American Bar Assocition and its IP Law Section cannot support the bill because neither it nor accompanying statements by the Administration suggest any
end to the diversion for other purposes of fees paid by users for patent and trademark services. Indeed, the proposal takes a further step in th vrong iir.ction. By
building a margin for diversion into a permanent restructuring of fees, Congress
would be codifying and institutionalizing user fee diversion. From the time this injurious practice began a decade ago up to the start of FY 2003, it will have removed
$817,000,000 from the research and'development budgets of those who use our patent system. This diversion is a tax which decreases investment in research and development in new technologies, and in turn diminishes the creation of new jobs.
The IPL Section Views the PTO's Trademark Initiatives Favorably, but Prefers Incentives in the Form of Discounts over Penalties in the Form of Surcharges
Turning to specific features of the current proposal, the IP Law Section believes
the Office has done a very good job in creating an electronic filing system for trademark applications and post-issuance trademark filings, and generally supports the
Office's new initiatives to continue to expand and encourage use of that system.
While the system is still capable of being improved and made even more user-friendly, it is a success story of bringing Office operations into the modern electronic age,
of which the Office can be justly proud. The Section also supports incentives to encourage members of the public to use the electronic filing option, as it reduces operating costs, reduces the potential for typographical errors through the transcription
of paper documents into electronic formats at the PTO, and promotes overall efficiency.
The Section, however, opposes the fee increase included in the proposed amendment of Trademark Rule of Practice, published at 67 FR 35081 on May 17, 2002,
to impose a surcharge of $50 per International Class as a processing fee for each
document submitted on paper when an appropriate electronic document is available
for use. The IP Law Section opposes that surcharge and believes the more appropriate and customer-focused way to encourage electronic filings is to provide a positive incentive-for example, a $50 per class discount when the document is filed
electronically-rather than a penalty in the form of a $50 per class surcharge when
the document is filed in paper form, especially when the Office is legally obligated
under the Trademark Law Treaty to accept paper trademark filings as well as electronic filings.
Fees That Reflect Increased Cost Are Fair
The IP Law Section supports surcharge fees in the bill that reasonably reflect actual costs. For example, surcharges for specifications and drawings that exceed 50
pages, and surcharges for abnormally high numbers of claims seem appropriate, to
the extent they reflect added costs in examining longer applications or applications
with more claims. It is reasonable to charge those who file 200-page applications
more than those who file 20-page applications. The IP Law Section does not have
data to say what the correct amounts should be, but in principle, we believe this
is a fair approach.
Increased Fees That Are Punitive Should Be Rejected
The IP Law Section opposes increased fees that are punitive and fail to reflect
actual costs. For example, the bill proposes that the cost for presenting the sixth
independent claim be four times the cost for presenting the fourth independent
claim. Such a fee has no relationship to the cost of examining an extra claim. See
Sec. 41(aX2XA). The difficulty of examining a sixth claim is not four times the difficulty of examining the fourth claim. Surcharge fees for total claims (Sec.
41(a)(2XB)) also escalate at a rate unrelated to added cost, and hence they are also
punitive. While the Office states that it wants to "modify behavior" by discouraging
applicants from filing more that 3 independent claims or 20 total claims, in many
situations more than those numbers of claims are reasonable and appropriate, and
they should not be discouraged by punitive fees.
As additional examples of punitive charges contemplated by the Office's proposal,
the Office is seeking to impose punitive fees for filing related applications. Specific
amounts are set forth in "Transitional Provisions' (Sec. 4(b)), and unspecified
amounts are provided for in "Related Application Surcharge" (Sec. 2(aX3)). We presume tlie amounts set forth in the transitional provisions are a prediction of what
the unspecified amounts will be. Punitive fees would be imposed for related applications that are not "patentably distinct" from a pending application or an issued patent. See Sec. 41(aX3XB). There is also a proposed $16,690 charge for a terminal disclaimer if similar claims are presented in three other applications. The Office justi-

fies this, in part, as a way to prevent applicants from avoiding the excessive claim
fees mentioned in the previous paragraph. Similarly, to punish the filing of continuations, surcharges will be added when the benefit of parent applications is claimed.
See Sec. 41(a)(3)(A). Also, escalating fees are proposed for claiming the benefit of
more than one parent application ($1,000 for three; $4,000 for five), and these fees
apply even if only one patent issues.
The proposal to raise the appeal brief fee from $300 to $1,600 also appears punitive. Historically the Office has not charged for an appeal, since it is frequently necessary to correct an error of the Office. Such a charge, if any, should not be required
until after submission of the Examiner's brief in opposition, because many appeals
are settled in the applicant's favor before the Examiner's brief is filed, essentially
conceding that the applicant was correct.
The practices which the Office proposes to penalize with excessive charges are entirely appropriate in many circumstances. There are times when it is reasonable to
have more than three independent claims and more than 20 claims altogether. Applicants often claim several important embodiments of the same invention, some of
which may be patentably indistinct from other pending or issued claims. Also, the
question of whether a related application is patentably distinct from another is often
a matter of dispute between the Office and the applicant, and it cannot be decided
properly until after the examination process is completed. As another example,
sometimes one accepts allowed claims to limited subject matter and permits a patent to issue, but refiles to attempt to get broader claims in a continuation. Such
practices not only reduce pendency time but they rarely require an additional search
of the art, and they also reduce the number or appeals, actually saving the Office
money. Also, filing related applications can be a good tool for providing full protection for important inventions. Punitive fees would discourage these practices, discourage applicants from seeking the coverage they feel they are entitled to, and
weaken the system. Finally, related applications are often necessary because of the
Office's action or inaction, and any excessive fees for them would be doubly unreasonable.
The burdens would be particularly heavy in some fields. For example, in the communications, data and software industries judicial rulings and legislation require
various independent claiming forms and formats. One application may appropriately
have transmitter claims, receiver claims, systems claims, method claims and meansplus-function claims. Such additional claims are unlikely to add substantially to examination time because they usually involve the same core combination of elements,
but such claims might arguably not be patentably distinct.
Specifically, examples of punitive fees in the Act which we oppose by section numbErs are,
Section 41(a)(2)(A)-Excess claim fees for independent claims;
Section 41(aX2)(B)-Excess claim fees for total claims;
Section 41(a)(3)(A) and related transitional provisions-Surcharge for continuation
applications;
Section 41(a)(3)(B) and related transitional provisions-Surcharge for continuation
applications having patentably indistinct claims;
Section 41(a)(7)(B)-Surcharge for appeal brief.
In sum, the IP Law Section opposes legislation which would provide escalating filing and claim fees that are punitive. The Section also opposes legislation which
would provide for punitive related application and other excessive surcharges.
increasess in Post-GrantFees Are Preferable
To the extent necessary for Office operations (as opposed to matching an arbitrary, pre-set budget amount), the IP Law Section generally favors increases in
maintenance fees over increases in filing and prosecution fees. Higher fees at the
beginning of the patent process would discourage the filing of new applications, and
hence they would discourage the disclosure of new technology. Also, higher fees
would not necessarily increase revenue. For many companies, fewer applications
will be filed in proportion to the increase in filing fees.
On the other hand, the costs of maintenance are easier to justify and pay once
a patent has issued. Its value to the patent owner's business then becomes plain.
If maintenance fees are paid at all, they are usually paid because the patents are
worth significantly more than those fees. Any particular patent application, however, is a more risky investment; the patent owner does not know if the invention
is patentable, or, if it is, how broad the patent will be.
Hence, increased maintenance fees, rather than increased filing and prosecution
fees, are a better way to raise necessary revenue.

Deferred Examination Should Be Rejected
The bill proposes replacing the present single fee for filing and examination with
separate, filing and examination fees, and examination could be requested before any
action is taken by the Office.
The advantage of this change to patent applicants is that it would enable the applicant to withdraw an application if it is determined that the invention has insignificant commercial importance before substantial costs are incurred. Applicants,
however, who have doubts as to whether they want to pursue a particular application, already have this capability in the provisional filing procedure. For most applicants, however, the major cost is in preparing the application, and most decisions
to abandon are made in that period. Deferred examination would add a layer of unnecessary procedure.
Deferred examination, however, has no benefit for the public because the claims
that will be allowed would remain uncertain until issuance. The primary function
of the Office is to protect the public from improperly issued patents. With the publication of patent applications, the public sees broad claims that may, someday, be
issued as a patent, not the final version of the claims, whose appearance would be
delayed be deferred examination. Such broad claims may create uncertainty and reduce investments. Industry, both large and small, needs a rapid and robust examination of the application to reduce that uncertainty. Deferred examination would
increase that uncertainty and public cost.
Incidentally, there is a suggestion in the materials on deferred examination that
the Office may begin counting the examination period from the time examination
is requested or begins. We do not object to reporting additional times in the prosecution process, but we believe strongly that the Office should continue to report pendency from the date of filing as the primary indicator of pendency.
While we understand that deferred examination is expected to reduce the Office's
workload, and hence reduce pendency, we believe the amount of that reduction
would be small, and on balance any benefits of deferred examination are outweighed
by the downsides to the users and the public.
Use of Private Sector ar d Foreign Patent Office PriorArt Searches Presents Several
Problems
The bill provides the Office unfettered discretion to reduce examination fees for
applicants ;who provide a search report that meets conditions prescribed by the Office. This will make possible the implementation of a four-tier search proposal,
which would reduce the amount of searching the Examiners have to do. As a result,
the Office expects to hire fewer Examiners.
The use of independent searchers raises a number of problems, from insuring the
quality and uniformity of search results, to how searches will be updated if different
claims are presented after the initial examination, to providing adequate facilities
to enable these searchers to perform this work. The IP Law Section believes the Office should still maintain overall responsibility of the searching function and use foreign search results as a starting point rather than a substitute for its own searches.
We are convinced that U.S. Examiners generally can perform the best, highest
quality searches in the world. We are concerned about any proposal to decrease the
role of Examiners in the search of the art.
Many of us have spent part of our careers as Examiners, and we understand the
process from the inside. An Examiner who is going to make an obviousness decision
begins to make that determination as the search proceeds. When in the course of
this simultaneous search and examination a certain element becomes important, the
Examiner can adjust the search accordingly to find the best art with respect to that
element. (One must keep in mind that under U.S. law, in contrast to the law of
other countries, it is important not only to find each element of a patentable combination in the prior art, but also a teaching to combine the elements. One who does
the prior art search but not the examination may find the elements, but not the
teachings to combine.)
More than that, each of the 3500 U.S. Examiners gets to know quite well her/
his art areas, which are highl focused.
We therefore believe that the search is part of the examination, and if the Examiner does not do the search, it will not be done as well, which would weaken the
presumption of that validity. That presumption gives certainty to U.S. patents, and
without a reasonable level of certainty, investors will not invest to develop new technology and create new jobs.
Additionally, maintaining the quality of private sector search firms may be difficult, and the public may have little confidence that persons in the private sector
can be counted on to protect these interests of the public. Another problem would

arise if a private search authority is disqualified. Will the patents it seat .'ed
t
before
disqualification be presumed valid?
Even if the quality of searches were shown to be the same under some new procedure, we believe there are inefficiencies in the proposed process as a whole. While
the Office may spend less if it puts the search on the shoulders of the applicant,
as far as total costs to the applicant, the public, and the system are concerned, we
believe they would be greater. The fee for the private search, which has been estimated at $1,000, combined with the increased filing and examination fees, would
increase the basic filing fee from its current $740 to over $2,500. Also, we doubt that
savings to the Office would be great. We have seen estimates that time and cost
savings to the Office would be no greater than 5%.
The best testament against separating the search function and an examination
function is the fact the European Patent Office, which has had such a system for
years, has recently decided to abandon it.
Some of our concerns are speculative. If the Office will perfor-m studies to support
this major change, and the studies show that the searches are equivalent, the examinations equivalent, and that there are significant cost savings to the system as
a whole-we will be glad to consider them.
The Office is also proposing, as part of its four-tier system, to amend its rules to
include a mandatory prior art statement and a mandatory statement of relevancy.
The advantage of the provisions for a mandatory prior art inquiry will be the
issuance of stronger patents, provided the Examiner continues to perform a search.
The disadvantages to the applicant will be the increased costs during prosecution
and the cost of determining in later litigation whether the new duty of disclosure
requirements had been complied with. A simple solution to these disadvantages is
not available where the duty of disclosure is expanded.
Several of the reasons we have given for adhering to our present system of having
Examiners do the searching disappear or have less effect if the search has been
done by a qualified foreign patent office, but the similarities among patent laws are
fewer than one might think. We have already mentioned the issues raised by whether there is a teaching in the art to combine elements. A foreign examiner may not
search for such teachings, and a U.S. examiner presented with a search that includes none, may allow a patent improvidently. In such cases we believe it is proper
for a U.S. Examiner to acccapt a foreign Office's search as a starting point, but if
the Examiner, based on a review of the art identified in that search, finds patentable subject matter, then a supplemental search should be mandated.
In sum, the IP Law Section believes that reliance by the Office on searches made
by qualified Patent Offices of other governments may be appropriate, if supplemented when allowable claims are found, but the Section opposes the Directors accepting searches of private companies or requiring the applicant to make mandatory
searches and statements concerning what is relevant in the prior art.
Post-Grant Opposition ProceduresAre Conceptually a Good Idea
While not presented by the current legislation, we would like to comment on a
number of additional proposals that have come up in the planning process. One of
them is a post-grant inter partes opposition procedure.
We do not consider it a safety net that will excuse a poor initial examination. The
Office should do its best to get examination and issuance right the first time.
We do, however, see a need for something short of full-scale litigation to remove
uncertainties. A post-grant opposition of that kind we find acceptable conceptually.
It should utilize the Patent Office ALJ's who currently handle interferences and
have demonstrated that they can handle limited inter partes matters expeditiously.
We contemplate that the procedure could be instituted within 12 months of a patent's grant and be over in one year, with appeal by either party to the Federal Circuit.
Accelerated Examination Would Be a Useful Tool
The IP Law Section also supports the Office's providing accelerated examination
for an extra fee, which we understand the Office is considering, though it is not in
the present bill.
Electronic Processing in Patent Operations Must Be Implemented Properly
The fee proposal contemplates funding of accelerated implementation of Patent eGovernment, with an objective of "end-to-end" electronic processing by the end of
FY 2004. The advantages of electronic processing to applicants will be expedited
prosecution and issuance and in the long term, reduced costs. The disadvantages
will be the additional up front costs, including hardware and software requirements,
needed by applicants, their agents and attorneys to generate and prosecute cases
electronically.

Initial experience with electronic filing in the U.S. has been that the Office has
adopted software standards that are convenient for the Office, but they fail to comply with the requirements of practitioners. For example, the Office's initial software
for filing a patent application electronically was designed for stand-alone use where
the attorney prepares and submits the application from his/her computer. It did not
permit the electronic document to be prepared in a network environment where the
application would be processed by a word processing department and receive final
review by a docketing department.
We understand, however, from recent reports that the Office may abandon its existing e-filing technology and instead adopt some version of the EPO software, making the U.S. system compatible with the European and Japanese e-filing systems.
This approach would solve at least some of the existing problems with the Office's
e-filing system.
CONCLUSION

We will be glad to answer questions and supply more detail on the recommendations we have presented. We would also welcome the opportunity to work with the
Subcommittee and the PTO to develop a fee structure and other reforms that can
attain the worthy objectives that are set out in, but not attained by, Director
Rogan's 21st Century Strategic Plan.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Baker. And thanks to each of the
panelists.
We have been joined, since we began, by the distinguished gentleman from Michigan, the Ranking Member of the Judiciary Committee, as well as the distinguished gentleman from California, the
distinguished lady from Pennsylvania, and the distinguished gentleman from Alabama.
Ladies and gentlemen, we apply the 5-minute rule against us as
well. But if need be, we will have a second round of questioning.
Let me start, Judge, with you. Ron Myrick, a long-active member
of IPO and AIPLA, said not too recently that the PTO is nearing
or has already arrived at a crisis. Do you agree, A? And if so, what
risks confront the agency if we don't proceed with your strategic
plan?
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, a few days ago, my two little girls
that you know so well were watching the "Wizard of Oz." I'm not
sure how close the cyclone has to get to Auntie Em's house before
everybody starts heading for the cellar, but I can assure you that
our storm windows are ready to close.
Whethe: we are in a crisis or approaching a crisis really is not
what relevant. What's relevant is what kind of damage is being
done to America's intellectual property with a Patent and Trademark Office that increasingly is drowning in pendency and also
raising issues respecting quality oZ patents that are being issued.
I don't think there's any dispute from any of the witnesses here
today that pendency and quality are of utmost concern to them.
And if that is the case, then we cannot wait until tomorrow to try
to fix that. That's what this plan is attempting to address, as Congress has directed us to do.
Mr. COBLE. Let me put this question to the three witnesses to
my left, starting with Ms. Barrett Park.
For years, we adhered to what I will call Plan A to help the PTO.
Plan A meant that we tried to extract more money from the appropriators. And as I said at the outset, I have done battle with Democrat and Republican appropriators and usually come out secondbest.

Now, we did save some money, considerably, last session. But
still, the appropriators managed to walk off with a good haul. That
strategy by itself doesn't work or hasn't worked.
Director Rogan has now developed Plan B. If we don't use his
handiwork as a means to improve the PTO operations, what, Ms.
Barrett Park, would your Plan C be to extend the late FDR's proposal, Jim, of trying something?
Ms. BARRETT PARK. Mr. Chairman, we don't think that we need
to go to a Plan C. We think there is something we all can work
with in the strategic plan, or, as you're calling it, Plan B, that Undersecretary Rogan has proposed. I think we're looking forward to
having a constructive dialogue imminently to see if we can't get the
strategic plan to a place where everyone, both the constituency and
the agency, are comfortable with it.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Kirk?
Mr. KIRK. Mr. Chairman, we would agree with Ms. Park's comments. There are, in this plan, a number of what we think are solid
bases on which to begin to develop a change in the system that we
work with. In the patent area, to start relying more heavily on the
searches coming from other quality patent-examining offices, such
as the European office under the Patent Cooperation Treaty or the
other national offices with which the U.S.P.T.O. arranges a search
agreement.
We agree with the plans that the office has announced for hiring
more qualified people, for better training, for promoting after tests,
and those types of things, for building a more adequate and reviewable record. There are many things in the plan that we find to be
good ideas and ideas to build on.
Even the ideas of the increased fees for excess claims and
lengthy applications, we don't oppose that notion. We think that
those who file great numbers of claims should expect to pay the
costs for having those claims examined.
We do not agree with punitive charges, however, because we
think that applicants have very legitimate reasons for filing large
numbers of claims in some cases, or at least more than the minimal number set forth in the fee bill. But we think those applicants
should be required to pay for it. And to that extent, we agree with
that aspect of the plan.
As far as the fees themselves are concerned, we stated at the
hearing that you had in April on the President's proposal that we
will support a reasonable increase in statutory fees, and we stand
by that. What we do not support is a fee bill that is designed with
the purpose in mind of diverting $162 million.
Five years ago, when President Clinton sent a proposed budget
to the Hill that suggested that there was $50 million that was
going to be raised by the Patent and Trademark Office, that he
proposed to rescind because "the PTO didn't need the money," this
Subcommittee took him at his word and gave a new fee bill to the
President, one that reduced the overall fee revenue by $50 million.
Since the PTO did not need the money, you concluded the applicants didn't need to pay for that money, and we agreed totally with
that view.

So in this particular case, we would not oppose an increase in
fees. We would oppose an increase in fees designed to continue diversion.
Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you.
Mr. Baker, my time has expired. Hold your thought andMr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, can I yield you some of my time?
Mr. COBLE. No, you go ahead, John. I'll get it on my second
round. We will have a second round.
I recognize the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, let's continue the discussion, Mr. Baker.
Mr. BAKER. Thank you. I won't repeat the ideas people have said
before me. We agree, generally, that this has got some good concepts in it; we should identify those good concepts. It has some bad
concepts in it; we should identify those bad concepts.
One of the bad concepts is its settling for fee diversion. We would
like to see that addressed in some way so that we can do what we
can to change this bad policy decision.
But once we have identified the good and the bad, we would be
glad to work togethe: with the Subcommittee, with the office, with
the other user groups, and come to a consensus.
Director Rogan, Judge Rogan, has done a great job, and his agency, in what amounts to 4 or 8 weeks. It just needs more to work.
Mr. CONYERS. Hi, Jim.
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Ranking Member.
Mr. CONYERS. What do you say about these comments?
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, I certainly appreciate people coming forward and saying, "I don't want to pay more fees." And I especially appreciate people saying, "I don't want to pay fees that the
Director has admitted are punitive." And in some cases, Mr. Conyers, the fee structure is designed to be punitive, not because we're
mean, not because we don't like certain aspects of technology, but
because we havc an agency that is not designed to handle some of
the claims that are coming up.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, let me just give
you a quick snapshot. We will get this year about 350,000 new applications that will go on top of a pile of 450,000 sitting in a backlog from previous years. We have about 3,200 or 3,400 examiners
to handle all of them.
Now, when people send in multiple claims in an application-if
you send in 10 independent claims in one application, that, in a
very real sense, is like sending in 10 separate inventions in one
file. We don't get them just with two and three and four. We get
them with 100, 200, 300, 1,000, 5,000.
Now, if you have one examiner that's told to go and investigate
this patent with 5,000 claims-we just had one from an oil company recently: 5,100 claims in one application. The system is not
designed to handle them.
When we look at the world of biotech, some of the most important patents that come through, some that are bringing incredible
increases to our economy, to quality of life, and everything else, the
average number of claims that we grant on a biotech patent is 17
total. And yet, in some of these areas, either because-

Mr. COBLE. I didn't hear the figure, Jim. What was the figure?
The average is what?
Judge ROGAN. Seventeen.
But we're getting many of these claims in in the hundreds and
sometimes in the thousands.
Now, some of it is that they're not sure what they need to claim,
and so they claim everything. They haven't seen a search report
yet, and so they're throwing everything out there.
We're hoping that by competitively sourcing the search and giving our claimants an opportunity to look at a search report and
weigh that against what they would like to claim, that in and of
itself will help them narrow their claims.
But we simply cannot address the issues of quality and pendency
when we are, for a very minimal fee, allowing applicants to start
sending in things that the system is just not designed to handle.
Mr. CONYERS. Ms. Barrett Park, your turn.
Ms. BARRETT PARK. Representative Conyers, I am not a patent
attorney, and I think I'm going to defer to one of my colleagues who
can address that specific issue.
Mr. KIRK. Mr. Conyers, in terms of the number of claims included in applications, the PTO published a rule proposal back in
1998 in which it indicated that less than 5 percent-less than 5
percent-of all applications have more than six independent claims.
So we have a proposal before us that's designed to start penalizing
applicants. Nearly 18 percent of the applicants file more than three
independent claims.
So the penalties are starting very early. We think too low; we
think they should start at a higher number. And we think-we
have no objection to the fees being charged to repay the patent office for the cost of doing the work. We don't object to that. And that
in itself is going to have a salutatory effect, because to the extent
that someone now gets a quasi free ride, in the sense that thev
don't have to pay the costs of examination, they're going to be given
an encouragement, once they have to pay the full boat, to look at
reducing the number of claims.
We don't object to that at all. Our concern is with the punitive
nature of this.
Mr. BAKER. Just briefly, I think you've got to be careful about extreme examples. He cites one thing as 5,000 claims and now says,
from that, I extrapolate that everything else-that punitive fees
are appropriate.
The way it's drafted now, these punitive fees begin at a very low
level. As proposed, the cost for presenting the sixth independent
claim would be four times the cost for presenting the fourth independent claim. Now, there's no reason in the world that the sixth
claim requires four times as much work as the fourth claim.
So we don't-there's got to be a more reasonable tie to the
amount of work in these claims. And there's no reason to be punitive.
As I mentioned in my earlier statement, an applicant is not going
to spend money on something he thinks is a waste of time. He is
going to have his own reasons, in view of the patent law, to do it.
If he wants to do it and pay for it, fine. But he shouldn't be penalized for doing it.
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Judge ROGAN. Mr. Conyers, if I may, that addresses the issue
right there. Right now, under the current system, there's very little
additional an applicant has to pay to have a shotgun approach.
Under the system that we are proposing, we want them to be more
selective in what they send to our examiners, because our examiners are expected to get these applications out through the door
and get these products to market, if indeed they are patentable.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman. And we'll have a second
round, if you have other questions.
The gentleman from California-I see the gentleman from Tennessee has departed. Mr. Issa is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. ISSA. It's good never to leave your seat. (Laughter.]
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, am concerned with a couple of these proposals. And I'll
sort of take them in economic and then maybe non-economic order
first. And I guess the economic one that I'd like to understand, and,
Secretary Rogan, maybe you can, since you're the author, or at
least the named person here of this plan, I'm trying to understand
a little bit.
If you have a fee to do something which is constitutionally mandated-we have no choice, Congress has no power to stop patents.
We have an absolute responsibility to ensure that Government provide them. And we have a fee, and that fee is being siphoned off,
and we get more fee, then that's a tax increase, isn't it?
Judge ROGAN. If you're asking me the question, Congressman
Issa, from a philosophical standpointMr. ISSA. We'll start with philosophy here.
Judge ROGAN. It sounds like you're reading one of my prior
speeches as a former Member of this Committee.
Mr. ISSA. You know, Jim, what I really like is I know you've sat
in this seat, and I know what you would have asked. [Laughter.]
Judge ROGAN. And it sounds like you know how I would have answered. [Laughter.]
Mr. ISSA. But I want to hear it. I mean, Jim, this is a tax increase. If we assume what is likely to happen, which is at least
some of it over time will be siphoned off, unless we change a policy
that has gone on for a decade of taking what is called surpluses,
and now you're going to produce more surpluses.
You know, I'm an old-I'd like to say not "old," but I guess an
old Reaganite, and I know what a revenue enhancement is. It's a
tax under a Republican administration.
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Issa, I'm not going to quarrel with you on this,
because I've made the very same speech myself as a Member of the
Committee. The question before Congress is whether or not the
President's request for additional funds is a worthwhile request or
not.
Now, in his budget, he requested that this agency, the PTO, contribute from a $1.5 billion budget essentially 10 percent, $162 million. He has requested from the PTO through the revenues that
come through from the user community for homeland security. And
the question for not just the user community but for Congress is
whether or not that is appropriate, and Congress will make that
determination.

Mr. ISSA. Okay. Well, for this particular Member, since I have
the luxury of being on this side of the dais, I don't believe we have
a right to tax patents. I don't believe we have a right to tax an obligation of Government. An obligation to deliver when taxed is in
fact a breach of the obligation to deliver.
We have a right to take those funds which would be legitimate
overhead. And if 10 percent is a legitimate overhead of the Federal
Government, I don't have a problem with it. I do have a concern
that, in fact, blatantly in this administration-my administration,
I'm proud to say-is making a mistake in this case and is in fact
assuming that this revenue source is a legitimate revenue source
to be siphoned off. And I guess that is a philosophical concern that
I have.
Is there anyone else on the panel that wants to take on the constitutional question, or would you rather get to the next part?
Then we'll get to the next part.
Secretary Rogan, you probably will be pleased to find out that I
support the concept of being punitive with excessive claims. Like
some of your panelists, I'm a little concerned if three is excessive.
One of the questions I have, though, is, why is it that independent
claims should be penalized in any way, shape, or form, when in fact
the proliferation is typically you've got one idea and 4 million ways
of expressing it, or 5,100 ways of expressing it.
Judge ROGAN. Well, we're not saying that people shouldn't express it. We're just saying that we hope that they'll express it in
a reasonable fashion that is within our capacity to absorb it and
to get the file out through the process, through the pipeline in a
reasonably proficient and quality-driven manner. And some of them
just overwhelm the system.
And if I may, for the benefit of my colleagues here at the table,
I am the first person to concede that there may well be individual
cases, individual files, that warrant excessive claims. There may be
some technology so unique or something that really is very narrowly drawn. And in that instance, Mr. Issa, Members of the Committee, although it isn't expressed in the plan, I certainly would
have no objection to Congress attempting to give us the right not
unilaterally to increase fees, give us the right to rescind fees or to
rebate fees. I think if in fact we are granting claims in applications
that are warranted, that there ought to be some recognition of that.
The trouble is, Mr. Issa, that so many of these claims end up getting rejected, so many of them are just thrown out in shotgun approach, that it overwhelms us.
Mr. ISSA. Mr. Chairman, if I can do a quick follow-up on the
same line?
Since you're pointing out the possibility of some sort of a waiver
authority, would you also support a waiver authority when-let's
just say that there's a single invention and hypothetically a hundred independent claims, that in fact if there is effectively a requirement, which there is in many cases, that you not bifurcate
that into multiple patents, that that would be a natural area for
waiver, rather than when, obviously, when most of the time there
is one independent and gazillions of dependent claims.
Judge ROGAN. I think, knowing you as I do, Mr. Issa, as a true
free-market conservative, I hope this answer will appeal to you.

What we have attempted to structure is a fee system that simply
says, "if you're going to make us do more work, we're going to
charge you more. If we do less work, we're going to charge you
less.
And as far as the fees being arbitrary and capricious, I have conceded that some of them are designed to be punitive. But if I may,
under the proposed fee structure, if you have four independent
claims and 40 total claims, the fee is $6,000. Is that arbitrary and
capricious on some very highly technical patent application? That's
for Congress to decide. But right now the cost is $444. Is that a
market-driven solution? I don't think so.
So that's what we are attempting to bring into this. We have to
account to Congress for every dime that we spend.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll wait for the
second round.
Mr. COBLE. I thank Mr. Issa.
We have now been joined by the late Howard[Laughter.]
Mr. COBLE. I say that with tongue in cheek, because they know
where you've been, Howard. Howard, we are just completing our
round of questions, would you like to make your opening statement
now?
Mr. BERMAN. Would you be offended if I just put my opening
statement in the record?
Mr. COBLE. We won't be offended at all. It's good to have you
with us, Howard.
Mr. BERMAN. It's good to be here. I think I'll sit back awhile.
Mr. COBLE. All right, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HOWARD L. BERMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman,
Thank you for calling this hearing on the Patent and Trademark Office's strategic
plan and proposed new fee schedule.
I commend Director Rogan for providing us with a detailed and comprehensive

plan for the PTO's future in a short amount of time. I am sure Mr. Rogan understands that, without the vision provided in the strategic plan, it would be difficult
for this subcommittee to understand and support any changes to the fee schedule.
I appreciate this foresight, and look forward to a careful scrutiny of the PTO's plan
for its future.
The PTO plays a vital role in fostering innovation and generating new commercial
activity. In order to fulfill this mission, substantive and immediate changes are
needed. Current patent pendency is nearly 24 months, and the PTO has a backlog
of over 400,000 applications. The annual workload growth rate is as much as 30 percent. The PTO is already overwhelmed by its current workload, and without immediate action it will be completely unable to meet its quality, pendency, and technology goals.
Part of the solution is to provide the PTO with the funding it needs to fulfill its
mission. Chairman Coble and I have long sought to end the use of patent and trade-

mark fees in funding other non-PTO programs in the government. H.R. 2047 authorizes the PTO to retain all the fees it collects. This bill passed in the House last
November, and the Senate recently approved a similar authorization measure. In

the meantime, however, the FY 2003 budget still diverts $160 million out of the
PTO. It is difficult for us to determine appropriate fee schedules for the PTO when
such diversion is taking place. The proposed fee schedule does not reflect the actual
cost of services provided, but rather the bottom-line amount that the Administration
budget requires, including the diverted funds.
Inventors and intellectual property associations have expressed their concern
about proposed fee increases-particularly the expensive, behavior-modifying fees
that are not commensurate with the cost of evaluating the application. These behav-

ior-modifying fees appear to be designed to encourage small, separate applications
This will strongly penalize the high-tech and biotech industries, whose patents are
often incredibly complex and can contain many claims. The behavior-modifying fees
could cripple these industries and discourage them from filing patents. In evaluating
the proposed changes to the fee schedule, we need to consider not only the -ffect
on the PTO, but also its impact on innovators.
The fee schedule is only a small component of the changes planned by the PTO.
Other proposals, such as external search services and the multi-track examination
process, will also require careful consideration. Additional oversight and legislation
will be necessary before a complete solution for the PTO can be developed. I hope
this will be the first of several hearings for this committee to evaluate and implement an appropriate strategic plan for the PTO.

Mr. COBLE. Now, I believe the gentlelady from Pennsylvania arrived, Spencer, before you did. So I'll now recognize the gentlelady
from Pennsylvania for 5 minutes.
Ms. HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have several questions, and I think I'm going to start with my
first line of questioning dealing specifically with from what I understand are covered under class 705, which is data-processing, financial business practice management, or cost-price determination
area of patent sector.
I've been approached by some constituents who are part of a coalition that's comprised of financial services companies that a: .
dedicated to helping to improve the functionality of the Patent and
Trademark Office. Most of the patents that they seek are in that
class 705, as I mentioned.
As I understand it, there are currently under 100 examiners who
are able to examine patents in this class. And the information that
I have suggests it would take about 300 examiners 3 years to clear
the backlog, because apparently it takes up to 5 years to have a
patent granted in that class.
So as it currently exists, the Patent and Trademark Office is not
working for these people. This is what they're telling us.
I want to know, basically, I guess, Mr. Rogan, if you can address
that, what the plan is to really specifically address the 705 backlog.
And anybody else on the Committee, if there are suggestions and
things that you've been working with PTO, to try to make sure that
backlog can be relieved?
Judge ROGAN. Ms. Hart, you're referring to the business method
patents?
Ms. HART. Yes.
Judge ROGAN. As a politician, I love to take credit for things over
which I have absolutely no control, but on this one, I'm afraid I
can't. My predecessor under President Clinton, Todd Dickinson, I
think did a superb job. And I think it actually started under Bruce
Lehman, who is wel-known to this Committee.
When business method patents were first coming through after
the Supreme Court ruled-and I think it was the State Street Bank
case-that that essentially was something that we had to patent,
we had somewhere around a dozen to 15 or 20 examiners, many
of whom were not versed in the arts. A lot of patents were coming
through that the user community and the courts were complaining
- about.
And so under Mr. Dickinson, he became very aggressive. He not
only hired I think upwards of 100 examiners in that area, he instituted a very rigorous training process for them, bringing in private

industry, bringing in people who were versed in the arts, to help
educate our examiners on what art is out there.
He implemented what I think has been very productive, what
has shown to be productive, a second look on those applications.
From the user community that I've spoken with, and I've spoken
to thousands of lawyers since I took this job, I've spoken to thousands of users, what I hear is the problem in that area-the problem stories tended to be earlier not now, that in fact the satisfaction level is much higher now under what was done under the previous Administration than when State Street Bank first came down.
Right now, those filings have leveled off a bit. I think we're at
somewhere around 5,000 to 6,000 a year. Our core of examiners
who are assigned to handle those can handle about 6,000 a year.
We think that filings in this area, because they've leveled offMs. HART. Excuse me for a second. When you say they can handle that many a year, does that mean that they're actually approving them in fewer than 5 years, as my information suggested?
Judge ROGAN. Well, I can't tell you what the average turnaround
time is in that particular art unit. Overall, it's running about 27
months. But in some art units, it's much more. In the electrical
arts-it may well be that business methods is running higher also.
What I can tell you is that the filings have leveled off to the
point now where we are able to handle right now slightly more
than are coming in. And there is a backlog. And so our examiners
are trying to go through them.
I think we just hired another 12 to 15 examiners in that particular area.
Ms. HART. So there are probably about 120 there now?
Judge ROGAN. I think we have a little more than 120 right now,
125.
Ms. HART. So you're under the impression then that sort of the
negative picture that was painted for me is probably improved?
Judge ROGAN. I don't have the average time on a business method patent for you. I can get that information for you. That wouldn't
be hard to obtain.
Ms. HART. That would be great. Thanks.
Is there anybody else that has a comment on that particular sector? Mr. Kirk?
Mr. KIRK. Ms. Hart, I would agree with Undersecretary Rogan.
I think the business method patent area is not unlike the situation
that existed with the biotech area in the mid-1980's. When there
was an explosion of biotechnology applications following the
Chakrabarty case from the Supreme Court, the office got caught
way behind the 8 ball on that. But it reorganized all of the biotechnology arts into one group. It hired a number of examiners,
over half of whom have advanced degrees, master's and Ph.D.s. I
think that they have, by and large, gotten control of the biotech.
I think the same phenomenon is occurring in the business method
patent area.
Ms. HART. How long over the past what period would you say
that that's occurring?
Mr. KIRK. Which is occurring?
Ms. HART. The sort of reorganization and focus on that as a sector has occurred?

Mr. KIRK. With business method or biotech?
Ms. HART. I don't care about biotech; within the business method. [Laughter.]
Ms. HART. I do care about it, but not for this question. [Laughter.]
Ms. HART. It's big back home, but they're not complaining, fortunately.
Mr. KIRK. Okay. The business method, it is my sense that that
has been roughly about 3 years, because the State Street Bank case
was 1998, if I recall correctly, and that tended to open the flood
doors to business method patent applications and problems about
quality et cetera were starting to be made, and the lack of resources to handle those cases. I think the Office has moved aggressively and appropriately to address those issue.
Ms. HART. Okay.
Judge ROGAN. May I just add a quick point to that?
Mr. COBLE. The gentlelady's time has expired. Hold that thought,
Jim, and we'll get you on the second round.
Ms. HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman from Alabama.
Mr. BACHUS. I thank the Chairman.
Would you like to be addressed as Secretary, as Congressman, or
as Director? What would beJudge ROGAN. How about "Jim"?
Mr. COBLE. Judge.
Mr. BACHUS. Judge, okay. Judge, and that's the right-I had
heard "judge." Is that because of your present position?
Judge ROGAN. No, it's because people are much nicer to folks
called "judge." [Laughter.]
Mr. BACHUS. Is that right? Now, I know you were a municipal
court judge in California.
First of all, I want to express my gratitude for your service here
in Congress and would ask that you convey to Cris and the twins
Linda's and my affection. And we very much miss you up here. I'm
gld to see your service continued.
i'Il follow up on Ms. Hart's questioning, because she and I are
both Members of the Financial Services Committee, so we do have
financial services companies that are very interested in business
methods, both in patenting them but also in being sued by their
competitors who claim that they have a business patent for what
they're doing.
So I suppose my question would be-I'm sure you're already
aware of this, but companies are being forced to settle lawsuits
over business methods, as opposed to go to trial, because--sometimes because of the backlog at the patent office. They simply can't
get those issues disposed of.
What do you suggest we do to improve maybe patent office procedures by way of reexamination and opposition to invalidate what
may be invalid patents, to avoid this high cost of litigation, what
I call questionable patents?
Judge ROGAN. If I understand the question, Mr. Bachus, it's really two parts.
Mr. BACHUS. Yes.

Judge ROGAN. Number one, how did we get the backlog? The
backlog occurred because when the State Street Bank case first
came down
Mr. BACHUS. Right. And I think that was 1998, so your business
methods is about 3 years old. Ard you had the Amazon case, which
I guess is a prodigy of that.
So you've been kind of caught shorthanded, I know. And I think
the former line of questioning sort of addressed that.
Judge ROGAN. And when that case came down, we had about a
dozen or so examiners. I think we had about a dozen in that area.
Now we've increased it tenfold. And we're able now to start not
only moving the cases in appropriate time but also attack the backlog. But it required having the manpower, if you will, to address
those.
With respect to reexamination, we believe there should be a vigorous reexamination process. There is a proposal within the strategic plan, a recommendation to Congress, on that. I know that this
is an issue that the Subcommittee has been engaged in for a long
time.
The problem with the post-grant examination we have right now
on inter partes examination is when Congress passed at the time
the AIPA we thought we were providing a cheaper alternative to
expensive litigation. Unfortunately, because there was no appeal to
the court of appeals from an adverse patent office decision, if somebody went through our reexamination process--last year we had,
I think, four people use it-it was anticipated to be an alternative
to expensive litigation. It ends up being something that is just simply not being used, among third parties, because they just don't
view it as a worthwhileMr. BACHUS. I think it's very important, because we've got this
new State Street Bank decision, that we do two things. One is we
establish a way to reexamine and invalidate some of these questionable patents. The second thing, the financial services companies have expressed an interest-in aiding the patent office by establishing a "library" of I think it's called prior art in-I think these
are class 705 patents.
Anybody like to comment on that? Is there any progress being
made? Are you aware of that?
Judge ROGAN. The only comment that I would make is that they
have been, from 1998 on, extremely helpful in already doing that
and in educating our examiners. The conce,'n that the Committee
had, particularly Mr. Berman, who has authored bills on this, was
to make sure that people weren't submitting patent applications
that were being granted based upon simple business practices that
have been out there forever are now just being digitized.
Mr. BACHUS. Well, that's exactly my point in all this, is that it
is creating quite a burden on industry, I mean, particularly I know
+he financial service industry. I know you had that Amazon decision that came down. That's a little different. But it came down
right before a busy sales time.
But what happened, they're settling these cases because they
can't get a reexamination or a decision. They're just going ahead
and paying off. And it's encouraging frivolous lawsuits. It's encouraging a lot of these patents.
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And let me just say-I know my time has expired.
Mr. COBLE. The time has expired.
Mr. BACHUS. But I would like to associate myself with the gentleman from California in saying that we've talked a lot about
funny accounting, but this putting a surcharge on and then diverting 126 million or whatever the figure is to homeland security is
funny accounting. I think that the surcharge ought to be used; it
ought to be used by the patent office. But it shouldn't be used as
a new tax and masqueraded as something else.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman's time has expired. You can pick up
on that especially in the second round.
You mentioned your immediate predecessor, Mr. Rogan.
Todd, it's good to have you in the audience.
I don't see -Bruce Lehman here, but if Bruce is here, we're glad
to have him as well. But I don't think he's present.
The gentleman from California.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to pick up on the line of questioning not directly related to the issues presented by the hearing but on business method patents that Ms. Hart and Mr. Bachus addressed. One is to see
if I perhaps could persuade them to associate with the legislation
of another Member from California, myself, who is concerned about
the conceptual questions raised by business method patents.
Are we now at a point-I mean, this is different than biotechnology, in one sense. Biotechnology was something new, scientific, technical, and appropriately patentable.
There are more serious questions raised about being able to patent a method, a business method. Is it technical? Is it science? Is
it novel? Is something done in the computer world that is a method
done through computers, as opposed to patenting a -particular kind
of software, something that should be subject to patents?
And I have introduced some legislation which doesn't directly
undo the notion of patenting business methods but raises the bar
for qualifying for that patent. And I just wanted to suggest
thatMr. BACHUS. Would the gentleman yield for just 10 seconds?
Mr. BERMAN. Sure.
Mr. BACHUS. I'm not sure that-if we had started patenting innovative methods of doing things, I'm not sure that we would be
where we are today, because there's a certain amount of just natural innovation involved. And I think that I totally agree with you.
It's stifling innovation out there.
Mr. BERMAN. Just reclaiming my time, I mean, people have patented r. golf swing, a way of high jumping, the Fosbury Flop.
Priceline.com, the idea of the reverse auction-well, before there
ever was an Internet, there were reverse auctions. Was this something novel and new?
So there is some legislation on that. We've had some hearings
and discussions on it. And I just throw that out for you.
On the fee -issue, there's some confusion over whether these fees
are to be applied retroactively to any pending application as of last
October 1st. These are large, behavior-modifying fees. One can discuss the wisdom of moving in that direction for the future, but I
think the notion that people who went in under the existing proc-

ess will now-because of our desire to modify behavior in the future, and change the fee structure, should they be swept in under
that, Mr. Director-Judge-Congressman?
Judge ROGAN. I appreciate the question, because it gives me an
opportunity to clarify the record. It was not our intent in submitting the proposed language that those fees be retroactive for the
very reason that you suggest, Mr. Berman. It would not be behavior modification.
I'm told by a number of people who have looked at our draft subsequently that there is some ambiguity in that. And so for whatever legislative history that this record can be made a part of, it
was not the intent of our office in submitting that.
Mr. BERMAN. I have no further questions.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
The distinguished gentleman from Utah.
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being here late. I had to be in a markup in the
Parks and Public Lands Subcommittee, where we were trying to
consolidate the public children's school trust lands, and my bill was
there, and I had to move it through that Committee. I apologize.
I welcome-I was just thinking of all these titles, Jim, and some
oddball ones came to mind. I won't go through those. [Laughter.]
Mr. CANNON. I prefer the title "friend." But it is nice to have you
back here again.
Let me first of all say that I associate myself with the gentleman
from California on this difficult issue that we're going to have to
confront in the next Congress or in the near future about the proliferation of patents in ways-patents, trademark, and other protections that inhibit creativity and impede progress. That's an issue
that we'll have to come back to. And my good friend Mr. Berman
is right on that. We need to deal with that. And you, of course, are
in the vortex of that issue, and so I suspect we'll spend some more
time on that.
There's been a lot of talk about rates going up. It seems to me
you're in a real box here. You have to come back and ask fbr rate
increases and then our-you can't agree with this, I know, because
of your position-but our appropriators then take that money and
divert it to other purposes, which means you get to be the bad guy
and come back here and ask for increases in the authorization, for
increased rates. And then we suspect that the appropriators will
continue todivert that.
I appreciate the fact that you commented that you're making
progress on your backlog and that sort of thing. I think it is deplorable that you don't have the resources to move more quickly. But
I do congratulate you on the carefulness and the continuity of the
progress that you're making in your backlog.
I do have a question first for you and then for other members of
the panel, if they wish to comment.
I have several constituents who are small-business men who
have complained about the fact that once they file a patent fee and
pay the initial registration fees, they still pay maintenance fees on
those patents. They're charged after 7 and a half years and again
after 11 years. They complain, and we've had a number of these,
that when-they must defend their patents against some very big

companies-these tends to be small companies where patents ought
to be effected-they don't get any help from PTO. They're essentially on their own.
So the question they have, and my question to you is, what are
they getting from the PTO in exchange for these maintenance fees?
And what can I tell them? First of all, Mr. Undersecretary, and
then other members of the panel, if you wish.
Judge ROGAN. Well, Mr. Cannon, what you could tell them is
that Congress sets those fees. But I'm not sure that's an answer
you want to give.
The maintenance fee is statutory. It's set by Congress. And it is
precisely what it calls itself, to maintain the patent.
A lot of people choose not to maintain their -patent because the
economic viability of their patent in the first year is no longer the
same as it is in the fifth, the 10th, the 15th, or the 20th year. That
is particularly true, I think, in software, where something that
comes out today may be the latest innovation, but in 2 Qr 3 years,
we're four or five generations away from it.
So in a lot of those areas, maintenance fees aren't being paid. It
really is the choice of the applicant to decide if they still want to
maintain that patent and still have patent protection. But that's a
fee set by Congress.
Once we issue the patent, we no longer have any meaningful jurisdiction over that patent.
Mr. CANNON. But essentially what you're saying is this is just
another way to gouge people in the public for fees that come inyou don't have to say this. You don't even have to nod in agreement. Bul the fees come back in and then they get appropriated
for other purposes, and then you don't have much to do with that,
with challenges in the future.
Judge ROGAN. I'm holding my head as still as possible at invitation of the question. [Laughter.]
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Congressman.
Anyone else on the panel?
Mr. BAKER. I would just comment briefly that, leaving the diversion issue aside, assuming that all the moneys that users pay went
to the patent office for its purposes, there are reasons to keep the
fees at the beginning low and pay more in the maintenance as the
patent goes along, because you want to encourage filings.
So if I had to pick a way I want the pain, I would rather have
the pain at the end where the patent is out there, you know you're
making money on it, you know what it's worth. Charge me the fees
there, but don't charge me the fees at the beginning. Let me get
it in the door.
That's good for the public. The more disclosure, the better.
Mr. CANNON. That's a great idea. In other words, the ones that
continue carrying the burden or the cost of the office are those who
actually have a patent that has had some meaning and some financial success. That's a great idea. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cannon follows:]

Congressman Chris Cannon
Patent and Trademark Fee Oversight Hearing
Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property Subcommittee
July 18, 2002 10:00 AM
2141 RHOB
Questions
Undersecretary Rogan,
Welcome again my friend it is good to see you, and I appreciate
the opportunity to make clear in yet another hearing that the root of
all funding and upgrading and backlog problems for the PTO, and
the reason that rates keep going up, is that appropriators in
Congress are diverting patent fees to other purposes.
I fear we have created a cycle of dependency for our friends at the
Appropriations Committee - they divert revenue raised by patent
fees, they underfund your agency which leaves you with backlogs
and aging technology and that in turn leaves you with no choice
but to come here and ask us to authorize higher fees on patents and
trademarks to give you the necessary funding to process
trademarks and patents. Once we authorize increased fees, the
appropriators just divert even more money from the PTO so you
never see most of the revenue generated by the fee increase and the
whole vicious cycle starts all over again. You are the favorite
honey pot for those looking for additional sources of revenue, they
get the money you generate and you get the blame for raising fees.
I won't ask you to agree with me Jim because I know you have to
go back to the appropriators, but that is the way I see it.
I do have a question though for you first, and then for other
members of the panel if they care to comment.
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I have several constituents who are small businessmen who have
complained about the fact that once they file a patent and pay the
initial registration fees they still must pay "maintenance fees" on
those patents that are charged after 7 and a half years and again
after 11 years.
They complain that when they must defend their patents against
some very big companies they do not get any help from the PTO,
they are essentially on their own. The question they have, and my
question to you is: What are they getting from the PTO in
exchange for these maintenance fees? What can I tell them?
First to Undersecretary Rogan and then to anyone else.

Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
Round 2, Ms. Barrett Park, place your trademark cap on, if you
will.
In your written statement, you addressed the recent PTO notice
in the Federal Register regarding the agency's desire to raise the
trademark fees by $50. If you would, summarize this issue and explain INTA's objection to it. And I was going to ask you if the increase is needed, but I think I know what your answer to that
would be, but you can still respond. And should we in the Congress
be evaluating its propriety along with the proposed fee schedule?
Ms. BARRETT PARK. Mr. Chairman, the issue is that the PTO
has, as you said, a rulemaking notice in the Federal Register in
which it proposes to raise fees for trademark-related submissions
on paper, for which there is an electronic version available, by $50.
We have two objections to this. One is budgetary, and the other is
statutory.
On the budgetary side, the current fee structure which became
effective in January 2000 raised trademark fees, including the
basic filing fees, to fully cover the costs of trademark operations.
These increases were clearly premised on a paper-based system,
since at that time not even 20 percent of filings were being made
electronically. We've seen no evidence that the current cost of processing paper applications and the like requires additional fees.
While there may be a differential between the actual cost of processing paper versus electronic, there isn't any evidence that the
cost-recovery model that is currently in place is not working.
If that were the case, since 70 percent of trademark applications
are still filed on paper, we'd see the trademark side of the PTO operating at a severe deficit, and we have no evidence of that.
On the statutory side, this is a fee increase. It's a fee increase
over CPI, and that is Congress's prerogative to do that.
Mr. COBLE. Then let me put this question to you, Judge Rogan
and other members, why is it imperative to enact the fee schedule
changes prior to 1 October? By that I mean, could not the Subcommittee, could not the agency, could not the user groups, sort
through the fee schedule and other proposals more thoroughly, you
know, without a stopwatch being held upon us, and perhaps build
a greater consensus for reform?
Who wants to respond tc that?
Judge ROGAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I guess I can start.
Congress can do that. But the same status quo that this Subcommittee correctly has derided for years continues for another
year. And as the Chairman and the Members of this Committee
know, hiring examiners in and of itself is not a fix, because bringing in 750 untrained examiners does not allow us to meaningfully
attack the backlog at all. It takes years to train an examiner.
If Congress were to feel, if the user community were to feel that
the status quo is acceptable, that pendency can continue to go up,
that we're not going to begin the investment right now in trying
to turn it around, then industry is hurt, jobs are hurt, the economy
is hurt, technology is hurt, and all of the pathologies that go along
with it are hurt.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Kirk?

Mr. KRK. Mr. Chairman, given the stage of the Congress that
we're at, I think that we do have time to reflect upon what an appropriate fee schedule should be and to try to refine the plan. We
received information that the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee,
CJS Subcommittee, has tentatively marked up PTO's appropriation
for fiscal year 2003 at a level we believe of approximately $1.145
billion. Now, that is considerably less than the $1.527 billion in the
President's and now in the PTO's fee bill, if that is an accurate
number, and I stand to be corrected, because it's very difficult to
get this information out of the appropriators, as you can imagine.
Nonetheless, this would represent a very significant amount of
money out there to be grabbed, to be used elsewhere. So we think
we've got the time to look at this fee bill, to look at the plan, to
try to determine what's appropriate, to try to fund and to move forward, and to ask this Subcommittee to work with the appropriators
to try to get them not to divert additional funding that we might
send to the PTO.
And I emphasize again that AIPLA would support a reasonable
statutory fee increase. We're not against any fee increase.
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just briefly comment on
that?
Mr. COBLE. Sure.
Judge ROGAN. Because diversion is on everybody's mind.
One of the fundamental reasons that the appropriators have always used for diverting PTO funds is that they don't think the
PTO is aggressive, that they work off the same model, and they,
therefore, are not using the fees wisely.
And so if we delay this program for another year-if you accept
that argument, doesn't that just allow the argument for diversion
to remain for another year?
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Baker, I cut you off before. I'm not going to cut
you off again. If Howard will let meMr. BAKER. I will be brief, since the red light is on.
We believe that we should take the time needed to build a consensus, which certainly does not exist for this schedule, and get it
right. While President Roosevelt said we should do something, I
don't think we should do something wrong, and there are some serious things wrong with this bill. I don't think that we preclude
some of the things in this plan from being implemented as promptly as possible, like his electronic filing matters and quality issues.
Mr. COBLE. Do you want to be heard, Ms. Barrett Park?
Mr. BAKER. Congressman, the INTA concurs.
Mr. COBLE. Very well.
The gentleman from California. [Laughter.]
Mr. COBLE. I didn't realize the other gentleman from California
had arrived.
Howard, you're recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Jim, in a phone conversation I had with you, and then subsequently in a public way, you indicated your intention to lay off
some attorneys, a large number of attorneys, in the trademark office. on July 11th, just recently, a group of us sent you a letter,
asking you to, from a business point of view, lay out your thinking,
the rationale behind the layoffs, the proposed layoffs, and to conr

template certain scenarios and the likelihood of scenarios which
might raise in your mind and in the Congress's mind questions
about how extensive should they be and the wisdom of those layoffs.
I was curious whether you'd be willing to sort of hold off on a
final decision until you've at least responded to the congressional
letter on this subject.
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Berman, first, thank you for letting me know
that letter is forthcoming. I hope you didn't send it through the
regular mail. We won't see it for 3 or 4 months. I have not seen
your letter.
Mr. BERMAN. We faxed it.
Judge ROGAN. Okay. I just haven't seen it yet.
Mr. BERMAN. Okay. July 11th.
Judge ROGAN. Thank you. It's probably working its way through
the bureaucracy.
Mr. BERMAN. The backlog? [Laughter.]
Judge ROGAN. Maybe.
As we've discussed previously, this is a situation that nobody
likes but I've inherited. Filings have dropped over 2 years on the
trademark side some 30-plus percent. Hirings were made during
the dot-coin increase. When I came on board almost a year ago, I
met with our trademark folks informally and formally and told
them that the recommendations are coming through for a RIF, that
we have more lawyers than work, and I'm going to hold off RIFing
anybody until the end of the fiscal year to see if filings do pick up.
We did that. I kept my word. The filings did not pick up. Filings
have gone down. They continue to go down. The unanimous recommendation of the trademark commissioner's office is that the
RIF be put in place. And the fiscal year is coming to an end. Congress has told us that we have to run the agency like a business.
And it is regrettable. We're going to do everything we can to try
to find places where we can absorb people. But the RIF is set to
go into effect on September 30th.
Mr. BERMAN. Could I ask you this-I am advised that actually
in the last 6 or 7 months, the filings have started to pick up again,
and that they're now about, almost 40 percent higher in the month
of May than they were at their low point in January. Forty percent
is high; 20 percent higher.
But could you take a look at the letter a group of us sent you?
Judge ROGAN. Certainly.
Mr. BERMAN. Ane think about just the extent to which-I understand what you're saying, but think about the extent to which
issues raised by that letter and information sought in that letter
could be responded to, so that Congress could have sort of the full
basis of your thinking and your answers to some of the questions
raised before you actually undertake them. I just leave you with
that request.
Judge ROGAN. You certainly are entitled to that. And now that
you put it on my radar, I will address that forthwith.
Mr. BERMAN. Great. My other question is on-and by the way,
we can provide a copy of the letter. We have it here.

On sort of these behavior-modifying fees, Fm not philosophically
against behavior modification through financial disincentives. It's
called a prngressive-no, that's something else.
Judge ROGAN. You're always trying to paint me as a Democrat,
aren't you? [Laughter.]
Mr. BERMAN. Social engineering in the patent office. [Laughter.]
Mr. BERMAN. I guess that's the underlying question. In the cases
where these multiple claims cause much more work for the office,
is this an effort to have the users really pay for what the office is
having to do? Or is it to discourage certain practices by so increasing the fees that companies and individuals that are engaging in
that will no longer want to do it? And if it is the latter, what's the
underlying policy that says that's a bad thing to do and we want
to discourage you from doing it, rather than we simply want you
to pay your fair share of our costs?
Judge ROGAN. It's both. It's both.
Mr. BERMAN. And then what's the underlying policy for the behavior modification as opposed to the costs of the office in processing those claims?
Judge ROGAN. Because if we don't change the system, if we
allow, particularly in the most complex areas of technology, people
to submit claims that are not always thought through carefully,
that are as broad as possible, that are on their face not patentable,
and do that in multiples of tens and hundreds and sometimes thousands, it makes it I'll say problematic if not impossible for an examiner to be able to give a meaningful review to that filing.
I guess if I were to analogize it, if we get a high-tech application
that comes through with 5,000 claims, which we've had, this is 300
time, the size of the average claim application that we get. It
would be akin to you going to a town hall meeting with 300 constituer'ts and telling 299 of them, "I can't answer any of your questions tu)til the first guy gets to ask me 300 questions." I mean,
that's what these applications are doing to our examiners. They are
requiring them to spend an inordinate amount of time on one file
with claims that are being rejected sometimes by the tens, sometimes by the hundreds, sometimes by the thousands.
Now, we also think-I'm not saying that the filers are the villaiiis here either, because from their perspective, if it's not costing
that much more, and because of court decisions, you've learned behaviorally to just cast your net as wide as possible and throw everything against the wall and see what sticks. Were I advising
them, perhaps from a legal standpoint that might be the way I
would want to approach it, too.
What we are also trying to build into the system is giving them
the opportunity to get that international search report first, to get
a certified search report first, to look at that search report, and
have a much better idea of what may or may not be patentable.
Mr. BERMAN. Well, that has a certain appeal to me. Do some due
diligence before you file the patent, I guess is what you're saying
there, really.
But is this new structure designed to sort out the nonmeritorious
from the meritorious claims?
Judge ROGAN. Well, to the extent that somebody doesn't want to
pay fees and, in some cases, exorbitant fees-as I said in my open-

ing remarks, we're not suggesting this fee structure, particularly on
the punitive side-I've conceded they're punitive. But we're not
suggesting it because we want the revenue. We're suggesting it because we want it to stop, because it shuts down our system.
We cannot continue-the system was not designed to handle that
type of application. And then back that up with thousands more of
them.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
The Chair recognizes the other distinguished gentleman from
California.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Baker, I picked up on something you said earlier, which I
think is very noteworthy, when you talked about perhaps shifting
a portion of this rather large increase to the maintenance portion.
Do you want to expand on that, because I think particularly if the
Administration is going to take part of the dollars, it has a particular appeal to those of us who look at those as a commerce event
and potentially taxable, versus the right of the inventor? If you
want to expand on that?
Mr. BAKER. Surely. We feel that it's often easier to decide, from
the client's point of view, the patent owner's point of view, the investor's point of view-the value of the patent is more clearly
known after it's issued, after you're on the market with your product, after you know what it covers, after you know what business
it's protecting.
Therefore, to pay $1,000 maintenance fee or to pay a $2,000 fee
is not a big deal because you're probably making many more thousands than that.
On the other hand, a filing fee, it's an infant; you don't know
what it's going to grow into, what the business is going to grow
into. And so, to put the fees up there discourages the filing. And
looking at it from the public's point of view, you'd rather have more
things filed and more things publicly disclosed.
So we would rather put the pain toward the end than toward the
beginning. That's assuming no diversion. Or, if we have to put up
with diversion, the answer is still the same.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Baker.
Secretary Rogan, if you could do me the great favor, because I
1he
don't know that it can easily get the figure, if you could give
breakdown of revenues from maintenance fees, both trademarks
separately from patents, so that perhaps we could make an educated decision. If this Committee were to make the bold -"resumption that maintenance fees were less constitutionally protected
than the right of the inventor, to perhaps find a justification for
some portion of diversion, but link it to that revenue source rather
than the whole enchilada.
Judge ROGAN. If I can answer your question---Mr. ISSA. Yes, thank you.
Judge ROGAN. If I can answer your question, I think maintenance fees run about half of all PTO revenues. And in the plan,
what we're suggesting is, the farther out the patent goes, the higher the fee. If maintenance fees were to be abolished, and if it's half
the revenues, and if we're going to run the office-I mean, if people

are complaining about filing fees now, you would end up with a situation where independent inventors, people in the garage were
having to double or tripleMr. ISSA. Actually, Jim, we're doing the opposite. What I'm suggesting is that maintenance fees be the source of revenue that is
extracted for the Government's overhead and that, if anything, that
maintenance fees from companies who have obviously made a profit on their invention, and they're getting a return, help subsidize
the small inventor and those costs of evaluating four or more
claims, because it does seem to be legitimate to say, "You're benefiting from your patent. Perhaps you can, in the process internally,
give back to making sure the cost of a patent is lower for those who
don't know yet whether they're going to make a profit."
Judge ROGAN. That's what we've recommended. That's what we
have and what we recommended.
Mr. ISSA. Okay. And I think that's want Mr. Baker was implying.
Perhaps we could do even more in dealing with your fee structure.
And I'm certainly not opposed to your point that when you look
at 5,100 claims-it is only possible because of the nature of word
processors and computers and laser printers. It would not have
been done in earlier times, in order to get a fair and just patent.
Judge ROGAN. The airplane patent from the Wright brothers I
think had a total of about 15, and Edison's light bulb was two or
three.
Mr. ISSA. Of course, the Wright brothers has a lot of improvement to do, so they figured they would just move on quickly.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ISSA. The other area of my greatest concern-I think we've
beat money to death here. But I am more concerned than anything
else-I believe that novelty searches or searches for prior art
should be done by every inventor, and that a responsible attorney
would recommend that highly, because sometimes $10,000 or
$2,000 or, these days, some searches that can be done almost for
free, will tell you how little inventive genius there really is in your
great invention. And that would be wonderful for all of us.
But I'm concerned at the proposal, which would outsource this.
And I might ask the question somewhat rhetorically, Jim, if I
could, but maybe not. Isn't this a business that instead of
outsourcing, the Patent and Trademark Office should offer more as
a service?
In other words, you need to have expertise in-house. You need
to have people that know about the prior art, if anything, instead
of saying we're going to get rid of the search and then ask people
who don't do searches to take somebody else's search, which may
or may not be thorough, and say we're going to grant these claims.
Isn't, in a sense, being the devil's advocate, that the opposite of
what we want to do? We really want to say, '"ell charge for you
for searches." The Patent and Trademark Office, whether they use
a sub or do it in-house, they're the most efficient place to do it, and
retain the expertise, but strongly suggest some mechanism for, if
you will, novelty searches to be done so that people can hone their
patents.

That type of proposal would retain in your offices the expertise
you have today, which is people who really understand a particular, relatively small part of the patent world or of technology.
You know, I've been up to your offices. I've met with examiners
personally on some of my patents in the past. These folks are
amazing in knowing so much about such a small area. You know,
just in car alarms, you have multiple people who understand the
auto and home security business. That could be lost if you give up
so much of the background searching.
Judge ROGAN. Well, if I thought it was going to be lost, we
wouldn't be recommending competitive sourcing of the searching.
Sitting in front of a modern computer terminal and watching images flash on the screen in front of an examiner isn't what is going
to teach them the prior art. What teaches them the prior art is
reading and studying the application, the claims disclosures, looking at and being able to review all of those.
In essence, we're already certifying searchers. We hire people.
We train them. When we think that they are qualified to do the
job, we informally certify them by letting them do the job.
We're talking about giving other people the opportunity to obtain
the same degree of certification. Foreign offices, like Japan and Europe, we already know they're qualified searchers. In Europe for 20
years examiners demonstrated that they could be versed in the
prior art, learn the prior art by reading search reports, by reading
in the claim applications, because they didn't do the searches themselves.
There are a lot of former, retired examiners that would love to
be able to do what they did at the PTO only get paid a private sector salary rather than a public sector salary.
Mr. ISSA. And I appreciate that. But I still go back to the same
point, which is, your agency has an absolute belief and obligation
that they need to do a thorough search. They need to find the prior
art.
It sounds terrible, but I think the practical reality is that a less
than best search allows you to get the patent if you just want the
patent. And there is a natural adversary relationship that should
exist, which is the inventor wants the patent and the patent office
wants to give them the minimum that they're entitled to. You're
going to lose a little of that expertise to provide the minimum if,
-s you said, they stop looking at the flashing screens and they only
look at the search report that I went out and shopped for the
search report that would be most favorable to my getting a patent,
not the most favorable to may getting a narrow patent.
And that's where I see the conflict. Do we get the most narrow
patent, which is in the court's best interests? And we have obligation to not let the courts get swamped with patents that are not
as well researched and limited, versus, yes, we outsource that and
a lot of private sector people are very happy, but we might be
granting quicker, less valid patents.
And I'm concerned, as you know, that the vast majority of your
patents-let me rephrase that-the majority of your patents, when
taken to Federal Court, do not prevail intact. That's already a situation. I'd like to make it to where they prevail at least the majority
of the time intact.

We give a presumption-I know I'm overstepping-but we give
a presumption of validity, and yet, when we actually go to court,
and we actually test them, the presumption doesn't end up being
that good.
I'm of the opinion that, if anything, we need to make our patents,
even if it costs more money, more rigorous at your level, because
it saves millions of dollars by plaintiffs and defendants later if
these patents ultimately are overturned or reduced in their scope.
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, does time allow me to respond?
Mr. COBLE. Let meMr. ISSA. I'm done asking.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman's time has expired. I will let you respond, Mr. Rogan.
Until the gentleman from California mentioned this, this is a salient plank in the strategic plan platform, the outsourcing issue,
and it had not been mentioned until the gentleman discussed it. I
was going to conclude by inserting my oars into these outsourcing
waters.
Now, many people, when they hear the term outsourcing, "Oh my
gosh, we're going to compromise quality." Well, that may or may
not be the case.
But let me hear from the other three, and then I'll come back to
you, Jim. And then we'll conclude.
Ms. Barrett Park?
Ms. BARRETT PARK. Thank you, Congressman. I'll address the
outsourcing of course from the trademark perspective only.
We have numerous concerns about this, and I'm glad to give you
something in writing, but I will hit a couple of the main concerns
now, since time is short.
First of all, we think that this is not likely to really provide a
cost saving to the applicant. In the four tiered fee structure set up,
this would be the least expensive way to proceed, the most expeditious. However, I'm sure that whatever the savings in PTO feesI think it's a $50 differential-we will more than match this savings by the certified search service fee. And as a practical matter,
we don't think many applicants will use it.
We're also concerned that courts are very deferential in litigation
to the thorough vetting of an impartial, professional examiner in
granting a trademark application to registration. We think that if
there is this sense that people can go out and work with essentially
a business to get a search that serves their results, that it will undermine the validity of the trademark application.
And so there's clearly room for trademark owners to establish relationships with someone who wants that trademark owner to be
their customer in providing these searches.
We also question whether the search will ultimately result in
true productivity for the PTO. The examining attorney is still going
to have to look at the search, re-work may be necessitated if they
feel the search isn't indeed thorough enough. And we predict, if
this goes into effect, there will be many more challenges to trademark registrations, both in the opening stage and, potentially, in
the cancellation stage.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Kirk?

Mr. KIRK. Mr. Chairman, we have to address the proposal by the
PTO in the world in which we find ourselves. The PTO has been
told by the appropriators that they have to come up with bold,
imaginative new ways of doing business. The proposal is to
outsource searches as one way of offloading some of the work, so
that the examiners can focus on the core issue of examination.
This is not the most efficient way to proceed. The European Patent Office, which has been doing this since its inception, is moving
in exactly the opposite direction. They are consolidating search and
examination rather than having it separate.
As Ms. Park said, it's inefficient because now two people have to
read and understand the invention. They have to understand everything in it. The search may not be adequate to the needs of the
examiner. The examiner will have to go back and do some more.
So it's not an optimal solution, let's put that out first. However,
trying to deal with the situation that we have, to accommodate the
needs and the demands placed on the Office by the appropriators,
we think it is possible for the Office to outsource certain aspects
of its work.
For example, using the search results obtained under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty from quality examining offices, like the European office, that search can be utilized by the examiner, not totally,
not exclusively, but as an effective starting point to get some efficiencies and to make some gains.
But we shouldn't kid ourselves; this is a second best solution, but
one that's foisted on us. Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Baker?
Mr. BAKER. I won't repeat the things which these two people
have said already very well. Let me just make a couple of distinctions.
One is between private search firms and between searches of foreign governments. Some of the issues go away when you're talking
about foreign governments, because they are government employees. You get away from what I would call the Andersen-Enron factor of having a private organization do monitoring for the public
good. Maybe it's a stretch, but I think there's that issue there, notwithstanding whatever certification processes the patent office
might go through.
So I think, with respect to foreign searches, our statement draws
a distinction. But with respect to private searches, we're quite
strong on it, that we think this will affect the presumption of validity and the confidence investors have in patents before they invest.
And so that we feel strongly about.
One more comment, Mr. Issa make statements about court statistics and about validity. And I think that we should be cautious
about generalizing from those. A patent which is in litigation has
already sort of got something wrong with it or somebody has looked
at it.
I consider looking at patents in litigation and generalizing on the
whole population of patents like looking at a hospital and generalizing that the whole population is 50 percent sick. [Laughter.]
Mr. BAKER. A patent litigation is like a person in a hospital.

Just, you know, all your consideration of this, I would flatter
Judge Rogan and his office. They're doing a much better job than
50 percent. Thank you.
Mr. IssA. And so noted, Mr. Chairman. I'm only asking that we
do our best to increase the validity of those which are challenged.
I fully expect that, as you say, only those that are suspect or disproportionately those that are suspect end up in court.
Mr. COBLE. The customary cast of characters, in other words, to
coin a phrase of a well-known movie.
Jim, you've been holding a thought. You may release it.,
Judge ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
First, if I may, I really do want to thank all of the panelists, because all of them have been very generous with their time, their
organizations, and others who are in the audience not represented
here at the table. We have made them work nights and weekends
with us, innumerable meetings, countless hours. We really do appreciate all of their input and their help in trying to craft this.
I didn't expect to have unanimity. I couldn't get unanimity from
my District when I was on the ballot. I certainly didn't expect to
get it from private industry back here in the patent world.
I just want to conclude on this issue, and of course taking any
questions if there are any, on a couple of points.
Number one, we intend to establish the most rigorous standards
possible to ensure that any entity doing a search is qualified to do
it, not only qualified to present it under international search report
standards, but qualified to do it to the satisfaction that the United
States Patent and Trademark Office, which views itself on the
front line of protecting American intellectual property, can meet
our standards, which are even higher.
If a foreign government, such as Japan or Europe or any other
country, wishes to be considered through a bilateral agreement,
they will have to meet those standards. If a private industry thinks
they can meet those standards, we would at least like to give them
the opportunity to do so. It may well be, Mr. Chairman, that no
private industry is capable of meeting that standard. But if they
are, doesn't it make sense to give applicants the choice to go that
route, particularly by increasing competition and making qualified
search authorities, whether private or public, compete for those dollars?
Finally, I just want to say that Mike Kirk is right; it is not the
optimum solution. In a perfect world, our examiners would also do
the searches. That being the case, why segregate them? Because we
anticipate that by removing the search function from our examiners, and letting them focus on the core function, making that
quasi-judicial determination of patentability or no patentability, we
can free up about 20 to 25 percent of our examiners' time.
And Congress has told us: Don't come to us anymore and just tell
us to give you more money to hire more examiners.
I read you the Senate report language. I read you the House report language. You are more familiar, Mr. Chairman, than anybody
else in Congress with the complaint.
So on the one hand, we're being told, "we're not going to give you
the money to hire more examiners." There aren't many other options. If not the search, what else do we competitively source?

There isn't-would you rather see the examination? Would you
rather see the determination of patentability? The answer clearly
from everybody is no.
So we're hamstrung on this, Mr. Chairman. If we don't have the
opportunity and the ability to outsource the one area where we
know from experience and from world commerce that we can have
a degree of trust in those searches-and still give our examiners
the right to review those searches, make a determination if those
searches have any kind of faulty strategy behind them. If they do,
talk to their supervisor. Do a supplemental search. We don't want
them rubberstamping bad searches.
But if we don't have the opportunity to do it in this fashion, we
don't have the opportunity to free that period up and move those
resources toward quality and pendency.
Mr. COBLE. My red light now appears.
Let me conclude by saying this: Jim, thank you and your people
at PTO, and convey our thanks to them for what they do.
These three witnesses, they represent agencies and people who
contribute very significantly to the well-being of the economy of
this country. I didn't fully appreciate what the intellectual property
community contributes to our economic well-being until I assumed
the chairmanship of this Subcommittee.
I thank you very much for what you all have done today. This
has been a meaningful hearing.
I thank those in the audience who hung with us as well. I did
see many people nodding as we were going along, so apparently
you all were interested in this.
We thank you very much for your contribution.
This concludes the oversight hearing on the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office fee schedule- adjustment and agency reform.
Now, I repeat, the record will remain open for 1 week. If anyone
wants to submit anything, any information regarding this issue, it
will be embraced very warmly and very enthusiastically.
[The information referred to follows:]
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1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6710 USA
Telephone: 212-768-987

Fax: 212-768-7796

July 22, 2002
The Honorable Howard Coble, Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet
and Intellectual Property
Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
11-351A Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Coble:
Thank you once again for the opportunity to testify at the July 18 hearing on PTO fee schedule
adjustments and agency reform. During the hearing, you asked each of the witnesses to offer
their opinion on the PTO's proposal to use certified search services (CSS). My response
provided some of the concerns that trademark owners have regarding the submission of searches
by a CSS. At this time, I am pleased to provide the subcommittee with a more complete list of
concerns. I respectfully request that this list be made part of the record.
Sincerely,

Kathryn Barrett Park
Executive Vice President
cc: The Honorable Howard Berman, Ranking Member

IN TA

Intena~WTroal7 wnaa* Assocbtlon
1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-6710 USA
Telephone: 212-768-9887
Fax: 212-768-7796

CertifedSearch Service for Trademarks

INTA continues to study the strategic plan, but has some immediate concerns over the
proposal to create a four-tier system in which the finst tier of applications would have lower filing
fees and expedited examination depending, in part, on the applicant submitting searches by a
certified search service ("CSS"). While a tiered fee approach may well provide needed incentives
to encourage greater use of c-filing, this specific approach is flawed. There are six objections that
INTA would like to briefly raise concerning the plan to create a first tier that requires a certified
search. The first four concern the practicalities of the proposal; the last two address significant
concerns that transcend these practicalities.
(1) There would be no real cost saving to the applicant - the proposed $50 savings will more than
likely be exceeded by the cost of acquiring a certified search. So, as a practical matter, it is
unlikely the first tier will gain any currency among the PTO's customers.
(2) The proposed cut-off at 300 prior references is artificial. Depending on the mark at hand,
such as a logo with multiple elements, or a multi-word slogan, there may well be more than 300
pertinent references to establish a mark's availability.
(3) There is clearly room for Lademark owners, who develop commercial relationships with CSS
firms, to consult on searching strategy, affecting the objective value of the search results. This
provides ripe opportunity for "gaming" the system.
(4) We question whether the search will ultimately result in true productivity for the PTO. An
examining attorney must still independently evaluate the search; re-work may be necessitated if
the examiner is uncomfortable with the strategy. Moreover, we predict more challenges to
opposition and cancellation proceedings based on the purported inadequacy of the search.
(5) Courts are deferential to the thorough vetting of an application by an impartial and
professional PTO examiner; a registration that issues where the examiner has not conducted a
thorough search or where "gaming" is a possibility is likely to jeopardize or undermine the
inherent value of a registered trademark.
(6) Additionally, the requirement of submitting a search sets a dangerous precedent - trademark
offices around the world look to the TO as the gold standard of trademark practice. It is an
alarming possibility that other countries would follow suit, perhaps without adopting a tiered
approach, making it highly likely that the cost to trademark owners' to achieve multinational
protection for their marks would become prohibitive.
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Mr. COBLE. Thank you again for your attendance. The Subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:57 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]

APPENDIX

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

Congressman Lamar Smith
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property
Hearing Statement
July 18, 2002

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding a hearing
on the Patent and Trademark Office. I have long had a
strong interest in the PTO and the issues surrounding its
operation. I am specifically concerned with the PTO's
operations - particularly patent pendency, the proposed
fee structure, and fee diversions.

In fact, I have asked the Government Accounting
Office (GAO), o issue a study on these very issues. I
look forward to seeing preliminary results within the next
few weeks.

In the meantime, I am very concerned about the
strategic plan issued by the PTO, specifically regarding
the PTO's fee structure.

(81)

I do appreciate that under their proposed
legislation, filing fees would be lower. However, other
fees will increase to compensate for the expected decrease
in patent applications and the patent fee surcharge thai
will be eliminated in 2003.

In addition, I have significant concerns about the
effect of the fee increase on small businesses, especially
small high-tech businesses like those found in my district.

The proposal adds new examination fees and
provides that the fifty percent small entity discount will
not apply to examination fees. This is problematic
because "small entity" is the standard definition for small
business.
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In addition, the combined filing, examination,
and issue fees would be higher under the proposal, which
also authorizes the PTO Director to issue surcharges in
certain instances.

I look forward to hearing from the witnesses
about how we can address these issues and reassure our
small businesses and high tech sector, which make up the
backbone of our nation's economy.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN CONYERS, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

It is nice to have PTO Director Jim Rogan, a former member of this Committee,
back again. He was appointed to a position that would bring anyone's legal, management, and political skills to task, namely because of the various issues facing the
PTO.

This user-funded agency is plagued with a diversion of its fees ($162 million this
coming year), a 400,000 patent application backlog, and patents being granted on
inventions that would not have received such protection if they were subjected to
more rigorous examination. Under Director Rogan's stewardship, the PTO has done
a commendable job of facing these issues head-on and coming up with a proposal
it believes could resolve them once and for all.
At the same time, I do have concerns with how the PTO proposes to fix the problems. For instance, the PTO wants to raise patent and trademark fees, even doubling patent filing and examination services from $740 to $1550. The impact of this
high increase is magnified by some of the PTO's other proposals.

First, the impact of the increases is multiplied by the fact that the PTO does not
address the fee diversion issue. In the past, the PTO-with the help of this Committee-has addressed fee diversion by trying to end the practice. Now, unfortunately, the PTO wants to take diversion as a given and factor into new fee amounts.

I understand that our efforts to stop diversion have been unsuccessful, but the
agency is trying to solve its budgetary problems by making its customers pay more.
Not only does this ignore the rights of the customers, but it also gives the diversion

the imprimatur of the PTO, making unlikely the diversion will ever cease.
Second, the PTO plans to combine the fee increase with a proposal to perform less
work in-house; more specifically, the PTO wants to outsource its patent search responsibilities. It seems to me that conducting thorough searches is an integral part
of the PTO's examination role; we would be outsourcing how the PTO obtains some
of information it relies upon when examining patents. At the same time, I am not
certain how we would ensure that every search on every application was thoroughly
done by the contractors.
Finally, the PTO would like to impose a reduction-in-force on its trademark side,
and I am worried about the impact that such a reduction would have not only on
the workers but also on the people and companies that rely upon the PTO's trademark examinations.
These are just some of the issues I hope we can consider as we move forward.

July 24, 2(X)2
Honorable Howard Coble
Chairman
Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual Property
11-351A Raybum 101
Washington, D.C. 20515
1'o bc submitted for the record for the oversight hearing nltitlcd "11hCU.S. Patent and Tirademnark
Otfice: Fee Schedule Adjustment rand Agency Reform." held July 18, 20021
Dear (ianirmin Coblde:
My nme is Doug Mennie and I im president of Cummins-Allison Corp., a sm.ll manu picturing
firm in Mount Prospect, Illinois; approximately three miles northwcst of Chicago.
Thcre arc current proposaSls pcrIdrog regarding increased patent fccsand changes to the patent
stricrure thar s introduced in june by the office of MNviagemenr and Budget. The Parent and
Trademark Office proposal as detailed at the July 18' hearing before your subcommittee would
dr.mtrically increase the applicaion fees and rl-e
muntenance fees for patents ii the United Stares.
Cummins-Alhson i,. manufacturer of high speed U.S. coin and currency eqiuipmenr that j sld rt)
financial insukiuoons around the country. Over the pa-st 20 years, U.S. mndustn for this type of
equipment has been decimated by the influx of low cost foreign imports to the point where
Cummins- \llis.on is the only U.S.-oxnned manufacturer of coin and currencs- equipment left
in the
United States. In order to surI%e in this extremely compe6tien business enironntient, Cummin
adopted a strategy to develop technology that can be protected with comprehensive patents. This
strategy protects us from those foreign competitors that would copy our technology and have it
produced in a country where the cost to manufacture is a fractnon of what it is in the United States.
So far our strategy has allowed us to surve, hut our survival is chased on our ability to innovate and
obtun comprehensive U.S. patents. 'liclegislation bcing introduced threatens our future. It would
more thm double fees fora basic applicafion and beyond that,
it would increase cliin fees for
patents with large numbers of claims to a point that would simply make dhchi prolubiti ely costly to
small companies such as Cumr ns-Ylison.
The increase in claims fees is particularly damaging in light of the most recent court rulings that have
emphasized the point thatpatent holders iced to hasc a large number of, clv-writtet
claims if thcy
Wish to enforce their patents.
It maybe Instructive to ,gve you a l(xk at hard numbers from a small
business such as ours. (Aver
the pa- 10 quarters Cummins-\llison applications contained an ave rage of 59 claims with 7
independent claims, nd us :average of 23 rnuntenmce fees paid per year. 'lI'e following chart
shows the fees we paid, and the fees we would pay under the PTO proposal.

2000
2001
2002 (First Two Quarters)

Actual Fees Paid
$43,858
$28,1.5)
$32,132

Fees Under PTO Proposal
$17,759,837
$7,229,685
$13,304,378

If this proposal with these unprecedented fee increases is allowed to go into effect, it would serotsl
undetminc die one thing that we depend on for our vcry survival: that is to obtain comprchcnsixc
parents that allow us to protect our investment in technology and give us the incentive to innovate
today for products \%
C will sell toniorroxx.
I implore you not to take a a the one thing that w. ha c that rew'ards infno action and protects the
600 U.S. jobs thtir Cunin-u
provides: .LpAtent systen-i that is atforddile and iv~il,ible to .il of us who
innovate.

Sincerely,

Douglas U. Mernoe
President
Cummios-Alison Corp.
cc:

Congressman Mark Stex en Kirk
Congressmn Phil Crane
Congressman I lenrI 1s de
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Patenffoce
Post Office Box 2745, Arfl

onVirginia 22202

July 24, 2002
Honorable Howard Coble, Chair
House Subcommittee on Courts, the Inteet
And Intellectual Property
B3 51A Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Honorable Howard L. Berman, Ranking Member
House Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet
And Intellectual Property
B336 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Sirs,
On July 18, 2002, The Subcommittee on Courts, the Interet and Intellectual
Property held a hearing on "The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: Fee Schedule
Adjustment and Agency Reform." On behalf of the Patent Office Professional
Association (POPA), I am submitting the attached statement and respectfully request that
it be made part of the hearing record.
Included as appendices to the statement are a petition signed by over 1,000 patent
examiners -requesting Congress to ensure that the prior art search remain part of
examination, and the results of a survey of our membership on the feasibility of the
Agency's new Strategic Plan
'hank you.
Sincerely,

Ronald J. tern, President
Patent Office Professional Association
(703) 308-0818

Pk
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONALD J. STERN
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
POPA represents the more than 3,400 patent examiners, classifiers and other patent professionals who form the backbone of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO). Patent examiners co rise the vast majority of our membership. The patent professionals of POPA are diligent, hard-working individuals firmly committed
to maintaining the quality and integrity of the U.S. Patent System.
Today, however, the patent professionals of POPA believe that the very foundations of the U.S. Patent System are in danger of being so substantially and negatively altered by the USPTO 21st Century Strategic Plan, that the integrity of the
patent system may be seriously and irreversibly damaged.
For the many reasons set forth below, POPA opposes the proposed USPTO fee

structureand proposed Agency reforms.
BACKGROUND

In H.R. 2047, as passed by the House, the Director of the USPTO was going to
be required to develop a five-year strategic plan to: (1) enhance patent and trademark quality; (2) reduce patent and trademark pendency; and (3) develop and implement an effective electronic system for use by the Office and the public for all aspects of the patent and trademark processes. In his testimony before this subcommittee on April -11, 2002, USPTO Director James E. Rogan indicated that he
had "begun an aggressive review of the USPTO to identify new and possibly nontraditional ways to improve quality and reduce pendency." Director Rogan released
a summary of that review on June 3, 2002 entitled the "21st Century Strategic
Plan." Just recently, on July 5, 2002, a significantly more detailed version of the
Strategic Plan was made available on the USPTO web site (www.uspto.gov). This
plan does not achieve the goals set forth in H.R. 2047.
Director Rogan, in his Message accompanying the 21st Century Strategic Plan,
stated "[D]eveloping the strategic plan was an open and participative process." This
has not happened. While POPA represents all the patent examiners at the USPTO,
not once has POPA been approached by Director Rogan or the strategic plan working group to provide input into development of the strategic plan. Nor, to our knowledge, were any working examiners consulted. We believe that developing such a farreaching and unconventional strategic plan without any input from examiners the
very individuals who are most familiar with-and essential to-the examination
process, is shortsighted and ill-advised. Further, in conversations with many
USPTO managers and supervisors, POPA has become aware that the vast majority
of them have not been consulted either.
True to his word, Director Rogan's Strategic Plan certainly proposes some "nontraditional" initiatives. The 21st Century Strategic Plan calls for separating the
prior art search and examination, accepting searches from foreign patent offices in
place of a thorough search by USPTO examiners-, increasing training and review of
examiners' work, recertification of primary examiners and patent attorneys, and
dramatically changing the fee structure of the USPTO resulting in significantly
higher costs to inventors to file patent applications. POPA believes the Strategic
Plan will neither increase quality nor reduce pendency of patent applications.
THE NEW FEE LEGISLATION AND USPTO REFORM

POPA opposes the new fee structure on several grounds. The new USPTO fee
structure contemplates sweeping changes in the patent examination process that
POPA believes will significantly and advefrely affect the U.S. Patent System. Approval of the proposed USPTO fee legislation will be construed by the Agency as
approval by Congress to implement the 21st Century Strategic Plan. These changes
are reflected in the proposed new USPTO fee structure in the form of separate fees
for filing and examination and by allowing the Director, by regulation, to reduce
fees for applicants who provide an appropriate search report. The proposed fee
structure would permit continued diversion of USPTO fee income and make such
diversions an essentially permanent part of the appropriations process. The proposed fee structure would also dramatically increase the cost of obtaining a patent
by charging significantly increased fees and surcharges for additional claims and
pages of a tent
application and for filing related patent applications while placing
additional burdens on applicants to pay for prior art searches elsewhere.
Separationof Search and Examination
Separating the prior art search from patent examination will result in a loss of
integrity and efficiency of the U.S. Patent System, reduce the quality of patent ex-
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amination and, for some applications, is tantamount to surrendering the sovereign
functions of the United States to foreign powers.
Examiners have raised their collective voice in opposition. Over 1,000 patent examiners have signed a petition requesting Congress to keep the search and examination together. A copy of this petition is submitted herewith as Appendix 1. Examiners recognize that separating the search and examination would adversely impact
the quality of patent examination and be a disservice to the American people.
The prior art search and the patent examination are integral parts of the same
process. There is a synergy between the two functions that will be lost if search and
examination are separated. As a patent examiner performs a prior art search on a
patent application, the examiner is simultaneously becoming familiar with the state
of the art in the subject matter of the application, identifying additional relevant
search terms, modifying the search in response to preceding search results, and
mentally "formulating rejections to apply to the claimed invention. Thus, when the
examiner prepares to take action on the case, much of the decision making process
has already been completed.
Furthermore, as an examiner continues to search in a particular technology area,
the examiner becomes more and more familiar with the prior art in that technology,
increasing the quality of the examiner's search and examination. Many examiners
gain such a level of expertise that they are regarded as experts in their technologies
both within and outside the USPTO. The USPTO represents the single largest accumulation of technological expertise in the federal government. Where else can one
find a single collection of engineers and scientists with the collective expertise to
examine anything from safety pins to atom bombs; from fishing lures to genetically
engineered plants and animals? This is the inherent efficiency of the combined
search and examination process. The expertise of examiners will be diminished rather than enhanced by separating the search from examination. This will reduce the
quality of examination.
The European Patent Office (EPO) has recognized this inherent efficiency. After
many years of experience with a separated search and examination process, the
EPO has begun implementing the "BEST" program-Bringing Examination and
Search Together. The BEST program places the responsibility for the search and examination with the same examiner in the same manner as current USPTO practice.
In his statement before this Subcommittee, Charles P. Baker, Chair of the Section
of Intellectual Property Law of the American Bar Association (ABA), indicated that
the "best testament against separating the search function and an examination
function is the fact the European Patent Office, which has had such a system for
years, has recently decided to abandon it." POPA agrees with Mr. Baker. Now, irrespective of the years of experience of the EPO culminating in the BEST program,
the USPTO wants to take the opposite approach and separate the search from the
examination.
In his statement before this Subcommittee, Michael K Kirk, Executive Director
of the American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA), expresses the concerns of AIPLA that "the presumption of validity could be adversely affected if the
PTO simply hands off the responsibility for obtaining the search to applicants and
CSSs [Certified Search Services]." POPA shares AIPLA's concern.
Patent applicants want patent rights for themselves. Evidence of prior, very similar inventions uncovered during the search stands in their way. Letting them choose
who finds--or does not find-the prior art evidence to be used against their application, and how much the searcher gets paid, pits the searcher's efforts against the
applicant's interests. It is the equivalent of letting the fox guard the henhouse.
To ease AIPLA's concerns, Mr. Kirk states "[Tihe PTO must ultimately be responsible for ensuring that the searches it relies upon are the highest quality, whether
done by its examiners, CSs, or qualified foreign patent offices." Mr. Kirk expresses
particular concerns with CSS searches stating "PTO examiners should always assess whether the search was complete and, if not, demand that the CSS research
the application and 'get it right.'" Finally, Mr. Kirk states "the ultimate responsibility in each individual case must rest with the PTO examiner, to ensure that the
search is complete in the first instance and to conduct supplemental searches as appropriate as the claims in the application are modified as the application advances
through the examination process.
The USPTO, however, does not intend to maintain its present search capabilities.
The Strategic Plan contemplates recouping significant overhead expenses by "putting the prior art search in the hands of private industry" and realizing "substantial
savings in automation development and maintenance costs for EAST WEST, ABSS,
CDB access, etc.," in addition to substantial savings from reduced upkeep and maintenance of both the U.S. and International Patent Classification Systems. These various systems are the very search tools that examiners rely on for performing prior

art searches. If these tools are no longer available, patent examiners will not be able
to ensure that prior art searches are complete and of the highest quality. Even
worse, the 21st Century Plan contemplates reducing the amount of time available
to an examiner for each case by 20-25% as stated by Director Rogan before this
Subcommittee. Without the time and tools to do the work, the Agency has effectively
precluded examiners from doing the work.
How can patent examiners determine if a search is "complete" without conducting
searches themselves? How will examiners know if a CSS "got it right" without conducting searches themselves? How will examiners "conduct supplemental searches
as appropriate" when the very search tools they use today are no longer available
or properly maintained? How can patent examiners be held ultimately responsible
in each case, when they are not provided with the necessary tools to perform their
duties? The plain truth is: they cannot and the USPTO knows it. On the other hand,
if patent examiners are themselves conducting searches to verify the completeness
of outsourced searches or carrying out supplemental searches, then where is the efficiency of outsourcing the search and where are the substantial savings to the Agency to justify the outsourcing? This is the inefficiency of the Agency's Strategic Plan.
To ensure the integrity of the presumption of validity, patent examiners would be
necessarily duplicating the work of the prior art search performed by others. Clearly, the more efficient method is to simply continue having atent examiners do the
prior art search themselves. To maintain the integrity andthe efficiency of patent
examination at the USPTO, the search and examination should remain together
under the control of the examiner.
USPTO Reliance on Private SectoFa-nd/or Foreign Patent Office
PriorArt Searches Will Not Improve Quality of Examination
The 21st Century Strategic Plan provides initiatives to substitute prior art
searches from certified private sector certified search services (CSSs) or search reports from foreign patent offices for searches currently done by examiners. These
initiatives are enabled in the proposed new fee structure by allowing the Director
to reduce fees for applicants who provide a search report that meets conditions prescribed by the Director. These proposed initiatives will not improve the quality of
patent examination at the USPTO.
Examiners already have the ability to rely on searches provided by applicants in
the form of Information Disclosure Statements (IDS) and/or International Search
Reports (ISR) provided by a foreign patent office. Examiners routinely review these
documents when they are provided in a patent application. Indeed, if an examiner
were to ignore relevant prior art in these documents, such an action could be construed by Agency management as an error against the examiner's performance rating. Experience has shown, however, that the prior art provided in these documents
is seldom sufficient for examination purposes.
POPA has recently surveyed its membership on the wisdom of separating search
and examination, as well as the adequacy of prior art submissions from applicants
and from foreign patent offices. The results of this survey are attached herewith as
Appendix 2.
Ninety five percent (95%) of examiners do not believe they will be able to issue
valid patents and protect the public from unwarranted patents without doing the
search themselves. Ninety six percent (96%) believe that overall quality will go
down if search and examination functions are separated.
When asked the following: "In new applications where an IDS (information disclosure statement) is filed, approximately how often do you need to apply additional
references when making a rejection in the application,' ninety one ,ercent (91%) indicated that they need to apply additional a-t "almost all the time' (74%) or "most
of the time" (17%). Only two percent (2%) sad they "almost never" need to apply
additional art.
- Similarly, when asked the following: "In new applications containing foreign
search reports, approximately how often do you need to apply additional references
when making a rejection in the application," ninety two percent (92%) indicated that
they need to apply additional art "almost all the time" (69%) or "most of the time"
(23%). Only two percent (2%) said they "almost never" need to apply additional art.
These last results clearly illustrate the fact that U.S. patent laws require analysis
and application of prior art in patent applications in a significantly different manner
than do foreign patent laws.
Examiners, those most familiar with the prior art and its application under U.S.
patent laws, are convinced that separating search and examination functions and
increasing reliance on private sector or foreign patent office searches will negatively
impact the quality of patent exarination in the USPTO.

The Search IsA Sovereign Function
Separating the search and examination will also result in tacitly transferring the
sovereign functions of the United States to foreign powers. In his keynote address
to the ABA, on June 27, 2002, Director Rogan indicated that the quasi-judicial determination of patentability is a sovereign function that he believed should never
be contracted out. Naively, Director Rogan did not ascribe that same sovereignty to
the prior art search. Contrary to Director Rogan's position, POPA believes that the
search and examination both represent sovereign functions of the United States. If,
as contemplated by the 21st Century Strategic Plan, examiners would have to rely
on search results provided by a foreign patent office as the basis for patentability
determination, the net effect is to delegate that patentability determination to the
foreign patent office. The patentability determination can only be as good as the
prior art on which that patentability determination is founded. If the search is provided by a foreign patent office, then any decision based on that search has ultimately been determined by that foreign patent office. Hence, the sovereign function
of patentability determination has been indirectly delegated to a foreign power.
POPA opposes such a delegation of sovereignty and opposes the proposed USPTO
fee structure that would provide the Agency with the authority to make that delegation.
DeferredExamination Is Contrary to the Public Interest
And Will Increase Application Pendency
In conjunction with separate search and examination fees, the 21st Century Strategic Plan would allow patent applicants to defer examination up to eighteen
months after filing a patent application. POPA opposes deferred examination because it is contrary to one of the underlying public interests of the U.S. Patent System, i.e., to ultimately place the knowledge and creations of inventors in the public
domain, it will lengthen the period of uncertainty during which the public will not
know what, if anything, is patentable, and it will further increase the total pendency of patent applications. Competitors of a patent applicant who want to invest
in new facilities and processes, need to know if they are infringing any patents.
These negative impacts on the public far outweigh any perceived benefit to the
USPTO.
The 21st Century Strategic Plan touts that deferred examination would give patent applicants an opportunity to explore the economic viability of their inventions
prior to having to pay the significant fees for examination. Current U.S. patent law
already provides such a process in the form of a "provisional" patent application
which provides a patent applicant 12 months to make the determination to go forward with patent prosecution. If the patent applicant determines that his/her application is worth pursuing, the patent applicant files a regular patent application for
prosecution.
The proposed new fee structure sets the fee for a provisional application at $160.
Thus, with no further changes in the patent laws, no increase in pendency before
the Agency, and no increased period of uncertainty of the public, a patent applicant
can purchase 12 months of deferred examination for the nominal fee of $160. POPA
believes this existing process provides sufficient time for applicants to determine .he
economic viability of their inventions without placing undue burdens on the public.
The Strategic Plan asserts that allowing deferred examination will decrease pendency of patent applications. The Agency is merely redefining pendency of an application by starting the time period for pendency at the time of payment of the examination fee. The Agency's redefinition of pendency is deceptive. By redefining the starting point, the Agency has effectively discounted the increased period of uncertainty
caused by the additional 18 months of deferred examination. Pendency, the total
timc. of uncertainty experienced by the public, should be measured from the time
of filing to the time of allowance or abandonment.
fee Income Diversion
POPA continues to join its collective voice with all those who oppose the diversion
of USPTO fee income to fund other unrelated non-USPTO appropriations. POPA believes that such fee diversions represent hidden and unfair taxes on America's inventors. If a governmental service or program is worthy of appropriation, it should
be funded from appropriate taxes and general funds, not at the expense of inventors
and innovators. POPA urges Congress to permit the USPTO the full use of its fee
income in the year it is received.
-POPA believes the new proposed fee structure is intended to provide additional
revenues for the express purpose of funding non-USPTO activities. The President's
FY 2003 budget proposal waled for surchares on atent and trademark fees to provide $162 million in additional fees to be diverted for use in funding other govern-
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ment programs. The new fee structure contemplates alternatives to the President's
surcharges that would still produce income levels equivalent to the 2003 budget proposal so that an equivalent sum may be diverted.
Far more ominous is the fact that the proposed fee structure would actually codify
a fee structure that contemplates continued fee diversion. POPA believes this would
have the effect of making fee diversions a permanent part of the USPTO appropriations process. In the absence of specific guarantees that all USPTO fees wllbe used
for USPTO activities, POPA believes the new USPTO fee structure represents a hidden tax on inventors and would set a statutory precedent for annual fee diversions
for the foreseeable future.
Limitations on the number of applicationclaims and pages
Although POPA opposes the new USPTO fee structure as presently written, some
parts of the legislation merit further consideration. Of particular interest to examiners are the fees for additional claims and pages of the application above a threshold number. Examiners can attest to the huge increase in work required to examine
patent applications as the number of claims increases. Generally, as the number of
claims increases, so does the number of pages of the application. POPA is sympathetic to the Agency's desire to exercise some form of control over the size of applications and the numbers of claims so as to manage the amount of work that needs
to be done in any one case. Notwithstanding that sympathy, POPA believes that the
proposed fee structure is extreme and would unduly burden patent applicants.
POPA would welcome a more moderate fee structure in this regard if, and only
if, the fees obtained were directly translated into additional time for examiners handling the burden of these more complex pp.tent applications. This has not been the
case in the past. The existing USPTO 'ee structure already requires additional fees
for more than three independent and more than 20 total claims. These fees were
imposed because it was recognized that additional claims place an additional burden
on the examiner by requiring additional work. In his testimony before this Subcommittee, Director Rogan admitted that complex cases with numerous claims require examiners to spend "inordinate" amounts of time examining such cases. POPA
agrees with Director Rogan on this point. Unfortunately, examiners have not been
given the additional time which applicants purchased with the payment of these
fees. In those very rare instances where a supervisor may provide some time for an
exceptional application, the time virtually never approaches the time the examiner
actually used.
In their respective statements to this Subcommittee, both the AIPLA and the ABA
have expressed support for establishing fees that represent the actual costs to the
Agency to provide necessary examination services. When an application contains a
significant number of additional claims, has large information disclosure statements
(otwn disclosing a hundred r more pr or art references), or requires additional considerations such as review , related cases for double patenting, it is the examiner
who bears that burden. Yet the Agency does not use the additional fees from that
complex application to provide additional time to that examiner. The examiner only
has a very limited amount of time for each application and cannot be expected to
provide the same quality examination to a complex application without additional
time.
Unless examiners are given the additional time commensurate with the Agency
fees for additional examination services, both existing and proposed fees for additional claims and other services represent nothing more than another hidden tax on
inventors rather than a payment for examination services rendered.
THE AGENCY'S PROPOSED QUALITY INITIATIVES

The 21st Century Strategic Plan proposes several initiatives ostensibly for improving patent examination quality at the USPTO. These initiatives include such
proposals as re-certification of primary examiners, requiring assage of the Patent
Bar Exam for promotion to GS-13,' quadrupling the number of work product reviews
for primary examiners, and expanding the "second pair of eyes" review. POPA believes these initiatives represent a burdensome imposition of managerial authority
designed to increase control rather than enhance quality.
No amount of review and no amount of automation can ultimately improve patent
examination without first providing examiners with the necessary time and resources to properly do the job. The current production quotas were put in place over
twenty-five years ago and have become the largest single-obstacle to quality patent
examination. Since these quotas were put in place, the technological complexity of
applications, the number of pages of description, the number of independent claims
and the number of total claims in each application has increased substantially. In
addition, there has been a veritable explosion of technology information Furth-e-i

more, examiners have been required to provide more detailed explanations of the
bases of their decisions. The old quotas no longer provide examiners with sufficient
time to adequately search and examine current cases. Real increases in quality will
require real increases in time per case.
Compounding the problems of production quotas is management's lack of support
for adequate search tools to allow examiners to accurately and efficiently search the
prior art. Management has, by neglect, effectively abandoned the U.S. Classification
System. Fewer and fewer resources have been allocated for maintaining and updating the U.S. Classification System. Full time classifiers have been slowly phased out
by attrition until finally, on July 11, 2002, management effectively abolished the job
position and moved the remaining full time classifiers to hybrid classifier/examiner
positions. U.S. classification of foreign patent documents ended in the mid-1990's,
effectively removing this significant source of prior art from classified searches.
The automated patent databases have also been shortchanged. Management has
repeatedly failed to allocate adequate resources to finish converting the patent
image database to a fully text-searchable database. While patent images are available back to 1790, the text searchable database is only adequately usable back to
1971. Management recently made available an additional database using-optical
character recognition (OCR). The "dirty" OCR database is, however, of such poor
quality as to render it almost useless for text searching with the Agency's current
search 'engine. These are examples of failed management practices that have resulted in decreased quality of patent examination over time.
The Strategic Plan quality initiatives are designed to reduce or eliminate the freedom and independent judgment of potent professionals. Patent examiners operate
in a quasi-judicial capacity when ,aking patentability determinations. The proposed quality initiatives would place the examiners under more stringent control of
management and subject them to political pressures from both management and applicants, and production goals that will ultimately result in a further e-3sion of examination quality. This is analogous to a federal judge being under executive branch
management control when making judicial decisions. It is analogous to a medical
doctor having to have a diagnosis and treatment regimen approved by an accountant. At the USPTO, many supervisors manage art areas in which they, themselves,
have not been trained. Hence, patent examiners well-trained in their technology, are
reviewed by a generalist supervisor.
In almost all professional positions, the professional is tested once and then expected to remain current in his profession through continuous formal and on-thejob training. Attorneys do not retake the bar exam every year or two. Doctors do
not sit for their board certifications every year. Repeated testing is not the accepted
way of maintaining professional standards in the private sector and neither should
it be at the USPTO. POPA has always been a strong proponent of adequate and
continuing training in both technology and patent laws. The patent professionals of
POPA are hard-working, dedicated public servants and deserve the honor and respect of USPTO management. Rather than increasing the number of managers necessary to review one patent examiner, management should prmvid adequate opportunities for examiners to keep current with changes in patent laws and in their respective technologies. Adequate time and training, more than anything else, will directly result in significant improvements in patent examination quality.
CONCLUSION

POPA opposes the propcaed new USPTO fee structure and the 21st Century Strategic Plan as presently written. We would welcome the opportunity to work together
with the Subcommittee aid the USPTO to develop a Strategic Plan and fee structure that would be acceptable to all parties concerned and meet the objectives of
improving patent quality and decreasing patent application pendency. We will be
happy to answer any questions regarding the comments we have submitted.
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APPENDIX
POPA July 17, 2002 Survey Results
Do you believe examiners can issue valid patents and
protect the public from unwarranted patents without doing
the search themselves or having the search under their
control?
OYES

4.6%

ONO
Do you believe that if search and examination functions are
separated, overall quality will go up or down?
OQuality will go up

95.4%

OQuality will go down
O-Quality will stay the same
Do you think the responsibility for doing the search should
be placed under the control of the applicant?
DYES

95.8%

rO]No
Do you believe that the private sector should be in charge
of the classification schedule for the patent system?
OYES

96.3%

ONO
In new applications where an IDS (information disclosure
statement) is filed, approximately how often do you need to
apply additional references when making a rejection in the
application?

96.9%

O almost all the time

74.3%

1.4%
2.8%

3.7%

3.1%

most of the time

16.5%

O some of the time

6.8%

1" almost never
Do you trust management to objectively re-certify the
competence of primary examiners?

2.3%

"

DYES

6.6%

ONO
In new applications containing foreign search reports,
approximately how often do you need to apply additional
references when making a rejection in the application?
O almost all the time

93.4%

rO1 most of the time

22.5%

O' some of the time
0: almost never

6.8%

69.0%

1.7%

James 0. Thomas
4339 11 Street, SE
Washington, D.C. 20019
(202) 584-5342
July 31,2002
The HIonorable Howard Cable
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property Committee of
the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
2468 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-3306
Re:

Statement on Proposed Fee Legislation for U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Dear Mr. Chairman:
I respectfully submit the attached written statement for the record of the hearings
before the Subcommittee on Courts, the Internel, and Intellectual Property on "Ihe U.S.
Parent and Trademark Office: Fee Schedule Adjustment and Agency Reform" -- the
recently proposed fee legislation for the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) submitted by
PTO Director Judge James Rogan.
Sincerely,

James 0. Thomas
Attachment
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STATEMENT OF
MR. JAMES 0. THOMAS
FOR THE RECORD OF THE HEARINGS ON
'The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: Fee Schedule Adjustment and Agency Reform*
BEFORE TiE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET,
AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ON
JULY 18, 2002
INTRODUCTION
I am pleased to submit a written statement for the record of the hearings before the
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property on "The U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office: Fee Schedule Adjustment and Agency Reform" - the recently proposed
fee legislation for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO).
I was formerly' the Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patent Process Services for
the United States Patent and Trademark Office. I am currently retired after over 40 years
of government service, the majority of which was served with the PTO.
During my time at the PTO, I served as an Examiner, a Supervisor, a Director of a
Chemical Examining Group, and finally Deputy Assistant Commissioner. My extensive
service and experience in the PTO gives me a unique insight into the United States patent
system as well as how proposed legislative changes can impact the patent system.
After having devoted so many years of my life to the United States patent system, I
always remain interested in any, leghsation and rule making which may impact the
preparation and prosecution of patent applications, especiaUly any, proposed changes which
I feel may have a detrimental impact on the patent system.
RE1ROA!CTVMT

I was pleased to learn of Judge Rogan's unequivocal statement during the
subcommittee hearing clearly indicating that the proposed fee legislation was never
intended to be retroactive, would not be retroactive to applications currently pending in
the PTO, and that the issue of retroactivity would be corrected.
This is an important issue because there are hundreds of thousands of patent
applications pending that were filed by patent applicants who did not know what kind of
dramatic fee increases their patent applications would be subjected to at the time they fided
their applications. If the proposed fee legislation were to be retroactive, these applicants
would be penalized with surcharges for innocendy following the statutes, regulations,
policies, and procedures at the time of filing.

Thus, while Judge Rogan's unequivocal statement about non-retroactivity is
reassuring, I highly recommend that the proposed fee legislation be amended to state
explicitly that it applies only to applications filed after the effective date of the proposed
legislation.
SURCHARGES
Another area of concern is the surcharges imposed by the fee legislation. I am
dismayed by the PTO's attempt to infuse surcharges into the patent system for the purpose
of behavior modification.
During my many years of service at the PTO, I have never known the PTO to take
on a role of modification of behavior of applicants who follow the laws that Congress have
provided for which allow any person to obtain a 'U.S. patent. Inventors should not be
penalized for filing for patent applications in accordance with the laws written by
Congress.
While I can respect the objective of making the PTO more efficient by modifying the
behavior of patent applicants, it should not be done to the detriment of patent applicants
who are merely applying for a patent in accordance with the law.
Therefore, I respectfully suggest that all of the proposed sfircharges be removed
from the proposed fee legislation.
T1IE DISCLOSURE SURCHARGES AND EXORBITANT PATENT CLALM FEES
THREATEN TO HINDER TE(:HNOLOGI',AL GROWTH
As technology continues to explode, the United States remains in the forefront of
technological advancements. And U.S. patents continue to play an essential role in
providing American companies with an effective way to protect these technological
advancements.
In recent years, courts have become more strict in their treatment of patents , which
has compelled patent applic ants to take certain measures in order to obtain sufficient
patent protection. The PTO's proposed fee legislation now poses a significant threat to
ability of American companies to obtain the patent protection that they rely upon in
protecting their technologies. Recent court decisions regarding patents encourage patent
applicants to file more detailed patent applications and to rile more claims in order to
provide sufficient patent protection. However, the PTO's proposed fee legislation seeks to
penalize patent applicants who are merely attempting to follow court decisions.
The PTO is attempting to limit patent disclosures to 50 pages and to impose
surcharges on reasonable patent disclosures exceeding this amount'. However, court
decisions are increasing the requirements for patent disclosures, which in turn necessitates
an increased amount of patent disclosure on the part of patent applicants. For example,
multiple alternate embodiments need to be disclosed in order to protect against a holding of
patent invalidity due to an alleged missing essential element.z Furthermore, as technology

'See USYTO Fee Leglsbtion, Section 2(m)- proposed §41(*XIXG).
Gentry Gallery, Ina v, Berkline Corp, 134 F.3d 1473 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
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gets more and more complex, more and mo-e details are needed to properly describe this
complex technology in sufficient detail to obtain patent protection.
For example, an integrated circuit chip can have more than a million transistors and
a system can have many integrated circuit chips, and computer programs have millions of
computer instructions. Portable consumer systems (e.g., the Personal Digital Assistant
(PDA)) are becoming more complex with powerful computers, GPS navigation, map., radio
frequency and infra-red data links, a built-in cellphoae, internet access, a video camera,
and much more - all to be contained in a pocket sizedd portable module.
Therefore, the PTO should be tolerant of and not penalize larger disclosures that
seek to describe such complex inventions. Indeed, greater details should be encouraged so
that the patentee's knowledge can be shared with the public in order to further promote the
progress of technology.
Similarly, the PTO is attempting to limit the utimber of patent claims by
implementing an exponentially increasing patent claim fee for claims over prescribed
3

minimums. Yet, at the same time, court decisions are encouraging patent applicants to
increase the number of patent claims and the growing complexity of technology necessitates
a large number of patent claims to provide sufficient patent protection.
The PTO's new patent claim fee schedule by going against both court decisions and
the growing demands of technology, effectively serves to deprive patent applicants of the
patent protection they need in an ever increasingly competitive technological World.
Court decisions continue to increase the requirements on patent claims. In the past,
.means claims" were broad and often enough to provide sufficient patent protection; but
now "means claims" are interpreted by the courts as being much narrower and thus are far
from sufficient. Also, because of the complexity of the technology, patent attorneys often
have to claim a new invention with a combination of different types of patent claims -apparatus claims, process claims, means claims, data structure claims, and others. For
example, the controversy between the Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court over the
doctrine of equivalents' encourages patent attorneys to have different sets of claims broader claims, narrower claims, claim sets that are to be later amended, and claim sets
€
that are not to be amended .
Because the PTO presently charges large fees for additional claims, any extra
examination effort is adequately paid for by such fees and indeed should be profitable for
the PTO. Ile proposed exponential fee scale increases the fees for additional claims to a
level far beyond the cost of the additional examination effort and far beyond an inventor's
ability to afford adequate claim coverage.
Given both the current state of the law and technology, the Patent Office should be
tolerant of and not penalize larger numbers of claims in a patent application where patent

'See USrF'O Fee Leghlation, Section ;(a) - proposed §41(aX2).
'Festo Corp. .Shokenu Kinzoku K&gyo Kabuhjiki Co., 234 F.3d 558 (Fed Ur. 2000), vacated and remanded by
-US.
-, 122 S.Cf. 1831, 152 I. Ed. 2d 944 (May 28,2002).
tinder the Federal (rcuii's now overturned Feso precedent, any claim that was amended for any reason
could no4embrace the doctrine ofequivalents.

applicants are only doing what is necessary in this day and age to obtain sufficient patent
protection.
In conclusion, court decisions and the explosive growth in technology necessitate
larger patent disclosures and more patent claims in a patent application. The Patent Office
should focus on providing the necessary, services in order to satisfy its Constitutional
mandate rather than invoking surcharges to limit patent disclosures and or imposing
exorbitant fees for additional patent claims.
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ALLIANCE FOR AMERICAN INNOVATION
3016 Street SW, Washhngte, D.C. 004
Phome. 202-554-8071
Fax: 202-554.409
July 19, 2002

The Honorable Howard Coble
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts,
Intellectual Property and the Internet
Committee on the Judiciary
B-351A RHOB

Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Alliance For American Innovation is an organization
representing independent inventors and small business entities.
They are the source of many of the start up companies which
become the "gazelles" for which the American economy is well
known.
Independent inventors have been a vital life force for the
economy since the country was founded. They continue to be
concerned with the radical changes-in the patent system and
particularly with the number of 82 initiatives the USPTO is now
contemplating to change the system.
We are particularly concerned with the proposed punitive
fees which increased costs for inventors so dramatically. The
fees would divert $162 million for the government and only $45
million would be for the benefit of the PTO. This appears to be
a tax on innovation and only aiding the government target for
funds and it delivering better service or answering needs for
the Patent Office. While the PTO is raising fees it is cutting
the trademark attorney work force. Fees have been increasing
over the years, but this big jump only serves to encourage
further raises in fees in the future.
Patent attorneys have cited that it costs less to patent in
the United States but now the fact the fees are less is cited as
a reason to be able to raise them to be more comparable with
other countries. Raising the fees has been cited as a way to cut
the pendency rate to hire more examiners and outsource searches,
but other parts of the plan advocated by the PTO which were not
addressed in the hearing, do exactly the opposite. The FourTrack Process of examination with delayed examination will lead
to other deficiencies.
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Deferred examination is one way of contributing to
redefining pendency. Other issues are outsourcing the search and
removing it from the examiners. Questions exist in using foreign
patent offices for searches. Such an action does not necessarily
guarantee the art for a quality patent.
Instead it places the examiner in the position of having to
guarantee someone else's work within the examiners own work and
ultimately the patent. If the examiner is dissatisfied with the
search he or she must ask the supervisor for time to perform
additional searches.
This very act can cause additional delay in
waiting for approval and makes the supervisor responsible for the
quality of the search.
It would not be long before examiners
would hesitate to request search time. This combined with the
testing and certification of examiners would not contribute to a
good morale and work environment.
it is unrealistic to believe that a searching entity will be
as large as the USPTO. Similarly, it is unrealistic to believe
that a searching entity would recruit people with the same or
better level of professional training and/or experience in the
large numbers that are in the USPTO.
if cost is a factor with a
government agency, why would it not be with a private
organization?
One way or another the inventors are paying the
cost and do not have the assurance of the USPTO over quality with
outsourced searches.
After having separate searches for twenty years the
Europeans are going to the United States system because it is
superior while America rushes to emulate the inferior system in
the process of being abandoned.
Why are we changing when the
Europeans have obviously learned something is missing in the
system they are leaving.
Outsourcing searches means two people must understand the
invention. A searcher must understand the written and
illustrated disclosure and the claim language in the patent
application. Most applications only claim a small portion of the
application disclosure 'n the independent claims so the searcher
must determine which part(s) of the disclosure to focus the most
searching effort. The searcher must plan the search strategy.
Within the USPTO motivation to search is directly related to
art knowledge.
If the searcher does not appreciate the art he is
searching there is less likelihood that the best prior patents
will be pulled for use against the application claims.
Therefore, unless the certified searching entity has the number
of art-specified searchers that the USPTO has, the search quality
should decrease.
The USPTO should have the most art-specific experienced
collection of searchers in the world because it has the largest
number of people assigned to search applications which are
supposedly grouped by related disclosures.
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Unfortunately, the USPTO has fluctuated over time in the
ability of classification people to get similar applications to
the same examiners. This decreasing ability to group similar
applications increases the opportunity for lack of understanding
or appreciation of the components and/or functions that enable an
invention to function differently from a prior invention.
This knowledge or
search and prosecution
limited for examiners,
guide the selection of
to use.

lack of knowledge in turn affects the
of the patent. If the search time is
and it is, then searching experience will
the art areas and databases and the tools

This is not logical. After working at least fifteen years
and spending millions of dollars on developing computerized
search tools the USPTO is now rushing to outsource the searches.
If the computerized search tools are inadequate why not fix them
and rely on a known searching system under USPTO control and not
an untested certified searching organization be it domestic or
foreign. The potential security risk and possibility of economic
loss of technology has not been fully considered.
If the searching tools are a problem then surely the USPTO
should stop the shredding of the best technical teaching library
in the world, particularly because it contains our classification
system which is another issue.
There are so many variables which have not been thoroughly
considered which can effect the end product of the patent. This
combined with other elements of the Strategic Plan plus the
proposed fees requires a return to the drawing board for the
Plan. In the rush to "redo, every facet of the USPTO the lack of
emphasis on the mission of a quasi judicial nature to issue
patents seems to be missing. There are serious legal questions
in the outsourcing of the examinations plus the lack of security,
particularly at this time, is not comforting for the inventor.
The Alliance Affiliates appreciates the effort and time in
the Strategic Plan but sincerely hope that more time will be
given in rethinking the initiatives. If patents are the "trade
routes" for the 21st Century as Fred Warshofeky claims in his
book "Patent Wars" then the United States is giving up its most
lucrative asset.
Sincerely yours,

Steven Shore
President

Executive Directo
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Statement of
The Biotechnology Industry Organization
For the Oversight hearing on "The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: Fee
Schedule Adjustment and Agency Reform."
Before the
Subcommittee On Courts, the Internet And Intellectual Property
House Judiciary Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
On July 18, 2002

The Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIG) represents more than 1,000
biotechnology companies, academic institutions, state biotechnology centers
and related organizations in all 50 U.S. states. BIO members are involved in
the research and development of healthcare, agricultural, industrial and
environmental biotechnology products.
Intellectual property is the key to economic growth and scientific advance in
biotechnology. Patents protect the fruits of research and development
investment and, in doing so, provide incentives for that investment. In fact,
intellectual property is the asset base for most biotech companies. Strong,
predictable patent protection is essential to the success, and in many
instances to the survival, of biotechnology companies in the U.S., and
encourages the discovery and development of new medicines and
diagnostics, agricultural products, and other breakthrough technologies.
America enjoys the most robust biotechnology industry in the world due, in
availability of reasonably priced patent protection for
large part, to the
biotechnology inventions. A streamlined and efficient patent examination
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process is vital to the biotechnology industry. Without strong, dependable,
and reasonably priced patent protection, the capital necessary to sustain and
grow our industry will become unavailable. We share U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO) concerns regarding the speed and quality of the
patent review process.
We commend the agency's aggressive efforts to improve the services they
provide to patent applicants. We look forward to working alongside the
agency and this Subcommittee to address those concerns. However, the
proposed fee increases included in the "21 Century Strategic Plan," put
forward by PTO Director Rogan on June 3, 2002, are disproportionately
burdensome for our industry and would punish the very innovation that is
the lifeblood of our industry. For this reason, we oppose the fee proposal as
itcurrently stands.
B1O appreciates the opportunity to share with the Subcommittee our
concerns about the tfe proposal included with the PTO's stratcg," plan.
Included in this statement are several recommendations that correct the
punitive nature of the proposed fee schedule.
End Fee Diversion
The diversion of patent filing fees to other programs should halt
immediately. Patent fees have continued to be diverted to the general
budget even as the PTO's workload has soared. In fact, the PTO
projects that by FY 2006 the number ofpatent application filings will
increase by 84 percent. Clearly the financial demands on the PTO are
apparent and responding to these demands requires additional
funding, However, before our industry is asked to incur substantial
increases in fees to support services at the PTO,all patent fees
collected by the Pro must stay within the PTO budget.
Reasonable and Proportionate Fees
BI supports a fee schedule that reflects fees for services that are
proportionate with the cost of providing those services. The'newly
proposed fee schedule would adversely affect many biotechnology
companies that have filed applications based on reasonable filing
strategies, and would increase their fees excessively. We believe
changes are needed to the PTO's fee proposal in order to avoid
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exorbitant fees, particularly for those applications that have already
been filed, or for applications that will be filed in the future that must
draw on earlier patent application filings for their support.
Reasonable and proportionate fees can only be predicated upon future
growth projections based on accurate patent filing data. The PTO
should make public patent filing trends - and the funding implications
of those filing trends - so that the biotechnology industry - and other
PTO constituencies - can work together with the PTO to identify
appropriate triggers in the patent application process that would
justify additional fees.
Furthermore, biotechnology patent applications are often
accompanied by hundreds-if not thousands-- of pages of nucleic
acid or amino acid sequence listing as required by the PTO. These
sequence listings should not be subject to fees. B10 believes that any
new fee structure should be designed to minimize the unique impact
on biotechnology applicants who follow prosecution practices based
on legal and policy developments of the PTO.
Changes to Patent Fees should be Prospective, not Retroactive
The PTO's fee restructuring proposal would penalize biotechnology
applicants that have followed reasonable filing strategies based on
past PTO fee structures and examination policies. Simply limiting the
application of the new fees to cases filed after the effective date of the
current fee proposal will not address our concerns. The PTO should
provide a safe harbor of a reasonable time frame for applications that
will be filed in the future based on existing filing strategies.
B10 opposes the current fee proposal bec-ause it would penalize
owners of long-pending applications for past prosecution practices
that were driven by PTO requiremcnts. Particularly within the PTO
biotechnology art units, patentability policies have changed.,
dramatically over time, resulting in applicant prosecution practices
varying in direct response. For example, biotechnology applications
oflen include lengthy disclosures and many claims to meet the written
description, enablemeat and utility requirements as defined by PTO's
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guidelines. This filing practice has resulted in claim counts and
application lengths that would be severely penalized under the
proposed fee schedule.
Adopt "Unity of Invention" Standards
The issue of paramount importance to the biotechnology industry is
the PT[O's restriction practice. Currently the PTO's restriction
practice, heavily applied in the biotechnology and chemical arts, has
led to the filing of a disproportionate number of applications to a
single inventive concept. This practice creates an unreasonable
burden on biotechnology patent applicants. an increase inPTO
workload, patent applicant expense and a reduction in patent term.
The PTO's strategic plan advocates an even more burdensome
approach to restriction practice. BIO opposes the proposal inthe
current strategic plan and advocates efforts to restructure restriction
practice along the lines of "Unity of hIvention" standard along with
European-style claim structure followed in Europe, Japan and in the
Patent Cooperation Treaty.
We believe such a change would alleviate many of the problems the
PTO has identified with multiple co-pending applications, and will
yield practices more consistent with those in other industrialized
countries The basic concept of "one application, one examination
and one patent" could then serve as the starting point for discussing
improvements in patent office practice and appropriate fees to be paid
by applicants.
Deferred Examination
BIO supports the PTO proposal to separate the filing and examination
fees, which will decrease filing costs and save applicant expense.
Moreover, this deferred examination will lead to significant workload
reduction because the PTO will only examine those applications that
an applicant has determined to be of continuing commercial yalue.
The proposed I 8-month deadline for requesting examination,
however, does not seem compatible with the goals just noted. For
example, we do not believe the PTO or biotechnology applicants will
realize significant value from-deferring examination unless the
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deferral period exceeds 18 months from filing. This allows patent
applicants the opportunity to gather pertinent information and allow
for publication of potentially competing applications.
BIO recognizes that the PTO faces significant challenges in issuing highquality patents under its current funding situation and we strongly support
adequate finding for the PTO. The viability of our industry is directly
related to the PTO's ability to provide timely and enforceable patents for our
intellectual property. Prior to the adoption of any increases in PTO fees and
any revision of the PTO's method of fee assessment, the diversion of fees to
other programs must stop. In addition, PTO should provide a more
substantial basis for a fee proposal to ensure that it is fair and equitable.
We believe that PTO Director Rogan has the best interest of the ?TO and its
user groups in mind and his efforts to strengthen the agency through this
aggressive strategic plan are laudable. BIO urges a careful, measured
approach, where the PTO works with its various constituencies to refine the
elements of the current fee proposal in order to meet both the agency's goals
and those of its user goups. We took forward to working with the PTO and
the Congress to tfirther support the American patent system.
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te are the current and past Presidents of the Association of Patent ILas Firms (APIF,
and we write to you in those capacities toexpress our opposition to theU.S. Patent and
Trademark Office Reauthorization Act of-2003. The APF belies es that this legislation.
Innocuously presented asia fee increase, amount%to a substantial revamping of the United States
patent S)stem. 1he APt F contends that it is improper to push through this significant oserhaul
of the patent system as a "mere" appropriations bill without study and public debate of its
deleterious impact on the U.S. economy. Indeed, se fear that the matter is being handled in the
current manner precisely to avoid public discourse and debate on the merits of this nes system.
The USPTO's 21st Century Strategic Plan states that it is the result of a thorough top to
bottom res ies of the entire agency and seek, to make the ISPTO more market responsise.
Hosseser. the plan notes that it%implementation ssili require beha-ioral changes within the
USPTO and among users of the patent s%stem. In our viess, some of thew behavioral changes
seos designed to reduce the number of patent applications to be filed and to narro the scope of
subject matter to be patented. The APLF belies es that Congress should not mandate such drastic
changes until all affected parties have had a chance to be heard. At a minimum, the USPT(O
should not pursue such changes outside the established formal for regulator changes after
permitting public examination and comment, the U.. companies and individual inventors osho
Nsill be most impacted have not had a chance to openly present their opinion of this legislation.
Untilsuch time as this can happen, and all interested parties hae shared their input, se ask that
you reject any attempt to mandate "behavioral change" of patent applicants by the smokescreen
of a mere appropriations request.
Vsen for orilinarv patent applieatiot s, this legislation represents a startlingls huge
increase in the fees for practices which are fully condoned by the lass goerning US,patent
practice. 'The APILF believes that the fee increases are being offered by the I SPTO as a say to
entice Congress into passing legislation, whicl would ostensibly provide additional funds for
congress . Hoveser, in inspection of the impact of'such fees reveals that, fir from increasing
fees, the result may be to decrease the number of patent applications being filed and toincrease
the abandonment of pending applications. Ifso, the plia may have the effect of lowering PTO
revenues beloss today's level. Although Congress may conclude that reducing the workload
being asked of the USPTO is a good thing, such conclusion should not be reached lightly. We
contend that the proponents of this legislation have not studied the economic impact of such a
radical shift in protection of products and ideas.
Initially, the APLF objects to the amount of the new examination fee. Under the current
system, the filing fee Is $740 for large companies., and $370 fo. small companies aud ladisidual
Iventors. Under the nesly proposed system, large companies would pay $1,550 in filing and
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examination fees and small companies would pay $1,400. This is a 100% increase for large
companies and a 300% increase in filing fees for small businesses and independent
inttnlors!!! The USPTO consistently runs in the black under the existing fee structure. Thus,
this increase is far out of line with what is fair, or what is needed to update and to continue to run
the USPTO. No purpose is svrved by increasing the filing fees 100-300%. The overall increase
In fees will likely be much greater once other charges are imposed during prosecution. This will
almost certainly negatively impact the number of patent applications filed, which Aill lead to a
decrease in fees collected by the USPTO, and less protection for the inventions of the American
people.
Further, the plan proposed charges for additional claims (i.e., claims beyond an arbitrarily
defined standard number of claims) are excessive and in some cases ludicrous. For example,
U.S. Patent No. 6,400,595, recently Issued to Micron Technologies on June 6, 2002, covers
computer memory, contains 374 claims, and cost approximately $8,000 in additional PTO
surcharge fees under the current rules. Under the newly proposed fee legislation, this fee wAould
jump to OVER $47 BILLION. We recognize that 374 is a large number of claims, and the
USPTO has an understandable desire to lower the number of patents with large numbers of
claims. But the proposed legislation goes too far. Even had this patent only had 200 claims, she
additional fees would have totaled over $20 million. The APLF opposes these fees as
unreasonable, unfair, and ill advised. Ironically, these fees proposed by the plan represent an
approach that is directly contrary to the "market" based approach that the plan purports to adopt.
The proposed fee legislation will also add new penalties for filing a patent application
that is related to earlier patents or applications. Such penalty will be either in the form of fees for
multiple continuaslion/divisional applications, or in the form of a fine for pursuing "patentably
indistinct" claims. The fine (i.e., starting at $10,680 and rising rapidly thereafter) would be
levied if an examiner determines that an application claim is patentably indistinct from a pending
application of an issued patent. As written, the patentably indistinct standard is not defined, and
the fine may well apply to rejections for a wide variety of reasons. It should be noted that a
patentably indistinct claim does not mean that the claim covers the same invention as the other
claim; but rather, that the tvo claims appear similar in scope. At a minimum, such fines will
result in a great increase in the number of appeals by applicants who contest the fine, and there is
no suggestion that this aspect of the plan has been carefully considered. The APLF believes that
Congress should not allow the USPTO to prevent inventors from obtaining the full scope of
patent protection afforded them by Congress through the use of prohibitive fee legislation.
Moreover, this fee proposal is retroactive, thereby applying to all applications pending as
of October I, 2002. These applications were filed under the current practice, which permits such
close claim language, and Congress has set up a process to handle the patentably indistinct claim
(the terminal disclaimer).
it is also the position of the APLF that this legislation may well have a chilling effect on
the overall U.So economy. We contend that a healthy patent system has been an important factor
in the economic engine that has brought jobs and prosperity to the United States. If the cost of
obtaining patents is increased OveL night by 100-300% or more, businesses will be forced to seek
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and obtain fesser patents, thereby opening themselves up to unscrupulous competitors. The
APLF feels strongly that the proposed fee legislation will undermine America's competitive
ad-vantages, at a time when Ae can least afford it.
Finally, the APIF notes that a .TSPTOfee increase has already been proposed and ssps
published in the Federal Register Vol. 67. No. 88, pp. 30634-30637 on May 7, 2002. The APIF
believes that this legislation is eminently more appropriate for an appropriations bill and is more
than fair.
The API.F believes that Congress should research the DRAMATIC impact this proposal
will have on I.S. companies and on the I..S. economy before DECIDING WHElHER TO
ENACT such a radical overhaul of the patent svstem, We therefore ask you to please join us in
opposing the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Reauthoriialion Act of 2003, as currently
proposed.
Thank you for your lime and consideration.

Dan Boehnen
(urrent President, Association of Patent Lass Firms

Bruce I. Bernstein
Past President, Association of Patent Law Firms
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Honorable Howard Cob]e
Ch~arman
Subcommite e on Courts, IntelJectual Property, and the Inter
Committee on the Judiciay
B-351A RHOB
n DC 20515
Wash
Dear Mr. Chairman
The National Association of Manufacrae (NAM) is the nation's largest and oldest
multi-industry trade association. The NAM reresents 14,000 member companies (inchding
more thas 10,000 small and mid-sized manufactuers) and 350 member associations serving
mamfactures and employees in every industrial sector and all 50 stas. Headquartered in
Washington, D.C, the NAM has 10 additional offices across the country. The NAM wishes to
submit the following statement for the record of the Subcommittee's heaing today on '"The U S.
Patent andTrademark Office: Fee Schedule Adjustmern and Agency Reforr."
Overall, the NAM is encouraged by the new management initative from the PTO. I is
no less welcome by being overdue, after a disappointing decade that saw too little progms in
automation, iceasing and intolerable delays in patent application processing, ari increasing
questions about the PTO's ability to separate deserving from undeserving applications in its huge
workflow. Now, users of the patent system have more reason for optimism than any time in
years, PTO management is displaying more foresight, and sutff more eergy, than in recent
rtx mnry.
Without question, upgrading Lheprofessionalism of the career staff is necessary, and all
of the PTO initiatives dimeted to this end make eminent sense. Simple as it sounds, even
improving the basic English-laguage ability of examiners is important. The NAM also
applauds the overall use of pricing mechanism to induce need improvements. in the patent
system, and notes in pMicular that the PTO is proposing what we caled for in advance: price
breaks for electronic filing, The announcenent of agreements with five vendors of e-filing
services on 1un 11 was a very positive step.
We wish to address four topics today in detail: finding; continuing or delayed
applications; literaturt searching; and timing and emphasis for carrying out PTO initiatives.
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Funding: Divnlom Is StiEBad, and theAdminutratoa SMll Needs a Real Plan
enactment of the Administraticn's FY03
Regrettably, the PTO's new plan assurmes
budget propose]. That plan calls for a surcharge, only $45 million of which would be returned to
the PTO and $162 million of which would be siphoned off. We will notrepeat here the
volumious material detailing the baneful effects of the decade-long practice of siphoning some
of the PTO's revenues off to pay for other government programs Wrapping continuing fee
diversion into an otherwise largely promising management plan makes it no less objectionable.
Moreover, reliance on a surcharge opposed for good reason by the users of the system means that
the Administration has not produced a meaningful and generally acceptable plan for funding its
initiatives, which, on thewhole, are positive and. insome cases, long overdue. At the sametime,
the management plan should not suffer guilt by association with the discredited and destructive
policy which hasleft the Office increasingly undertuided and backlogged.
The NAM maintains the position it took with the Subcommittee three months ago: There
shoud be a unified, cost-based fee schedule with no hidden extras and no diversion, producing
adequate revenues to fund the necessary automation, staffing and management initiatives to poll
the PTO's performance up to where it can truly serve the economy and promote innovation.
Given that U.S fees are the lowest in the world, we believe that industry will be willing to pay
more if - and this is a big if- the money goes entirely for the stated purpose and not elsewhere,
and if those fees increases are reasonable and tied to costs for implementing the PlO Strategic
Plan. To be serious and credible, an overall plan to break out of the status quo must have a fee
schedule as just oidined. Is short: Industry will ay mor to set better servce.Jfbudeters and
ao:rsiiators lesve the money alone Essentially, this is what has happened at the Food and
Drug Adminustration, wuch proves that this deal is,indeed, attainable Industry s ready to
undertake its part,butbulgeters and appropriators must first show there are ready to do their part
by desisting from the repeated diversion of money that has proven to be destructive
Continuing or Delayed Examlnatias: Take a Cautious Approach
The PTO plan identifies delayed examination as an issue that requires attention At the
same time, more discussion is warranted. Delayed examinations may make senseas a financial
instument, functionally speaking; anoption th may or may not be exercised. Itis ironic that a
country as financially sophisticated asthe United States has never consciously adopted such a
provision before. However, the concept ofdelayed examination also imposes costs on members
of the public who cannot determine when, if ever, certain types of patents may issue. Such
delays casta shadow over future investmenL
ineffect, the huge backlog of unprocssed applications - today's issuances are coming
out 25-26 months after filing, and today's applications may not issue for up to four years- has
put all applicaus into a giant bin for Delayed Examination, Like it or Not." NAM members find
muchinvoluntary delay burdensome andwant to bereleased from it. Indeed, a specific delayed
examination provision is rather meaningless until the PTO works down its current backlog.
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Moreover, other courses of action can have the same effect of achieving delay. Unstated in the
PTO plan is thA the si gular contnuig and divLsoo application practice in the United Stale
asacorresponding practice to defered examination in oth:r countries.
has served in some scene
Adopting delayed application on top of this mix of practiccs is not the sa&e asstarting
with aclean slate.Under theold system, afixed term of 17 years, continuing application gave
patents
practice of Iong-delayed "submarine" patents. These
npetsive
rise to the hugely
their coa mow reaching about $2billion. Abuse of continuing
cxstinue toplague U.S. induAstry,
secret from
andprMMt isuance, that is, remaining
applications asa method to gamethe system
2
others while trying to incorporate new public disclosu-es - isstll possible. At the same time,
tsere can bevaid, Iegstina reliance on continuing applicaions.
The NAM believes the PTO ison the right course to ratchet up feesfor continuing
applications. It may take some experimentation to get the new schedule right, allowing
legitimate users to incorprte their latest thoughts yet forcing parties trying to game the sysuem
to pay aprohibitive price. Changes in PTO rules and practice mayalsobeinorder, in two
respects. Applicants could begiven anopportunity to make a showing ofddigemt prosecution.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has clarified the applicability ofthe
And now that the
)
aches doctrine, the PTO can be bolder aboutreje-ting long-delayed continuations. What makes
that should be avoided, those stemming
this decision somewta tricky is that therearetwo costs
from abuse ofooeainuisg practice; and those of up-front examiasion fees for inventions that
owners will later decide arenot worh it.
If formally deferred applications are added on top on contut'uing applications with pnce
disincentives and aretested out in practice, there might no longer be a song rationale for
retention of continuing applications. That, however, is aquestion thatcould only bereached at
some future time.
Searching by Private Ce trctars: T'he PTO Shold Coaduct a Surresaifl Plt Project
Befev Makia Any Brvad Chaages
It appeArs that the most controversial aspect of thePTO's plan is for literature searching
to bedone by private contctors (and paid for by applicants) rather than by career staff atthe
PTO. The NAM is willing to consider the proposal but cautions thatassuming a sudden change
for budgetary or management purposes is both unrealistic and risky.
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In the proposal's favor, many observers can all cite dubious patents where noito*ry did
the examiner nowfind relevant prior st, bt the applicant - to all intents and appearances should have done so as wed. There is an undeniable quality problem and a corresponding strong
need for btter siarching. At first blush, it does not seem logical - or perhaps even practical for the entire burden to fallon the PTO staffalone
On one hand, how to induce a better effort by applicants has perplexed many observers.
Rule 56 calls for individuals associated %,ithtic filing and prosecuion of applications to disclose
all information kpgont_=m to be material to patentability. Essentally, it is an anticoncealnt provision, similar in spirit to the best mode requirement. At the same time, there is
no current duty or obligation for any applicant to search for any prior art that they do not already
know about. Under existing rules of practice, this rule has created a highly risk-averse
environment. How to find a way out of this situation is a valid inquiry. If applicants ae
required to perform extesive pre-filing searches and to characterize the prior art found in those
searches, then new levels of complexity wiU be added to all patent procurement and enforcement
proceedings. To keep this proposal from causing yet more expense and inefficiency in patent
litigation, such a requirement should be coupled with an amendment to the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure duclylimiting the circustances in which inequitable conduct can be alleged
On the other hand, PTO staff are ovcrstiched and will be for soni time. It is fair, perhaps even urgent, to ask how patent examiners can better a' their Lme, The recent
revamping of examining practice in Class 705 (commonly known as business methods), while
not designed for this purpose, proved that adding extra examiners and extra attention at the
review level, can have a marked effect in reducing the approval rate, especially in a conlentious
subject area Is there some way, then, that examiners can be moved in aggregate to higher-valoe
activities?
On the negative side to the proposal for Private Contractor Searching, the PTO staff is
unique in its unquestioned neutrality and objectivity. When patents of dubious validity have
been granted, questions have gone to the amount of tine the examiner was able to spend in
searching and examination, what sources were consulted, how vell bibliographic database
retrieval was working and not whether the employee was honestly trying to do his best. How to
replicate that level of neutrality and objectivity on the outside is a question that must be
addressed.
In keeping with the welcome overall policy of inducing needed change through pricing,
any movement in the searching area should be voluntary An applicant should beable to choose

to do the searching himself, or pay another competent private party to do it, or can pay a higher
traditional fee to the PTO for it to do the usual expected search for prior art
The smaller the company - and the NAM has 10,000 small business members - the

likelier is the search to be done by outside counsel or a specialty firm. The PTO could form a
trial internal unit dedicated to searching with specialized concentrations in particular

or
technologies or could spin off a new unit to perform searches, either a government corporation
a private corporation, composed of employees inclined to take an appropriate offer to move.
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Whatever the sceario, it is of paramount importance that known best practices from both
the private and public sector are followed in any searching effort' It would seem
lncoe vcrtible tha literature warcher whoever and wherever they are, should work from the

sane foundational knowledge and, as proMfession,
should engage in cotinu u improvement.
Moreover, the NAM assutmes, there would have to be some meaningful audit or review of any

efftr to separate search sed examination flnctio
desired goals.

to be sure that such a system achieves its

The NAM wants to see more public discussion on the pros and cons of the search and
examinadoae fintions being unified, as today, or split, as proposed. The Eur ean Patent Office
(EPO) has had different pepl doing searching and examination, but has recently decided to
have the search and examinmon done by the same persm under their program called BEST
(Bringing Search and Examination Together), Before any changes in US practice, the NAM
thinks it is important to understand more about the EPO experience and in particular to
understand why it has changed dirtdon Splitting searching and examination makes no sense
unless there is a true net advantage for the patent system as a whole. The NAM is willing to
consider this possibility, bt the overall value proposition certainly has not yet been established,
To move fast toward outside searching represents an attempt to shift costs out of the PTO
budget as a maneuver to deal with chronic u
hseTfusding,
The right solution to the problem of
underfssing, as the NAM has said before, is a revamped and increased fee schedule, wherein all
fees are retained by the PTO. The right reason to consider outside searching is to generate
movement toward mutual recognition of patent-search results. Today, the only candidate for
mutual recognition that woud draw no qualmrs is the FPO; Japan, with its history of patent
"flooding" - albeit that this is a dubious practice of applicants - would give some people pause
despite the high experience leveI of its staff. The seniority, language expertise and neutrality of
EPO staff are unquestioned, and there is no known comparable dubious practice to be concerned
about.
The real gM should not be immediate budgetary advantage to the PTO, but to establish a
baseline of globally accepted patent searching standards to which any legitimate party potentially
could adhere. Whether such standards would eve rise to the level of the International Standards
Organization's (ISO's) 9000 series standard for quality management, or would need to, are
interesting questions that perhaps lies beyond the scope of today's hearing. Some level of
agreement on pmtices and protocols wdl have to underlie mutual recognition by providing the
trust in the procedures of others that it implies.
The NAM agrees tia 'here is a worldwide workload crisis in patents The principal
source is the stagg
r amount of rework - and remember that rework is wrong in principle
under quality management - occasioned by the nineteenth-century country-by-country system in
place under the Paris Convention. This "m
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lobal e.ono~my of t~he2l century.Some stepstaken already have alleviated the crunch, most
notably the creation of the EPO. And many countries in Africa, for example, lackin the
resources to search, will accept an EPO seah. Mutual recognition with ELrope is a welcome
first step towards the uthimate goal of"doing it right tie firsi time," a cardinal principle of quality
management, leadiag to enforceable eightswherevr needed troughout the world
He; , then, are the elements of an initial approach in this area:
* Do a pilot project to establish proof of concept Pick a chosen subject area or areas.
" Make participation entirely voluntary under the fee schedules, with traditional service
remaining available.
* Starsdocumenting best practices andestablish a new professional nucleus to take
ownership of continuous improvements.
* Explore different models.
" Audit results andtrack patents searched in not-tradidonal ways. How do they compare
with conventional treatment in the new quality m asurements that the PTO is
formulating
Emphahla and Timing
Notwithstanding the major questions that the NAM hasraised, and that other parties will
raise as Aell, the NAM wants - and the PTO needs- as much progress aspossible. In this
regard, the NAM offers two major suggestions.
first, look at authorization as a two-step proce..s The NAM completely agrees with the
assesset that a major authorization bill, far broader than that passedby the House last year, is
needed. We stand bythe outline we submitted to the Subcommittee three months agoand are
pleased that the PTO has incorporated some iTselements into its plan At the same time, it has
become clear that a major bill does not seemin the offing this year, The NAM notes that only in
recent days has the Senatepassedbill the House passedby voice vote last year.
We see no reason why the PrO catsr' be authorized to give a pnce break for electronic
fling right away. Who could beagainst that" In general. given the urgency of moving ahead
with electronic filing in any event, any legislative item directly related to that end should be
given immediate priority,
Second, consider the relative contexts for trademark and patent administration, The
former task is inherently less challenging and in better overall shape;the latter faces numerous
difficulties and is the principal subject of the management plan, The PTO hasassumed quck
adoption ofits full plan, Sisce that is neither likely nor, in the cascswe have discussed,
advisable, we recommend that the PTO put more energy and resources in the next six months to
one year in building on its relative sucess on the trademark side Advancing the electronicfiling schedule for trademarks would provide tangible benefits for industry. Unless there is some
technical obstacle that the NAM does not know of, there is no reason why this program cannot
beexpedited while the more controversial parts of the patent proposals are more fully vetted and
more agreement is established.
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Conclusons
Mr. Chairman, vm mvlude thai the best cowure for the PTO is asfollows:
" Move aheadwith the eclemnts of the management plan greeted byall as worthwhile,
especially upgrading thepofestona& capabilities of the staff.
a

Give more thought to the conoversal elements of the patent side.

success here and can
" Advance the targets for tra&mark automation. The PTO hassonce
delhvw mdeniable user benefits byachieving its targets even sooner.

"

Seek only a limited authorization this year under which, at a minimum, the PTO cannot
be authorized to give a price break for electronic filing right away.
Thank you for your consideration of our views.
Sincerely,

Daved Peyton
Director, Technology Policy

80-830 D-5
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I write on behalf of the Licensing Executives Society USA & Canada (LES) regarding the U.S.
Patent and Trademrk Offlo' recently proposed fee schedule. LES is opposed to the fee schedule
conceptually and with regard to specfic fee amounts. In sunmmy LES strogly beieve that the
fees proposed are country to the public purpose of the patent systm and hurtful to xinvstion and
nd LES offers to assist the PTO to
the economy. LES urges the PTO to re-think i im asue
undertake this recsideation.
The Licensing Executives Society (USA. & Canada), Inc. is a professional society comprised of
over 5,000 member who are involved in the transfer, use, development, manufacture and
marketing of intellectual property, including professionals in the field of law, academics, science
government and the private sector. LES is a member society of the Licensing Executives Society
International (LESI), which has a worldwide m raship of moTe than 10,000 members in 27
national societic, representing over 80 countries.
LES is aware that the PTO is seeking private comment regarding draft legislation to change the
structure and wotmts of the TC) fee schedule (copy attached). Surroaized, the scheduled being
aired would sirultan -ously signiflcantly raise patent application fees by effectively doubling the
fees for filing and examination of t simple application and radically increase the potential costs of
many prosecutions of patent applications by initiating fines for routine PTO activities that were
previously included in the application fee.
LS is also acutely aware that PTO fee generated income has been appeopiated to the General
Fund in large amounts ovea the past years. Indeed, the proposed fee schedule appears to be largely
driver by the PTFOs charter under the current budget to recover enough money to divert $160
million to the general fund. In Mdion, the nearly twenty percent surcharge on patent fe's for FY
2003 is exorbitant.
The combined effect of the newly proposed fee increases thelikely continued diversion of PTO fee
income affects a tax on creatvity. This diversion would add to the mere than S600 million in
ptent fees diverted since FY 1992.
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Technological creaivity has been and will continue to be the principal driver of economic growth in the
States. The patent system is an integral pact of value creation m technology by providing
United
providsg inmvntors with a consttutionally created period of exclusivity in
disclosure of new inventions,
vtichto commercialization their invmtions and providing the foundational oornponents for a
marketplace in technology (known as technology transfer or licensing) which contributes importantly to
liqui&ty of the economy.
the financial
F&emplay of a few of the negative impacts of the proposed fee strcture are:
I. Fees for basic patent applicabos and examination will go from $740 to between $1550 ard over
$25,000.
2. The very high fees for "patntably non-distinct claims" and addidnal inventions per application
will tenpt examiners to make very dee ncritaldecisions against applicants in order to raise fee
income for the PTO on issues which are often open to a great deal of debate. These fees are so
classes. They will inevitably
high (in one case $16,690) as to be punitive to inventors of all
number of appeals filed. These fees also attack longstanding practices of inventors
increase tde
designed to negotiate with the examiner the true and fair scope of the invention and the
appropriate claims to cover it.
3. Many of the new fees appear to be unrelated in any meaningful way to the cost incirred by the
associated with an examinct's
?TO in dealing the item. Forexample, there is effectively no cost
dealing with a continuation application. Indeed, the subsequent applications are often less
application However, the
first
the
in
located
was
art
prior
the
because
handle
to
expensive
proposed fe schedule would charge between $1000 and mere that $8000 for earner filed
applications over two. Also, there islittle expense to the FTO for handling applications with
patentably non-dsstinct claims, aesain because most of work will have largely been done an the
earlier application. Regardless, the fee schedule sets amounts of over $10,000 for filing suchan
application. Tmese numbers suggest fines rather than fees.
Therefore, the LES Board of Trustees proposes the following:
1.The FM witlhtraw its cTently circulated proposal.
cost of performing its services
2. The PTO develop a fee schedule based upon the actual
3. The PTO establish a policy of non-punitive fees.
use all of the fee income generated by it
4. Legislation be enacted preserving to the PTO's
LES stands ready to assist the PTO and Congress in these important endeavors.
Thank you.
Sinmely,

James E Mslackowskt
Presidert
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY
" IPO congratulates the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) on putting forward a

"

"

"

"

creative, bold, and comprehensive strategic plan for improving its operations, and
heartily endorses many of the proposals. IPO finds, however, that it must oppose
the Administration's draft fee bill and some key elements in the plan.
The draft fee bill raises patent and trademark fees partly for the purpose of diverting $162 million to unrelated government programs in 2003. The Administration is favoring a deplorable tax on innovation that will harm the PTO and our
members at a time when the Administration should be concerned about renewed
economic growth that innovation can help foster.
Deferred examination of patent applications, which is required by the fee bill, will
add to and institutionalize uncertainty over patent claims. Deferred examination
diminishes the "public notice" function of claims, interferes with commercialization of new products, and makes litigation more likely. The perceived benefits of
deferred examination to the PTO in our view are illusory.
The "Four Tracks" examination system would permit or require patent applicants
to pay private contractors directly for official searches andhave the PTO base its
examination primarily on the results of such searches. The cost to applicants likely would be greater than for searches performed by the PTO or its own contractors, and applicants might be accused of manipulating the system.
The size of the 50 percent-plus fee increase is not linked to the cost of operating
the PTO or to the improvements proposed in the strategic plan. Moreover, the levels of fees such as excess claim fees are not in proportion to the cost of extra work
required to examine the application. Excess claim fees now in the bill rise exponentially with the number of claims. IPO members report that some applications
would cost more than $100,000 per application.
INTRODUCTION

IPO is an association of U.S.-based owners of patents, trademarks, copyrights, and
trade secrets. Our members include about 100 American corporations that are
among the largest patent filers in the United States and worldwide from all major
industries. Our members file about 30 percent of the patent applications that are
filed in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) by U.S. nationals, and pay
about $200 million a year in fees to support PTO operations.
IPO congratulates the PTO on putting forth a creative, bold, and comprehensive
plan that seeks to tackle seemingly intractable problems of the PTO relating to patent examination quality, speed, and cost effectiveness. We heartily endorse many
proposals in the plan, and we support all of the broad objectives of the plan. In this
statement we identify proposals that IPO endorses, those that we believe need further study, and those that we oppose. We strongly oppose the Administration's legislation for increasing patent and trademark fees effective October 1, 2002, for reasons we explain.
First we review IPO's perspective on PTO reform. The stakeholders outside the
PTO who are most important are the users or customers of the PTO and the public
at large. Our members, as both patent owners and manufacturers, find themselves
placed firmly in both camps. When we are in the patent-obtaining camp we want
patents to be valid and enforceable and to issue promptly from a cost efficient process. When we are in the other camp we want those patents that issue to other parties to be valid and enforceable and to issue promptly.
From our perspective, there are three key elements or "filters" for the stakeholders in the patent process. It is helpful in analyzing the many ideas for patent
reform to pass them through the three filters to assess their desirability. The filters
are:
" Quality--Only valid and enforceable patents issued;
* Speed-Rights are clarified early; and
* Cost-effectiveness-Inefficiencies and duplication are excised and operational
excellence prevails.
I. WE SUPPORT MANY OF THE PROPOSALS

We support many of the proposals called for in the detailed 21st Century Strategic
Plan documents that were posted on the PTO web site on July 5, 2002, because we
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believe they will improve quality, speed, and cost-effectiveness. IPO has a strong interest in patent quality-our highest priority-and agrees that the PTO needs more
resources to do its job adequately, so we support a major funding increase for 2003.
More specifically:
1) IPO enthusiastically supports the 22.2 percent increase in funding proposed
in the President's budget, which would raise spending to $1.365 billion in
2003, a level that, for the first time in many years actually would be somewhat higher than projected fee income, if fees remain at their current levels.
The extra money is needed to ensure patent quality, speed up the examination process, and implement improvements proposed in the strategic plan.
Congress should draw on previously withheld fees to meet the PTO s needs.
2) We endorse in principle the proposed actions relating to improved hiring and
training of examiners as well as recertification and salary improvement for
examiners. These actions should improve quality, reduce time and provide a
more efficient process, even with additional costs in salaries and training,
since they would likely result in a retained, improved workforce.
3) We support various aspects of the plan that would better align US. patent
law and practice with the "best practices" of patent offices, including features
of patent laws outside the United States that represent "best pracoices." We
agree that these efforts should permit greater "work sharing' and mutual
recognition of certain aspects of patent examination work. Greater substantive patent harmonization, done on a best international practices basis,
should produce quality, speed and efficiency improvements for the PTO, as
well as make it easier for U.S. firms and inventors to obtain and enforce patents abroad.
4) We support in principle statutory changes to simplify patent procedures. The
Ff0 plan proposes, or example, to allow an assignee to make an application
for a patent, application and file the oath, and to allow assignees to file
broadening reissue applications.
5) As a general proposition, we support competitive outsourcing of selected PTO
technical functions such as pre-examination processing, reclassification, and
even the technical aspects of patent searching. However, that support is conditioned on the ability of a contractor to deliver on the quality, speed, and
cost effectiveness objectives.
6) In principle, we very strongly support accelerating the introduction of "e-government" into the PTO. We are not supporting e-government for its own
sake, but because-in the context of overall process reengineering and other
initiatives--the specific e-government initiatives will enhance the quality,
speed and cost-effectiveness of i'O operations. From a user perspective, it
is crucial that the private sector investment in IT be leveraged in any e-government initiative at the PTO, i.e., the PTO should not adopt expedients
that appear cost-effective from an internal perspective but substantially burden the user community with the need to acquire and implement "start from
scratch" IT systems to be able to take advantage of e-filing.
7) Post-grant review or oppositions for patents, if done effectively, may improve
patent quality. Since the PTO does not have the capability of locating some
prior art, the participation of opposers who have an interest in removing or
amending patents in an opposition process would be useful. Making such a
process an efficient, quick, and quality program would require that the decision makers be highly trained and that the process be tightly time and subject matter controlled so that litigation-type diversions and costs do not creep
into oppositions. Reexamination or other post-grant review is not "getting it
right the first time." Thus we believe post-grant review should be viewed as
separate from examination reform.
With our shared goals of enhancing quality, speed, and cost effectiveness of patent
and trademark processing, we believe a plan will emerge that we can fully support.
1i. WE SUPPORT SOME PROPOSALS SUBJECT TO MOI)IFICATION OR FURTI1ER srUDY

Level of Fees
We categorically oppose the current fee bill because it is designed to divert $162
million in fees to unrelated government programs (see later section of this statement) and it requires a system for deferred examination of patent applications (see
later section of this statement). If these obstacles are overcome we would support
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legislation to make reasonable increases in fees for the purpose of improving quality, speed, and cost effectiveness. This leads to a discussion of what fee levels are
reasonable.
The Administration's bill raises patent fees by 51 percent for a patent owner who
pays all basic fees and keeps the patent in force for its life. The increase is 59 percent for a patent owner who pays the basic application fees but does not pay any
maintenance fees to keep the patent in force. The increases for patent owners who
are subject to excess claim fees, related application surcharges, and other extra fees
in the bill can be dramatically greater than 51 or 59 percent.
These levels are arbitrary. The fees in the Administration's bill must be recalculated based on the latest and best estimates of how many patent applications will
be filed in 2003 and later years and what the 21st Century Strategic Plan will cost.
The fee levels proposed in the Administration's fee bill were calculated by working
backwards from the total PTO income projected in the President's original 2003
budget, which would have been $1.527 billion including fee surcharges. The rate of
increase in patent filings has been dropping, however, and the assumptions in the
President's budget are badly outdated.
The President's budget projected 2003 patent filings that are 20 percent higher
than the filings now projected for 2002-a totally unrealistic estimate. Funds needed to work off the backlogs and implement the strategic plan are likely to change
significantly with changes in the assumptions about filings. In any event, the fees
must be calculated based on what an acceptable five-year strategic plan will cost,
including funding for ongoing operations and improvements the plan proposes to
make in quality, speed, and cost effectiveness.
Fees for Extra Claims, Extra Pages, and Related Applications
We also oppose the bill because the fees are unnecessarily harsh that are intended
to modify the "behavior" of patent applicants by discouraging the filing of large or
unnecessary applications.
Fees in the bill for excess independent claims and excess total claims rise exponentially as more claims are added. We do not understand the basis for exponential
fee increases. Our members have reported that under the bill excess claim fees in
a significant number of cases would be more than $100,000 per application. The bill
should not arbitrarily prohibit claim writing practices that companies believe are
necessary to protect their technology. The bill must be amended so that excess claim
fees bear a rational relationship to the cost to the Office of examining excess claims.
We do not object to reasonable fees for extra sheets of specification and drawing
in excess of 50 or reasonable fees for filing an application that contains or is amended to contain a specific reference to an earlier-filed application, but these fees need
clarification. The fees for excess pages should reflect the cost of examining applications with excess pages. For example, appendices to applications such as sequence
listing that are not reviewed in detail should be treated differently from pages of
specification. Fees for referring to earlier filed applications should not apply to appl ications that have been subjected to restriction requirements. We recommend that
Congress establish the levels of these fees by statute, with annual cost of living increases, in the same manner that other fees are set by Congress.
We oppose any fee for claims that are not patentably distinct from claims in another application or patent. This fee would give the PTO an undesirable incentive
to make double patenting rejections in applications when not warranted and serves
no apparent purpose except to raise additional revenue.
For many years, incidentally, IPO as well as other organizations have supported
use of the unity of invention standard for determining the scope of the rights examined in a particular patent application. We believe that if that standard is utilized
and costs are properly determined and charged to applicants, the standard will pass
the quality, speedand cost effectiveness tests.
As indicated, our support for any of the above fees is subject to eliminating diversion of fees to unrelated government programs and linking the fees to PTO costs.
"FourTracks" Examination Process
We can support some features of the "four-tracks" patent examination process, but
others we find ill advised or in need of further study. We agree with the objectives
for the process except for "leveraging greater participation from the applicant community and public," which should be qualified. Processes that merely shift work outside of the PTO and into the hands of the applicant will not necessarily produce
work that is more efficient or of higher quality.
A patent owner's view of the process is from cradle to grave, i.e., from conception
of the inventions to expiration of the patent. The PTO is directly involved in only
a short segment of this time period, but the PTO's actions can affect the patent ap-
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plication and patent during almost the entire time period. For example, the PTO's
andling of searching and unity of invention affect pre-filing activity and its performance on examination and post-grant processes affect the patent for its life.
From the applicant's and public's point of view, the process should be considered
from conception to expiration.
We do not currently have enough information to either support or oppose the proposal for separating the functions of searching and examining. Separation of searching and examining introduces a potential inefficiency by requiring two individuals
instead of one to become familiar with the claims of the application and the reasoning behind potential rejections of claims. If two skilled professionals would separately and sequentially vet the application (skilled searcher and skilled examiner),
it must be determined whether there is likely to be an improvement in quality ("two
eyes are better than one") or a potential loss of quality (i.e., diminished finesse of
the patent examiner in understanding and applying prior art).
As we understand it, the European Patent Office may be abandoning its longstanding separation of search and examination. This gives us some pause in supporting moving to the former EPO approach without a better grasp of where the
"best practice" lies on the issue of separated search and examination. On the other
hand, we can see huge potential benefits in relying on searches performed by international and foreign patent offices (Tracks 2 and 3) from a cost standpoint. In addition, shared searching activity with other patent offices may enable a greater degree
of specialization of searchers in particular technologies, leading to higher quality
searching.
We need more information, however, before offering an opinion on Track 3. It appears that this track could lead to substantial deferred examination of the U.S. application, which the IPO strongly opposes. Track 3 requires that the applicant request expedited examination in the office of first filing, but there appears to be no
ongoing requirement that the applicant take all steps necessary to expedite the
prosecution of the application on an ongoing basis. Filing requests for expedited examination is easy to do; taking all steps necessary to expedite the prosecution is not.
Since Track 3 permits the applicant to delay examination of the counterpart U.S.
application until examination is completed by the other IP office, a long pendency
period in the other IP office would result in a long delay, or deferral, of examination
of that application in the PTO. The applicant, in Track 3 would usually be a nonU.S. applicant, so Track 3 could give foreign competitors of U.S. companies a distinct advantage.
We also need more information before offering an opinion on moving official
searching to private outside contractors (Track 1). As explained later in this statement, we oppose permitting or requiring patent applicants to purchase the official
searches that are to be used by the PTO directly from private contractors. We have
not studied the four-track examination system for trademarks, but we question
whether trademark applicants should buy their official searches directly from private companies either.
We recommend further study of a Track 1 that would have the TO contract with
private companies to perform searches, with the FfO, not the applicant, paying the
company for the searches. Such a system appears to have several benefits. Private
contractor searching for the PTO, together with appropriately crafted Tracks 2 to
4, could give the Office flexibility to rely on contractor searches, international or foreign patent offices searches, or examiner searches. It. would enahle management to
make marketplace judgments on which source the PTO should use for searches to
achieve quality, speed, and cost-effectiveness in particular circumstances. As explained in the discussion of deferred examination later in this statement, such a
four track system would not require deferred examination or charging separate filing and examination fees, and might not require legislation.

i1.

WE ABSOLrUTELY O'POSE SOME PROPSL)S\i.S

Fee Increase Legislation That Facilitates Withholding or DItcersion of Fees
Tie Ptesident's 2003 budget proposes to withhold or divert to unrelated government programs $162 billion in patent and trademark fees. We explained the reasons for our opposition to withholding or diversion of fees in our testimony before
the House Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual Property on April
11, 2002. We continue to strongly oppose withholding or diversion of fees.
By the end of 2003, according to current projections, nearly $1 billion dollars will
have been withheld or diverted. The practice of withholding or diverting fees has
been a major factor contributing to the large and growing backlog of applications
the PTO faces. A five-year strategic plan for improving the PTO cannot succeed
until the PTO can obtain a financing system that will let the PTO know how much
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money it can count on. The PTO should have access to all of its fees collected in
the current year and previous years.
The Administration's fee bill is calculated to produce the same amount of income
projected in the President's budget, which calls for withholding or diversion of another $162 million. We take this as confirmation by the Administration that it is
still urging Congress to withhold or divert $162 million.
By making more money available, the fee bill would make it easier for the Appropriations Committees to divert money. The Administration's policy is a deplorable
tax on innovation at a time when the Administration should be concerned about renewed economic growth that innovation can help foster. In the absence of some solution to the diversion problem, the Administration's fee bill is simply unacceptable.
IPO will oppose any fee increase bill designed to make it easier to withhold or divert
fees.
Deferred Examination
As we indicated in our letter on May 16, IPO believes deferred examination does
not pass the filter for speedy examination of patent applications, which is important
to the public. We have consistently opposed deferred examination as a general proposition even though it exists to limited degrees today. With deferred examination,
the public must contend with a growing, large inventory of unexamined patent applications, thus adding to the uncertainty of the overall system.
It is important to understand that deferred examination and separation of search
and examination are separate concepts. We do not oppose separation of search and
examination if such separation can pass the quality, speed, and cost effectiveness
filters.
A procedure similar to the Four Tracks examination process could be devised
under which a search would be performed by the PTO or an outside source, followed
promptly by a separate PTO examination. The applicant could be notified of the
search results immediately on completion of the search, if desired. Separate fees for
search and examination would be unnecessary. Implementation of such a separate
search and examination might not require legislation. The PTO could have flexibility to separate search and examination in some cases and not others, and flexibility to hold up examination to wait for search results from foreign patent offices,
within reason.
To go beyond separation of search and examination, however, and defer examination for the purpose of delay, would add to and institutionalize uncertainty over the
patentability of claims. Delay in examining patent claims is contrary to the "public
notice" function of claims cited with approval in court opinions. E.g., WarnerJenkinson Co. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 520 U.S. 17, 21 (1999). While procedures already exist that enable applicants to delay (cf., e.g., Symbol Technologies,
Inc. v. Lernelson Foundation, 277 Fed. 3d. 361 (Fed. Cir. 2002)), the availability of
such procedures is not a justification for encouraging or officially sanctioning more
delay.
Such delay can stand in the way of commercialization of new products and processes by other parties in an industry. Other parties can be even liable for a royalty
on the unexamined claims if notice is given and a patent later granted. The ultimate
result of uncertain patent claims is less competition in industry, fewer choices for
consumers, and a likelihood of litigation. Furthermore, deferred examination could
encourage more filings on marginal inventions and discourage applicants from making their own pre-filing searches.
The benefits of deferred examination for the PTO in coping with its workload in
our view are illusory. If 10 percent of patent applications drop out of the examination process before the examination fee is paid, as the strategic plan estimates, f'ke
PTO will receive about 10 percent less revenue. The 21st St-ategic Plan falls into
the trap of claiming as an achievement a 9-month pendency reduction that comes
merely from measuring pendency from the date when examination is requested instead of the date when the application is filed. (Plan overview, page 3.) The only
reason to defer examination is to accommodate applicants who wish to delay, but
that interest is outweighed by the interests of the public at large.
Deferred examination is implicit in the fee bill, since the bill establishes separate
fees for filing and examination. Indeed the bill as written authorizes the Director
to defer examination not only for 18 months as discussed in the strategic plan, but
permits the Director to sanction deferral for any period. We strongly oppose the Administration's fee bill because of deferred examination.
Applicants Buying Official Searches Directly From Private Contractors
Track 1 of the Four Tracks Examination Process envisions having a patent applicant pay for and submit a certified search report prepared by a private contractor,
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and have the PTO base its examination primarily on the results of the private contractor search. As indicated, we favor further study of the PTO outsourcing its
searching to private contractors, but we oppose permitting or requiring the applicant to procure the official search to be used by the PTO directly from a private
contractor.
Applicants under Track I would be expected to pay contractors for their searches
and, as we understand it, would receive only a small discount on the examination
fee paid to the PTO in return. Even the largest patent applicants would not have
sufficient purchasing power to obtain searches at a cost as low as the cost to the
PTO of performing a search itself or having a PTO contractor perform the search.
Moreover, we do not believe individual applicants should be permitted to participate in determining the quality of official searches. To permit the applicant to work
with a private company in determining the nature and scope of the search to be performed could create opportunities for manipulating the system that would diminish
the level of public confidence in patents and increase patent litigation.
Mandatory Information Disclosure Statements
The strategic plan calls for rule amendments to make it mandatory for patent applicants to explain the relevancy of prior art citations when more than 20 references
are cited, and to subject parties to a "duty of inquiry." Based on the information
available, we cannot support mandatory information disclosure statements. The law
already requires disclosure of references that are material to patentability and
makes a resulting patent unenforceable if failure to disclose would justify an inference of intent to mislead. We cannot see any way to avoid an increase in allegations
of fraud or inequitable conduct if applicants must include a discussion of the relevancy of the prior art that compares the prior art with a claim.
IPO supports the objectives and many of the proposed actions in the 21st Century
Strategic Plan. We appreciate the strong interest that Chairman Coble, Ranking
Member Berman, and other members of the Subcommittee have taken in improving
the PTO, and we look forward to continuing to work with the Subcommittee on PTO
issues.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. EBERSOIE

I am pleased to have the opportunity to present the views of the Coalition for Patent and Trademark Information Dissemination on "The U. S. Patent and Trademark
Office: Fee Schedule Adjustment and Agency Reform." Our statement will be limited
to "Agency Reform," detailed in PTO's "The 21st Century Strategic Plan" and its
proposed outsourcing of search and classification functions.
The Coalition for Patent and Trademark Information Dissemination is a group of
private sector companies that provide value-added services for patent and trademark information users. These companies have been investing in and building
search services for 50 years with the objective of continually improving the quality
and efficiency of patent and trademark searching. For patent search purposes, their
services cover both patent and nonpatent literature; and for trademark searches,
U.S. pending and registered marks, as well as state, common law, and foreign
marks.
The depth of these companies' experience is illustrated by a few key points in
their fifty-year history. For example, IFI Claims began building its patent databases
in 1955, while Derwent traces its first value-added patent service to 1948. In the
early 1970s, Dialog and Orbit first made value-added patent search services available online, and in the early 1980s, Lexis came out with the first patent full-text
search service. This was later followed by the introduction of patent information on
optical disks provided by MicroPatent. Most of the services now cover patents from
throughout the world, with emphasis on USPTO, EPO, and JPO. The scope of databases available is illustrated by Questel-Orbit, which provides 25 distinct patent
databases with access to 80 million patent references and 19 trademark databases.
And in some cases, such as for U.S. patents issued from 1971 to 1974, private sector
databases are the only complete electronic source.
Most of the firms, although started for the purpose of providing better quality and
efficiency for users doing patent and trademark searches, also began providing patent and trademark search services many years ago in response to private sector customer requests. This was because the technical strengths necessary to build and
continually enhance search tools lend themselves to providing searches for those
who want to outsource that service.
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THE 21ST CENTURY STRATEGIC PLAN

We support the plan. Congress criticized PTO for "not. being sufficiently innovative" and directed it to improve quality and reduce pendency. Now, Director Rogan
has proposed an innovative approach to improving quality and timeliness; and given
the inherent resistance to change among the legal profession, we would expect a
guarded response to this bold proposal. We are especially impressed by the Plan's
emphasis on "creating a quality-focused, highly-productive, responsive organization
supporting a market-driven intellectual property system for the 21st Century." Coalition members' long history of innovation and development in creating and providing quality-enhancing, productivity-increasing services for patent and trademark
users can, we believe, be effective in helping the U.S. patent and trademark office
in achieving these goals.
Indeed, we stand ready to respond when the time comes to assist PTO in such
major tasks as:
" Classifying patent documents.
" Supporting national application and Patent Cooperation Treaty search activities.
" Transitioning to a new global patent classification system.
" Classifying trademark goods/services and searching design codes.
We agree that greater examiner productivity can be achieved by reducing their
prior art burden; and as a result of relentless efforts over many years to increase
quality through better and better search services, and the expertise resulting therefrom, we stand ready to assist PTO in reaching this goal. We welcome and endorse
the need for PTO to create and establish improved quality assurance techniques
that will, inter alia, "ensure that patent searches provided by the private sector or
other patent offices are complete and of high quality." In this respect, we stand
ready also to share information with PTO on our quality control and quality assurance techniques developed over many years in order to accelerate the building of
this capability.
Outsourcing of searches is a feasible step for a number of reasons. First, for many
years, major decisions on patentability have been outsourced to private sector search
firms by applicants, especially for potentially important patents or trademarks.
Such applications are not filed unless and until a preliminary decision as to probable patentability or registrability is made based on the results of such a search.
Indeed, examiners will tell you that if the case matters, the applicant will have
searched more widely and in greater depth than would PTO.
Second, for many years EPO has conducted searches separately from examination
and these have been recognized broadly as the best in the world. Thus, the idea that
a quality search can be conducted only as part of the examination process ii erroneous.
Third, every time a patent is invalidated after issuance, such invalidation occurs
because of what was found in a private sector search that showed the previous
search by the patent office was not of adequate quality.
Although there is ample evidence that private sector searches, separate from examination, can be of equal or even higher quality, there are differences that should
be recognized as PTO moves ahead with planning for the many details involved in
assuring a high quality of searching. For example, there is no gainsaying the fact
that with a staff of 3500 examiners, PTO has the greatest single concentration of
technical expertise that exists anywhere in the world. And because of this large
number, individual examiners can develop expertise in very narrow subject areas.
Indeed, a seasoned examiner with five to ten or fifteen years of experience normally
develops his/her own special search files focusing only on his/her specialty area. It
has to be recognized that no private sector organization can muster a staff of specialists in 3500 separate narrow areas of technology. But, that is not a reason not
to outsource searches; it is merely one of the facts that has to be taken into account
when planning training, tools to be provided, certification requirements, monitoring,
quality assurance procedures, etc.
Further, as with any innovative step, no one can predict with absolute precision
its eventual detailed contours. Most fears that opponents have will not be realized,
but unforeseen problems will undoubtedly arise and there has to be a process for
continuous adjustment along the way. PTO should use a deliberate, phased, stepby-step approach to carefully implement change. Each step will have to be tested
and validated.
One advantage of outsourcing is that it would enable some degree of activitybased costing and help PTO move one step closer to full-cost accounting, so as to
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better respond to the criticisms raised by the appropriations committees. As to the
potential for cost savings, some evidence is available related to the significant number of patent and trademark applications that today have searches conducted before
filing. In the future, such searches could become the outsourced search with the results submitted directly to PTO, after filing, by the search firm. There are issues
to be resolved before implementing this on the patent side. However, discussions between Trademark Operatioas and private sector search firms indicate that the federal marks reported as a result of a trademark search could be stripped out of the
search report and forwarded to PTO for slightly less than the $50 difference in fees
for the Strategic Plan's Trademark Option 1. Thus, the benefits of the proposed Option 1 process can be realized with no increase in total costs, and possibly a slight
decrease.
Outsourcing of searching has one other potential cost advantage for PTO. Each
year for the past twenty years, private sector patent and trademark information
companies have invested millions of dollars in technology developments to constantly improve search services so as to provide increased quality and productivity
to patent and trademark searchers. In a competitive environment, such private sector investments will continue. However, with a reduced need for continual enhancement of internal search systems as a result of outsourcing sepirches, PTO development funding can be redirected from search systems to ensuring faster implementation of paperless processing as directed by the Congress.
Mr. Chairman, the patent and trademark information industry which we represent has been built on the raw material supplied by the PTO in the form of bulk
patent and trademark data. From this, the private sector builds value-added search
services and databases. The creation of a competitive marketplace for patent and
trademark information and search services was the result of Pro policies that stimulated creation of a variety of value-added services by the private sector. The Coalition was created to work with your Subcommittee and PTO management to continue
these policies, and to maintain a balance between PTO's free services to the public
and the for-fee value-added services our industry provides to the patent and trademark user communities. As such, we have been partners with PTO in maximizing
dissemination of patent information as envisioned by the writers of our Constitution. The main thrust of patent and trademark search systems development over the
years has been continually to increase the quality and the productivity of patent and
trademark searching. We are confident we can continue to be partners with PTO
in helping to deliver the high quality of search and classification services demanded
by The 21st Century StrategicPlan.
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The Honorable Howard Coble
2468 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-3306

Dear Congressman Coble:
This letter and the attached written discussion are sent to you regarding the USPTYs 21st
Century Strategic Plan.
This writing is specifically directed to PTO's desire to eliminate prior art searching as an
in-house responsibility. The attached includes a detailed sumnary of PTO's position ou this
subject expanded to include a description of the actual activity.
The AIPLA and IPO comments on the Plan are essentially silent on the subject of prior
art searching. They are concerned with fees and honestly do not grasp the inherent dynamics of
the activity. Another voice is required.
Many in the search community are convinced that there is much more at stake than
simple labor cost, as is argued by the Office. We believe thai the very integrity of the United
States patent system ik threatened. Please incorporated the attach argument in your deliberation
regarding the PTO's 21 st Century Strategic Plan.

Sincerely,
(Scna'is

computer
R. Lee Grantham
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF R. LEE GRANTHAM
INTRODUCTION

-

On July 5, 2002 the USPTO released "The 21st Century Strategic Plan. This document is posted on the PTO website. The Plan argues that the Office is tremendously overburdened and that the traditional procedures of filing and examining
patent applications is a partial source of the problem. Roughly 325 thousand utility
applications are filed annually. The expanding workload has caused the PTO to propose that it "transform itself into a quality-focused highly productive, responsive organization supporting a market-driven intellectual property system." The Plan
(h-nceforth Proposal) approximately 350 pages, proposes in detail a radical reorientation in the way the PTO conducts business.
The Proposal is organized around three principles: Agility, Capability, and Productivity. The scope is vast. Everything and anything that impacts the prosecution
of the application, it seems, has been reviewed. Upon reading the Proposal it is evident that the PTO feels that the biggest obstacles to he patent and the patent examination process is the volume of applications examined coupled with the time consuming task of locating applicable prior art. The necessity of both reducing costs
and improving quality are the drive behind the plan and the basis of "the patent
and trademark systems of the future." This brief essay can not address the comprehensive thrust of the proposal (it does include many changes with positive impacts) I ut focuses on a single element: the task of locating reliable prior art.
I fir,,t present a summary of key details of the Proposal followed by a discussion
on the activity of finding prior art.
THE PROPOSAL REGARDING PRIOR ART SEARCHING

The Proposal recognizes the role of prior art. Th,, Proposal states "Locating prior
art is one of the most important aspects of the patent examining process." (P09, p.1)
A simple count directed to the number of times a concept appears in the document
shows that patent searching is the one issue receiving significant across-the-board
consideration. Discussions of the issue appear at least twice under each of the three
principles. The PTO wants to completely absolve itself from the prior art search activity. According to the Proposal all searching will be done by outside entities. The
following is a review of the Proposal limited to the function of identifying prior art.
PROIUCTIViFY

In terms of productivity the PTO isolates two changes that it believes will positively impact the processing of applications.
A. Pendency 2-Four Tracks Patent Examination Process (P-O1)
An overall new examination framework is presented in this section of the document. Under this scenario a typical applicant has three options in submitting an
application to PTO for examination. The applicant decides if an examination is
wanted and is allowed 14-18 months in order to direct the Office to proceed if
wanted. Applications will not be examined unless the Office is directed to do so.
Every track requires that a search be submitted with the request for examination.
(P-07-01)
Track 1 (the basic track) requires that the applicant submit a Certified Search
Report in an International Style Search Report format provided by a Certified
Search Authority at the time a request for examination is made. The actual examination will be based essentially on the prior art provided by the certified searcher.
If the examiner deems it necessary a supplemental search will be performed.
Track 2 applies to cases filed as PCT's in which the United States serves as the
International Searching Authority. In this situation the PTO takes responsibility for
the search product but will not actually perform the task. PTO proposes using a
Certified Search Service as a contractor who will then perform the work. In such
cases the search product is given full faith and credit. It is anticipated that the PTO
examiner will accept the results and lacking a egregious error conduct an update
when needed.
Track 3 applies when the applicant applies first in a foreign country with which
the United States has a reciprocal agreement. The applicant request's that the country of first filing transfer the case to the USPTO at the stage of first action. At this
point the Office will determine patentabilty based on prior art identified by the
country of first filing. The search product is given full faith and credit by the PTO
Track 4 applies to micro-entities defined as having a maximum annual income of
70K. The Office will secure the prior art search thereby alleviating the applicant
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of that responsibility. The search will be conducted by an outside contractor. Again,
the contractor will be given full faith and credit for the search product.
The goal of the four track approach is to reduce the time and effort devoted to
searching. (P-01, p.3)
B. Shared Responsibility I (FR-1)
This section of the proposal is directed to the fee's associated with a separated
filing and request for examination sequence. The logic is that the time consuming
task of locating prior art will be shared by the applicant, either as a separate prosecution charge if outsourced or by the applicant securing a Certified Search y a
service provider licensed to do so. The Proposal highlights that the PTO incurs
lower cost by not engaging in the search activity, thereby leading to timely prosecution, resulting in reduced pendency. The PTO furthers argues that the quality of
issued patents will be improved. (p.9)
CAPABILITIES

Specific discussion related to quality is made in this section of the document. The
PTO proposes three changes, one internal and two external, which should result in
enhanced quality.
A. Quality 3-Expansion of Patent Application Work Product Reviews (P-17)
Currently (actually until just very recently) quality review is (was) centralized in
the Office of Patent Quality Review. The internal change would require a dispersion
of this function to the Technology Centers, the point of examination. The Proposal
details the internal mechanisms and structures expected to be employed. This includes an In-Process Review and a Second Pair of Eyes. Presumably, poor quality
searches and decisions based upon them would be flagged by the extra scrutiny.
B. Quality 6--Certification of Searching Authorities (P-07-01)
This section of the proposal assumes that the actual search function is reallocated
to the private sector. This section describes how that would look. The primary argument is that the private sector can devote more resources to the search fuaction and
therefore provide quality improvement. (p.1) Suggestions are made regarding necessary criteria for certification, and the appropriate steps regarding the act of
searching itself; all designed to satisfy quality issues. There is strong emphasis on
keyword searching using commercial databases. (p.3) Further, awareness by the
searcher of the U.S. Classification system is expected for those applications requiring this resource. (p.2)
The development of TEAM is mentioned but no further references to this concept
could be found elsewhere in the Proposal.
The Proposal points out that there are "substantial" cost saving benefits involved
by relinquishing the responsibility of maintaining the tools necessary for in-house
search capability. This includes the classification system and the automated electronic database search systems. (p.1) and (P09, p.4)
C. Legislative Rules 1-Mandatory Information Disclosure Statements (IDS) (P--09)
The proposals made in this very broad section will require legislative action. More
narrowly, the IDS requirement is tied to the prior art search function as it assumes
that the Four Track examination framework is adopted. The change will require
that the applicant provide all information relating to the claimed invention including anything used to draft the application or used in the inventive process. The PTO
expresses concern with the existence of non-patent information known to the applicant but not widely disseminated. This non-patent information is required on top
of the Certified prior art search.
AG I LITY

For purposes of prior art searching, agility is directed to enhanced cooperation between the USPTO and the Patent Offices of7partnered foreign countries. The discussions herein relate to Track 2 and Track 3 of the Four Track examination process.
A. Flexibility 2---Support for Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) Search Activity. (P28)
This simply states that the search function will be outsourced in situations
where the U.S. is the Designated Search Authority.
B. Work Sharing 1-Proposed Procedures to Implement Mutual Reliance of Search
Results Program. (P-36)
A chronological implementation sequence addressing enhanced cooperation with
foreign IP offices is presented It lays out some preliminary ground rules/expecta-
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tions for the creation of a "mutual reliance of search examination results program."
(p.1)
SUMMARIZING

The USPTO has engaged in much thinking justifying why it should not be involved with the task of identifying prior art. With searching abandoned or reallocated as an examination activity then the Exarr ing Corps. can focus on the core
examination activity, that is, "concentrating on patentability determinations." (P07-01, p.1) The PTO thinks that the activity of identifying prior art will be better
performed by the private sector as it is argued that quality will improve. There are
cost arguments made claiming that the Office will benefit by dispensing with a time
consuming and labor intensive activity and its inherent infrastructure.
A brief discussion follows regarding the prior art search activity.
THE ART OF SEARCHING

The Expert
Since the first Superintendent of Patents, the Office has emphasized the classification of inventions. Further, the very first- examiner was hired in 1836 precisely
so prior art could be applied to deny applications. The young man so hired had been
around the patet office for several years and was intimately familiar with the extensive prior art collection of that day. Patented prior art and now pre-grant publications accumulate weekly as patent office records. Historically, the examiner in the
role of public sector prior art searcher acquired recognition as an expert through direct repetitive hands-on contact with the prior art, literally. Senior examiners acquire a feel for patentability based on awareness of the historical aspect of specific
art. The expert is presented with an application and looks for art directed to a specific claim. Accumulated knowledge of the art, including that which is analogous,
facilitates that task. The expert lends creditability to the validity of issued patents
The Generalist
The private sector searcher is a different character with a different societal role.
The private sector searcher is mostly a generalist. The generalist learns the broad
organization (e.g. classification) of at least one wide technology group (e.g. mechanical, electrical, chemical). The generalist looks for broad teachings based on a limited disclosure. The search product is used to facilitate the writing of a patent applicatior or to advise against one. It is called a pre-examination search.' A contextual
feel for the notion "average skill in the art" is essential to recognizing germane prior
art. Generalists provide an IP function that for most applicants is not cost effective
to employ in-house. This is reflected by the fact that the generalist works for scores
of clients in dozens of different industries
Necessary Skills
It is obvious that within the three broad technology groups specific educational
backgrounds are needed. The more advanced the basic technology the greater the
need for specific education. There is,in general, progression from mechanical to
electrical to chemical in which a requisite degree of knowledge is required. This can
come from educational programs or be self learned. Interpreting existing prior art
when searching only requires fundamental understanding of the appropriate techvarying
nical concepts. The Proposal sort of acknowledges this by stating that "...
degrees of technical expertise are required for searching different technologies." (P07-01, p.2) and (P-28, p.1) The #1 required skill is not taught in a book but is a
personality trait that motivates one to be thorough in the scope of the research
project and further enables one to recognize quality prior art pertaining t,,the crux
of the innovation. The research skill, or ethic, goes hand-in-hand with t.lequality
of the search product. Analytical reasoning is the fundamental searchers trait as
prior art searching is inherently an ambiguous assignment.
Searching Tech niques
The Proposal provides a discussion directed to the necessary steps of the search
activity. (P-01, pp. 8, 11) They are:
1) Identifying a field of search that covers the disclosed invention.
Note: this assumes that the searcher will utilize the patent classification system,
and presumably will mine the classified collection to the fullest extent possible.
'The private sector searcher also engages in non-infringement and validity investigations
which are more time consuming, comprehensive and have objectives not mirrored by the PTO
search activity. These prior art searches do involve claim analysis.
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2) Selecting the proper tools to perform the search.
Note: this includes, firstly, the PTO EAST/WEST system which supports both a
complete classified search and keyword searching back to approximately 1971-although rumor has it that text searching back to 1920 is corning soon-and, secondly,
abstract documentation provided by various commercial databases including scientific and technical journals. Commercial patent databases also provide access to
patented documentation. Also, a manual search of the classified collection for prior
art that. can not be reliably keyword searched and for art older than 1971 is expected. The private sector searcher often consults the experts regarding U.S. classification.
3) Determining the appropriate search strategy for the search tools.
Note: This is restricted to the PTO system which has limited nationwide capability and the commercial databases if suitable. I remind the reader the PTO envisions the heavy use of keyword searching techniques. (P-07-O1, p.3)
The sequence is somewhat the same for both the expert and the generalist. Each
uses the same source material. The searching apparatus beginning with classification and expanding into EAST/WEST was designed for the in-house expert. This is
a mature functioning system that has served both the public (i.e. PTO) and private
sectors well.
Information Sources
Depending on the technology there are also different non-patent source materials
affected by access and availability. Historically prior art has consisted of the patent
office files including U.S. patents, some U.S. classified foreign patents, and limited
non-patent literature. Prior art in emerging technologies such as bio-tech and telecommunications is often disseminated in published technical literature before a patent application reaches the PTO. Regarding bio-tech, because it's so new, there is
limited patented prior art. Business methods have presented a similar dilemma. It
has become necessary rather recently to look outside the patent collection for prior
art. This essentially means various databases with vast abstracted information. Despite the development of new scientific and technical fields, the classified patent collection is still the primary and most comprehensive source of technical information
suitable to enable patentability determination. Some technical fields lend themselves to text searching particularly if the fields evolved during the recent past. Others, particularly the mechanical and electro-mechanical are not suitable at all (except as a final "cover your butt" check) since there is no common nomenclature. This
is compounded by the fact that mechanical innovations have a longer history in
comparison to electrical and chemical ones.
In calendar year 2001, 45% of all patents issued were in the mechanical arts, 30%
in the electrical, and 25% in the chemical.
Recent Developments
The depth of prior art knowledge is a different requirement for the expert in contrast to the generalist. Traditionally, examiners were acknowledged for their expertise. In recent years, unfortunately, PTO has found it necessary and/or expedient
to put more emphasis on processing applications quickly than on developing future
experts. The introduction of text searching in the early 90's provided a short cut for
performing a prior art search The IP community is aware of a decline in patent
quality. The private sector searcher regularly encounters established examiners who
can't identify classified search fields and are unaware of known classified old art.
Also, invalid patents, some very simple, have issued because the invalidating prior
art was invented earlier than 1971. Traditionally, the examiner was involved (in addition to searching) with reclassification thereby reinforcing the learned evolution
of the old art. As old school examiners retire they are leaving with accumulated historical knowledge that is not being replaced.
The US--TO is Internationally recognized for the quality of it's product. Patents
have been difficult to invalidate. The examiner knew the prior art and was able to
find additional references directed to claimed subject matter. History has demonstrated that quality-in the core function of making patentability determinations-is directly a result of the expertise derived through both classified searching
and involvement with reclassification efforts. By gradual erosion the PTO is losing
its expert edge.
Summarizing
For the most part the prior art activity for both sectors is done the same way
using the same resources and going through basically the same steps, although each
has a distinctly different objective. The expert looks for focused subject matter directed to claims that are fashioned aroundprior art found during a search by the
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generalist that emphasizes broader teachings. Both the expert and generalist use
and depend on the U.S. Classification collection for prior art. The core skills are essentially the same particularly analytical reasoning, investigative motivation and a
firm technical understanding.

CONCLUSION

The PTO's skill at locating p -,r art is diminishing. In response the Office wants
to eliminate the internal search function. Making patentability decisions is the core
function of examiners. The PTO supposes that the core function is possible when
the Office itself lacks accumulated knowledge of the prior art. This raises an interesting question. Is prior art the substance of patentability or is it procedural? The
Proposal further re fines the core function as including "competency in law, regulations and practice and procedures." (P-07A, p.1) Which is more critical to the quality of patents, applying references or awareness of the prior art? The knowledgeable
expert and the classification system have proven to be pillars for patent quality. The
in-house databases are unequaled for accessing available patent information. Due
to the possibility of huge unintended consequences the PTO must engage in more
deliberative thought and gain insight regarding probable outcomes. To do otherwise
is reckless. The American Intellectual Property system could actually be worse off
over the long term due to the loss of in-house expert capability.
The Proposal is loaded with assumptions regardin the secondary and tertiary impacts of the proposed Plan. (For instance, individual companies will know the prior
art better than the future experts, or commercial databases will provide the same
degree of access to the patent collection as does EAST/WEST or keyword style
searching can reliably replace manual efforts etc. . . .) Starting with the same decisions but making different assumptions the path to a very different outcome is foreseeable maybe even probable. There are analytical tools designed to facilitate strategic/public policy decisionmaking. Techniques such as decision trees, cross impact
analysis and trend projections are indispensable when attempting to engineer an
outcome and attach probability to alternative outcomes. The PTO hopes that an improved patent system emerges. It is unclear how the PTO would recognize a low
quality prior art search if it lacks knowledge of the accumulated history of the art.
All of this is the subject for a much longer and in-depth analysis.
Further, there are numerous options regarding prior art searching that are not
anywhere in the Proposal. It is hard to reconcile the act of divesting expertise while
at the same time developing better quality. There are ways to keeps expertise inhouse but still reduce the budgetary expense. This too is the subject matter for another paper.
Two of the biggest questions that I expect to be addressed are, 1) is maintaining
and housing the knowledge base for IP a necessary government responsibility, and
2) is reassigning the prior art function entirely to the private sector instrumental
to the public good?
Further, questions raised by the prior art activity, in terms of the Plan, impact
other issues addressed in the Proposal, including post-grant review of issued patents
and transitioning to an improved International Patent Classification scheme. The
author hasn't seen the sections on Global Development.
The PTO will adapt to the demands of the information age, massive change is unquestionably needed to correct system flaws. But that which was relevant in 1789
is true today. The Constitution stipulates that Congress has the p6wer "to promote
" Does jettisoning the 170 year history
the progress of science and useful arts ..
of in-house prior art skill detract from or promote the progress of the useful arts?

PREPARE)

STATEMENT OF TIE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PATENT PRACTITIONERS

The National Association of Patent Practitioners (NAPP) is an association of over
350 members dedicated to supporting patent practitioners and those working in the
field of patent law in matters relating to patent law, its practice, and technological
advance. In support of its mission, the NAPP focuses on promoting good patent prosecution practices which will result in the issuance of clear and valid patents. While
its membership includes patent attorneys, the majority of its members are patent
agents in corporate or private practice. Many of its members represent individual
inventors, universities, start-up businesses and small companies who would be se2

The description fits in an ideal situation. Many applicants realize that filing without a preexamination search enhances the chances of favorable patentability decisions and proceed without them.
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verely damaged by the USPTO's 21st Century Strategic Plan, if implemented in its
resent form. However, the NAPP and the USPTO share many common goals. We
both intend to secure for our inventors the best patent protection they deserve while
protecting the public from abuses of the patent system and thereby removing obstacles to innovation.
The NAPP applauds the USPTO's foresight in many of its suggestions as set forth
in its 21st Century Strategic Plan. These suggestions reflect that the USPTO realizes that changes are needed in order to improve the US Patent system.
The NAPP supports the proposal that funding should be increased for the USPTO
operations.
The NAPP supports the concept that in order to have quality patent examination,
the examiners should receive better pay and improved training, provided their accountability is raised commensurately. In particular, the NAPP supports the proposal that examiners be recertified.
The NAPP supports the continued efforts by patent offices worldwide to share
their best practices and to learn from each other. Resisting a good practice because
of a "not invented here" mentality is not acceptable to the patent community.
The NAPP supports efforts by the USPTO to simplify and reduce costs and fees
for obtaining and maintaining patents.
The NAPP supports continued use of private contractors so long as they are held
to be accountable.
The NAPP supports electronic filing, prosecution and record-keeping, provided
that they reduce the overall cost to patent applicants. However, merely shifting expenses relating to other government programs from the public to the inventor sector
to raise the overall cost to the applicant is completely inappropriate.
The NAPP supports introduction of post-grant review procedures so long as they
are correctly implemented and properly controlled. The NAPP is concerned that
large companies may use these post-grant review procedures to squelch patents of
emerging entrepreneurs who rely upon these patents to seek and to obtain venture
capital.
In view of the NAPP's agreement with many of the goals of the 21st Century Strategic Plan by the USPTO, we offer the following comments with respect to improving the USPTO's Strategic Plan.
Fee Diversion
The NAPP adamantly opposes the fee increases proposed by the USVTO's 21st
Century Strategic Plan and adamantly opposes the continued diversion of fees from
the Patent and Trademark Office to other federal prog-rams. The United States patent system is the cornerstone of our nations ability to remain on the leading technological edge of world commerce. The US patent system provides entrepreneurs, universities, companies and their investors the certainty and security absolutely needed
to promote investment in new and emerging technologies. The tax on innovation
caused by fee diversion only diminishes our long-term economic health. If the US
government absolutely feels compelled to divert funds from the USPTO, at the very
least these funds should be used to support government programs relating to the
patent, system, such as the courts that are focused on handling these exceedingly
complex patent litigations.
Deferred Exam ina tion
The USPTO's proposal for deferred examination has a number of disadvantages,
so the NAPP believes further study is needed before this plan is implemented. For
example, separate examination will result in a number of applications being
dropped in particular, the applications filed by individual applicants.
Many of the recent procedural changes by the USPTO, such as doubling the
amount of work involved in filing an amendment, have resulted in shifting the burden of patent prosecution to the private practitioner. These costs are being absorbed
by the applicants rather than being passed on to the public. In turn, the number
of individual applicants has already been reduced because they are not able to afford the costs associated with having an application prepared professionally. The reduction in the number of applications is shown in the USPTO's report., which documents that the number of applications filed for 2002 is flat rather than reflecting
the increase expected by the USPTO. Those3 who can afford professionally drafted
applications will not abandon them simply because of the imposition of an examination fee. Rather, they will simply file fewer applications and develop fewer and
fewer new technologies to the detriment of American society. Foreign countries with
deferred examination have already culled out such innovations. In contrast, US companies have had the advantage that they sometimes held patents to inventions that
were not highly marketable at the time the applications were filed, but because of
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unanticipated market changes, later became highly successful and valuable. In such
cases, the patentees benefited from owning the patents, and the public benefited
from the disclosure of the technology. Thus, the patenting of unforeseen market successes leads to an overall benefit to society and adds to the storehouse of knowledge
in the scientific community.
The present ability to file provisional patent applications already provides applicants with a one-year time frame in which to assess the prospective marketability
of their inventions. During this one-year period, the applicant s costs are relatively
low, and he is afforded time in which to decide whether or not to file a regular patent application. Therefore, the Abenefit@ e-pressed by the USPTO of deferring examination to conduct a market assessment is really no benefit at all. Moreover, the
US maintenance fee system also serves as an existing means to cull out non-commercial inventions. Deferred examination is not necessary to achieve this.
We also note that Japan recently and significantly dropped its time to defer applications down to 3 years. The USPTO is coming late to this party. We find it odd
that the USPTO is seeking to copy foreign procedures being abandoned or softened
by foreign countries. The delay caused by deferred examination is undesirable. Examination should be deferred no more than 14 months and an immediate request
for examination should be likewise met with an immediate examination. Moreover,
endency should be measured from the time of filing, not the time of the request
or examination as a constant reminder to the USPTO that it is delaying the
issuance of valid patents.
The Proposals to Increase Fees
As stated above, the NAPP is adamantly opposed to the USPTO's proposals to increase fees and to create new fees that are completely out of proportion to the costs
of the work involved to process these applications.
We agree that if the USPTO needs more money in order to provide a system that
grants valid patents in a reasonably timely manner, it should have access to that
money. However, our primary position is that the USPTO should be able to retain
and use more of its revenue instead of that money being diver:ed to unrelated programs. If it is absolutely determined that the fees should be increased to provide
quality examination and to strengthen the validity of issued patents, we agree, in
principle, to a fee increase. We also support the USPTO's efforts at cost cutting and
simplifying patent procedures, on both the public and private side, to reduce overall
costs to applicants. However, some of the proposed fee increases are outrageous and
unrealistic.
The NAPP agrees with the proposal to increase the excess claim fees relative to
the number of claims involved based on the presumption that there is more work
involved in examining very large numbers of claims. However, we do not believe
that the surcharge should be on an escalating scale and, in any event, the proposed
behavior modifying surcharge levels should not be imposed after the 3rd indep endent claim oi after the 20th claim. Rather, we favor setting the threshold at a
level that is more closely aligned with the amount of additional work required for
examination of the claims. For instance, we believe that the newly proposed
A punitive@ claims surcharges should begin after the 5th independent claim and
after the 40th overall claim. We base our proposal on the fact that recent court decisions place a higher duty on the applicant to adequately claim his invention in order
to achieve complete patent protection. Our experience as practitioners has shown
that this kind of rigorous claiming frequently demands presenting up to 5 independent clainis and up to a total of 40 claims. Since the vast majority of applications
now on file fall within these ranges, the NAPP believes that continuing to allow applicants to present this number of claims should not be dissuaded by the claim surcharge structure. In addition, the NAPP suggests that the fee should be based on
the claims as examined, not as filed. When claims are cancelled because of an examiner's restriction requirement or requirement for election of species, the applicant
should automatically receive a refund of any excess claims fees. The NAPP agrees
that excess pages in an application may require more work by the examiner in the
examination process, and thus, these applications should be subject to surcharges.
However, we believe that the threshold of 50 pages of specification and drawings
as constituting excess pages is too low. Rather, we propose that the excess page fee
begin after the 80th page. In addition, we propose that a different fee should be
charged for applications containing computer codes and DNA sequences. The NAPP
recognizes that it costs more to examine a complex case than a simple case.
The Related Application Surcharge proposed by the USPTO for claiming priority
from prior US applications is too high and not related to extra effort required by
the USPTO. Continuation practice is a great help to the USPTO in several ways.
For instance, continuing applications typically have a shorter pendency. Also, the
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continuing application is generally less time consuming than an original application
because the Examiner has already read the disclosure, been engaged in the same
or sirailar issues and-has already searched the same or similar invention. In as
much as continuations are easier to act on and take less time, no surcharge of any
kind should be assigned to claiming the benefit of priority. If accepted, this excess
priority fee must not be applied where the priority is claimed from a divisional application caused by an examiner's restriction requirement or requirement fir election of species.
We agree with the Intellectual Property Owners Association, who in its Statement
submitted to this Committee at its hearing on July 18, 2002, opposed any Related
Application Surcharge fee for claims that the USPTO deems not patentably distinct
from one or more claims in another application. Moreover, the proposed $10,680 fee
entices the patent examiner to issue an unwarranted double patenting rejection.
The fee bears absolutely no relationship to the costs of processing applications with
patentably indistinct claims. Under the current practice, most practitioners receive
a double patenting rejection and, unless the rejection is outrageous, they typically
file a terminal disclaimer with a $120 government fee to overcome the rejection. In
contrast, applicants will be forced to argue and appeal these obviousness-type double patenting rejections. This will result in overburdening the Examiners, the
USPTO Board of Appeals and ultimately tLe courts. Also, in view of electronic filing
it is easy to compare up to five applications by merely using the comparative command available in most software applications. Moreover, if a fee is imposed, it
should be made clear that the fee only applies to claims that are not patentably distinct from claims in another application owned by the same applicant. It is also critical that this fee not apply where the applications are divisionals of one another necessitated by a restriction requirement or requirement for election of species made
by the Examiner. Furthermore, the applicant should have the opportunity to amend
the claims and to argue over the obviousness-type double patenting rejection before
being required to pay the fee. We recommend (1) that the fee should be due only
with the issue fee payment and (2) that there be an option to request a refund. Indeed, there should be the option to pay the fee, have the patent issue and afterwards appeal to request a refund. The NAPP welcomes the opportunity to avoid the
filing an inordinate number of patentably indistinct cases, but only provided that
the vast majority of applicants are not penalized. Thus, the NAPP is willing to support a reasonable increase in the terminal disclaimer fee to $240, coupled with
charging a more reasonable fee for patentably indistinct claims only when the examiner asserts that the claim!, of the application under examination are patentably indistinct relative to 6 (six) other applications/patents.
Certified Searches
The NAPP believes the proposed four track examination system has potential for
improving patent examination but recommends that the USPTO must proceed cautiously. The Examiners already benefit from applicants who submit the results from
foreign searches. Also the USPTO already has a streamlined issuance procedure for
applications examined by the USPTO under the Patent Cooperation Treaty for
which all rejections were overcome during the international stage. However, if use
of foreign search reports can be improved we support that to the extent that differences in patent laws are taken into account and the Examiner is given time to
do his or her own supplemental search. However, we are skeptical of any proposal
to have private parties hired by applicants provide searches to be relied upon by
the Examiner and believe such proposals should be studied further. We believe that
searches can be contracted out but that the), should be contracted out and paid for
by the USPTO. Requiring the applicant to request a search from a private contractor is another hidden tax on innovation. The typical applicant already performs
a patentability search before preparing the application. The USPTO, now in addition to the application fee and the examination fee is requiring the applicant, to pay
a hidden search fee.
Mandatory Information Disclosure Statements
The NAPP opposes any changes to patent, practice requiring mandatory information disclosure statements. This is another attempt to have applicants do the job of
the USPTO. No matter what an applicant says in describing a reference, opposing
counsel in litigation will assert that the applicant did not meet the duty of disclosure. This will burden the courts with unnecessary litigation and drive up already
skyrocketing litigation expenses. Indeed, this requirement will merely shift expenses
from the USPTO to the already overburdened courts.
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Conclusion
The NAPP favors the USPTO's goal to improve the patent system and is not opposed to new ap roaches that clearly benefit the applicant whom the USPTO is obligated to serve. However, we urge this Subcommittee to proceed with caution and
e aware that some aspects for improvement proposed by the USPTO will have a
negative impact on the innovative community and our economy as a whole. We appreciate the strong interest this Subcommittee is taking in improving the patent
system at a critical time when the US is striving to maintain leadership in our globa economy and we look forward to working with the Subcommittee and the USPTO
to achieve these important common goals.
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July 17, 2002
Rep. F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr.
2332 Rayburn Office Bui;ding
Washington, D.C. 20515

WARF
POUx 136S
Nadiso.
W 53707-7365

PH1:
108-263-2500
Fk 601-263-1064
F 60..f

Dear Rep. Sensenbrenner:
I OPPOSE the United States Patent and Trademark Office Reauthorization Act, Fiscal Year
2003, currently before the COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, Courts, the Internet, and
Intellectual Property Sub-Committee.
This legislation does not appear to have any beneficial purpose. itis more likely that, if enacted,
it will have a profound negative effect on the economy of Wisconsin and on intellectual property
development and disclosure The proposed fee schedule, in particular, is an arbitrary tax on
patent applicants. The dramatically increased fees have no rational basis to the services that
patent applicants can expect to receive in return Additiona reasons include:
(a) the fees are set to recover the arbitrary amount of revenue targeted in the President's
Budget, $1 527 billion, so that $162 million can be diverted to non-PTO programs;
and
(b) due to the extra fee revenue to be collected "ordiversion, the combined filing, search,
examination, and issue fees will be at least twice the fees required today through
Issue, and this does not take into account the exponential increases for excess claims
and maintenance fees.
The US patent system was created to foster creativty and innovation. This purpose is defeated
by taxing companies and individuals, in the form of vast y increased patent application fees, and
diverting that money to other organizations. This legislation wili very h-keiy stifle the Incentives to
inventors that are central to the patent system which has successfully served this country for
over two centuries. As a result, economic and inventive development will be harmed in
Wisconsin and in the United States
As you know, WARF is a non-profit foundation that exists to support research at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison. This proposed fee increase will reduce the funds that WARF provides to
the university and especialy during difficult budget periods, such as now, these WARF funds
are extremely important.
I strongly urge that you oppose the United States Patent and Trademark Office Reauthorization
Act, Fiscal Year 2003, in its entirety.
R

pectfulty submitted
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Managing Director
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Chainran
House Judiciary Subcommittee
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Dear Chairman Coble:
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The U.S. Patent and Tradernark Office Fee
Schedule Adiustmnt and Agency Reform Hearing

We are writing to you today to express the concerns of the membership of
the Intellectual Property Section of the District of Columbia Bar regarding the
upcoming U.S. PTO's proposed Strategic Plan and Fee Legtilation. Currency,
our section includes over 2,300 members; both private practitioners, corporate
counseL, government attorneys and acaemia.
The Strategic Plan appears to be an entirely internal creation of the PTO,
formulated without (or with only minimal) input from the EPbar. Its measured
'release' hasbeen undertaken only for the last month or so, with limited
scope
presemtatiorJ made to the Boards of ENTA, AIPLA, IPO and certain
other select
groups. It is being presented as being on a 'fast track' and as a 'done deal and
without explicit disclosure of many aspect of the plan which will, if
implemrented, have a significant effect on the many and varied "customers" of the
PTO,both domestic and foreign. The DC Bar IP Section was not included among
those privy to the measured release of the Plan and as yet has not had an
opportunity to fully consider the Plan's far reaching proposals or the complex
revisions and increases of Palent Fees.

D
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Re:

EC,..,.
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Specifically, the DC Bar IP Section comments here only as to the proposal
to eliminate the historic restrictions (and oversight of Congress) on prospective
increases in Trademark Fees. We oppose the proposed elimination of historic
statutory curbs on new and increases in existing Trademark Fee.
Implausibly and self-scrvingly cast as an efficiency measure, the Statutory
proposal for Trademark Fe is tantamnunt to an "open check book" for the
Patent &Trademark Office.

R
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this "open check book," rightly or wrongly, presents an
The proposal fcr
appearance of impropriety on the pail of the governmnt in the exercise of
discretion in enabling the establisahment of setting fees of private industry to the
possible detriment and added expense to the PTO custmner base.
Our review of the trademark aspects of the Straj:egic Plan suggest that the
blaxcle to raise and impose
underlying motivation of the PTO in seeking carte
new fees on its varied customer base flows from its proposal to institute a 4 track
trademark application sructure. This is confirmed by a recent and widely
assailed Notice of Proposed Rule Making whereby the PrO proposed an incentive
based system which would, in its view, tend to discourage the filing of trademark
documents on paper.
Questions posed/issues raised by this proposal which are under study by our
organization include:
a
a

Does this 4 track system, both as proposed and as administered, satisfy the
various Treaty obligation of the U.S.?
Will the first option, allowing the trademark Applicant to provide the PTO
with a likelihood of confusion search, from a USFTO Certified Search
service, enhance quality or reduce pending costs? The searches that are
currently

performed

by the Trademark

Examining Attorneys

are

conducted with ease and expertise. Furher, the Trademark Office's recent
RIF of over 1/3 of the Examinng Attorneys negates the need for this
proposal.
* Giwen that the electronic filing will be effected through for-profit, fee
chm-ging electronic filing "partners" of the PTO, will the proposed
electronic filings be wholly illusory or just illusory in
"reduced cost" for
part?
class) surcharge" for paper filings comport
" Does theproposed "$50 (per
with: 1)law; 2) any reasonable measure of tl actual coat of processing a
paper submission? In August of 2000, the Deputy Cosnnisione for
Trademark Operations, Robert Anderson, stated on a trarscribed record
that "...we spent about $23 getting it (apaper application) ready for
Transcript -Tradeark Public Advisory Committee
examintion."
Meeting, August 23, 2000, page 47. Ifthat was he coat at that time, how
does the cost rise exponentially to "$50 per International Class,"
especially where there is a proposal to require paper applications to be
submitted in OCR/carunble format such that the paper can be
ransfoened into an electronic file by onesimple action? In short, we are
studying the conclusion of other organizations submitted in response to the
and
Notice of Proposed Rule Making that such a "surcharge" is udtra vires
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whether it is supportable in fact, both under the current procedures and
those proposed.
" Will the proposall to examinee electronic filings out of order' (as opposed
to the more intuitive F[FO approach) create an unmanageable and
confusing system, adding expense for applicantj, large and small?
" Is there any reason to believe that the PTO will more effectively
administer 4 differing examination systems than its performance with the
curret single track system, the difficulties of managing which they assert
as a basis for the need for three additional systems. In this regard, itis
important to know that the current paper system ,ill continue, albeit
[hopefully] w.ih more timely and error free electronic data conversion.
The Stralegic Plan also contemplates that "Applicants and other parties %ill be
able to.. purchase copies of materials related to applications and registrations rot
automatically disseminated during normal processing." Plan T-02 @16. Italso
states: "A Customer Servtce Center that will consist of.. .a retail operation for the
direct sale of trademark material to the public willl be operated] "'
The DC Bar IP Section is studying how these proposals are consistent with the
genera] thrust of "The Plan," namely, contracting out functions to private industry
and focusing on the core legal functions of the trademark process. Since the
"open check book" requested by the PTO would be used to further these
initiatives we also oppose the lifting of hisoric curbs on Trademark Fees insofar
as such would enable these initiatives which appear to be contrary with somc of
the slated premises and core purposes of the Plan itself.
We thank you for time and assistance in this important matter.

ee
Porter, Esq.
Co-Chair
Steering Committee
Intellectual Property Law Section
District of Columbia Bar

cc:

Blaine Merritt Esquire

IUry,'JCp

~ThEEJe
PLA LaTEsA-GOMwM
Dee

ody HaIler Drake, Esq
Trademark Chair
Steenng Committee
Intellectual Property Law Section
District of Columbia Bar
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July 25, 2002

Honorable Ilossard Coble. Chairnn
Honorable Howkard Berman, Ranking \lembcr
House Subcommittee on the Courts. lnr, ecUtial Property and the Internet
Committee on the judiciar

B-35 1.\ RHOB
Washington, D)C 20515
re: July 18 Hearing on LISFP0 I-ee Schedule Adjustment and Agcnc, Rcotml

Honorable Chairman and Ranking

evlcmber:

I appreciate this opportunity to submit comunents regaingtg issues raised in the recent heatrig. As
a professional paIcii and Iradc atk icsearchci
fonr uvt i
nty
ears, I a1in uily C0tac V.itIt
both the professional IP communit, and with examine s and management at the USPTO. After
tany discussions ,ith member, of hoth groups, 1 \ ishto addre,;s
t\,
o issues 1)the proposal
iitrodiiced to separate the Search function fiem the Fsammaliorn process, ond 2 the process bs
, which
nnt of the proposals in the ResiruicrtUrng Plan have been dens ed
..\thouoh the patent system is one 5 ithvery pc,,'rfiul
competig intetre-,s on many levels, at its
cure is a er udious, detail led and technical
proces., perfonued b) highly. educated examiners
and researchers v ho take great pride in thoir ,o'k. I he qtaltu' of the patent system very much
depends on their continued dedication. The absolutely unexpected propo,,al to separate the
Search and I xamination functions is potentially the most destoictis e plan yet proposed iy
nle nagetriett, in s cx oK cncetlis user patent quali ty.Witl 1ewer than 300 tra
ined. e.xperieniced
researchers in the private sector, the capacity does not exit to accommodate even tenpercent of
the anticipated additional vorkload now performed by the more than 3.200 examiners.
Examiners realiZe that otisorcing searches ssill mean higher production quotas for them. If the
proposal is enacted, a number of examiners have ackno; lodged their plans to !cave the P10 and
form private search corporations. with expectations of higher incomes and less stress. The
resulting loss of experience and expertise in the examination process would be devastating
The secotid issue regards the process inolsed in creating the Restructuring Plan. Despite claims
by management that the Pln has been developed in open discussions, with contributions from
Many sectors, the perception and often-exprescd complaint is that it was developed ill secret
1i)e
exohution ofa more effeCtis e USPTO s oUld greatly benefit from a more open discussion
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of the issues and possible solutions, with a goal of not only inclusion of all participants and their
ideas, but also the perception by professional employees and the IPcommunity that they are part
of the process.
Thank you again for the opportunity to coriment.

Respectfully submitted.
Randy Rabin. President
PatentArts. Ltd.. LI.C
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEEARL A. BRYANT
INTRODUCTION

The over 235,000 U.S. members of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. represented by IEEE-USA include inventors, innovators, designers, independent entrepreneurs, small business owners, and employees of firms that acquire,
license and exploit intellectual property. Their collective efforts promote our nation's
prosperity, security, and competitiveness by fostering technological innovation.
IEEE supports the engineering process of creating, developing, integrating, sharing
and applying knowledge about electronics, information technologies and physical
sciences for the benefit of the profession and humanity.
IEEE's U.S. members are among the most frequent users of the USPTO, and
therefore we have a compelling interest in ensuring that legal principles governing
patent policy are consistent. By virtue of the practical experience of its members,
the IEEE-USA respectfully believes that its views can assist this committee in evaluating the effect of the strategic plan on technical innovation, especially by independent inventors and small businesses. We are deeply concerned about proposed
changes in the patent system that could potentially jeopardize our members' abilities to secure the patent protection they need, the lack of which would affect our
country's competitiveness, economy, and technological advancements.
GENERAL

Intellectual property is a significant and growing component of our national economy. The Information Technology LIT) sector accounts for an estimated 8.2 percent
of our gross domestic product and accounts for one-quarter of the economic growth
in the American economy. This is just one of many sectors which rely heavily on
patent protection and with which many IEEE-USA members are involved. The
IEEE-USA believes that our nation's global competitiveness and our economy are
directly tied to the innovations made by independent inventors and inventors employed by small businesses. The success of many startups can be traced to a handful
of inventors obtaining funding due in great part to being able to protect their intellectual property. As such, the voice and concerns of the independent inventor and
of small business entities must be considered at all stages of developing and implementing changes to the patent process.
The quality of the patents issuing remains an important concern of the IEEEUSA. We appreciate the USPTO staffs ongoing efforts to continuously improve the
quality of their work product. We support the Strategic Plan's principle to improve
the quality of the USPTO while reducing pendency, such as efforts to enhance successful, appropriate pilot programs and extend them throughout the USPTO.
The IEEE-USA understands the importance of a global patent classification system and harmonizing our patent system with the rest of the world to gain easier
and less expensive patent protection around the world. It is important when changing U.S. patent policies for harmonization that we continue to encourage innovation
and maintain U.S. competitiveness. We support the Strategic Plan's efforts to
achieve this.
Fees and Costs to Obtain Patent Protection
IEEE-USA believes that the USPTO should be fee-supported, with flexibility in
setting fees subject to the oversight of Congress and following proper administrative
procedures. The IEEE-USA has opposed and continues to oppose diversion of fees
paid to the USPTO for use by other agencies. If all of such monies were used for
the USPTO, instead of being diverted by Congress as in the past, IEEE-USA believes no fee increase would be necessary. Taxing patentees beyond the costs of the
USPTO yields results contrary to technical innovation in the U.S.
If fees need to be adjusted to help support the USPTO's operation, the IEEE-USA
believes that Congress must take into account the special circumstances presented
by the independent inventor and the small business entity when considering
changes to the fees, the fee structure, and when imposing other costs to receive patent protection. The proposed fee changes will adversely affect individual inventors
and small business entities to a far greater percent than other businesses. Additionally, we are very concerned that the 4-tier application option proposed would discriminate solely on the basis of one's wealth.
The IEEE-USA continues to support reduced fees for the independent inventor
and small business entity. We believe that all Federally mandated fees and costs
to file, examine, issue, and maintain patents must be reduced for the independent
inventor and small business entity.
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IEEE-USA further believes that the functions of the USPTO that benefit the public, such as making information available to all on the Internet, should be funded
through general tax revenues as this is a part of the Constitutionally mandated
function of the USPTO for the public good.
The Number of Patent Claims
The complexity of technology has changed dramatically since the first patent was
issued, let alone over Just the last 100 years. Few claims were required by Edison
in order to obtain patent protection for the light bulb, but today a gigabit Ethernet
switch that optimizes data transfer could not be adequately protected by just a few
claims. The complexity of many of today's discoveries requires far greater skills,
knowledge and sophistication to delineate and claim an invention. The U.S Supreme
Court recently recognized in Festo v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., Ltd.,
et a. that Alanguage remains an imperfect fit for invention.@ It is therefore more
and more difficult to adequately describe today's complex inventions and to differen'iate them from previous inventions without the use of multiple claims.
Members of the IEEE-USA will find many of their inventions cannot be adequately and fairly claimed for a reasonable fee within the punitive limitations as
set forth in the proposal. Recent U.S. Supreme Court and lower Federal Court cases
essentially mandate the use of many diverse forms of claims and claiming strate3ies. As just jne example, an inventor of even a simple software invention must use
multiple independent claim formats to adequately claim the invention. A typical
claim, to have adequate commercial coverage in the relevant marketplace, must
practically be presented as, among other forms, apparatus claims, method claims,
data structure claims, computer-readable medium claims, user interface claims,
propagated signal claims, and software-related business method claims. Although
this multiplicity of claim formats for similar subject matter does not significantly
increase the examination costs of the USPTO, the current proposal would harshly
punish, and thus practically limit, the scope of protection available to inventors, especially to those of moderate means.
The IEEE-USA contends that provisions that discourage inventors from adequately protecting their inventions, such as the proposed punitive fees and a fee
structure designed to limit the number of claims, would be at odds with the needs
of entrepreneurs whose livelihood depends on patent protection and this aspect will
diminish their ability to obtain dependable protection, much less defend it, within
their budget.
Outsourcing Searches
The patent examination process is an ongoing negotiation between the applicant
and the examiner, often with the examiner refining and re-searching the prior art
in combination with the applicant making amendments to the claim language.
The IEEE-USA believes that there are both short and long-term consequences to
outsourcing searches. In the short term, the IEEE-USA is concerned that financial
incentives to independent inventors and small businesses will be impacted. Many
independent inventors also currently prepare and file their own applications, and
perform all of their own searches at the USPTO, depository libraries and elsewhere,
all in an effort to save money. Searches through commercial vendors are effectively
a part of the application costs and it is unlikely that legislation would place pricing
controls on commercial vendors.
The IEEE-USA is also concerned that there could be long-term unexpected consequences to outsourcing searches. There may be a discontinuity between the search
and the examination. Thus, not only might outsourcing affect the quality of patents
issuing, but it might also have an unanticipated effect years later in the courtroom
during patent litig tion where the third party's search methods and quality are
challenged. IEEE-USA recommends that prior to final implementation this be thoroughly investigated via preliminary studies combined with studies of the European
Patent Office's results of their outsourcing between offices. Successful outsourcing
must address these concerns and implement reasonable checks and balances to assure adequate protections to the inventors and the patenting process.
Other
Further, IEEE-USA supports efforts to bring the USPTO into the 21st century
such as electronic filing. We strongly believe that electronic interactions with the
USPTO (e.g. electronic filing, information disclosures, application tracking, searches,
etc.) must use open interoperable interfaces and not use closed or proprietary interfaces. We believe that such an open structure and interoperability willallow market
forces to generate the best and lowest cost solutions.
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Conclusion
The IEEE-USA believes that some of the changes in the USPTO's 21st Century
Strategic Plan, such as those aimed at reducing cost to the inventor through harmonization and electronic filing, are positive and will improve the system. However,
some of the other changes could damage the process and particularly could harm
individual inventors and companies that rely on the protection of patents to maintain competitiveness in the global markets. The IEEE-USA believes that the USPTO
should continue to find creative ways of distributing their efforts, such as
outsourcing of searches, while taking into account the issues we raised.
The IEEE-USA looks forward to assisting the USPTO and Congiess in your efforts to improve the efficiency and quality of the patenting process.
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